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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ADAB 
ADC 
ADP 
AXF 
AL 
AM 
AM 
AMR 
APON 
BOP 
BEP 
BEOC 
BRAC 
BTD 
BUIEO 
CAMPE 
ceo 
cou 
CE 
CIDA 
CLC 
DAC-OESO 
OED 
DAD 
DLO 
ONFE 
OPE 
EC 
ECCE 
ED 
EOU 
EFA 
ESP 
FA 
FN 
GOP 
GoB 
GPS 
GPU 
HOI 
HKI 
HAM 
HT 
ICT 
lOA 
IOM 
t-PRSP 
KftN 
Assoaatoon of NGO·s 111 Bangladesh 
Adolucent Development Centre (previously Kishori Kendro) 
Adolescent Development Programme 
Aga Khan Foundatoon 
Adolescent l..eadef 
Adolescent Monitor 
AIJd1l and Monrtonng Oivis1011 (at BRAC head office) 
Annual MonrtOfing Review 
Adolescent Peer Organised Netwonc 
BRAC Development Progamme 
BRAC EducatJon Programme 
Basic Education for Older Children 
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee 
BRAC Training DMsion 
BRAC University Institute of Education and Development 
Campaign for Popular Edocahon 
Commumty Based OrganiSation 
cap.city Development Unit 
Con!Jnuing Education 
Canachan lntamatoonal Development Al;}eocy 
Community teaming Cenue 
Development Assistance Coovnrttee (Head quarters 111 Pans) 
Oeputy Executrve Ottec:tOf 
Directorate For lntemabonal Development 
Donor Liaison Ofllce 
Dttectorate of Non-Formal Educabon 
Directorate of Pnmasy Education 
European Commosslon 
Early Childhood Care and Educabon 
Executrve Olrec:tOf 
Educabon Development Unrt 
Education for All 
Educatoon Support Programme 
Finance and Accounts Drvislon (at BRAC head office) 
Federation of NGO's 
Gross Domestic Product 
Government of Bangladesh 
Government Prmary School 
GoB Partnership Unit 
Human Development Index 
Helen Keller lntematiOOal 
Human Resource Management 
Head Teacher 
Information and Communication Technology 
lnstrtuhonal and Organisal.1011 Analysis 
Integrated Organisahon Model 
lntenm Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper 
German Development Bank 
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KK 
KS 
KS-PP 
MOO 
MIS 
MoPME 
MT 
MTR 
NCTB 
NEP 
NFE 
NFPE 
NGO 
NNCC 
NOVlB 
NPA 
OST 
PACE 
PE 
PEDP 
PO 
pp 
PRIME 
PASP 
OAS 
AC 
RED 
AM 
ANE 
SAT 
SMC 
ss 
sse 
TARC 
ToR 
TIC 
TIC 
UEO 
UL 
URC 
lnslitutional and Organisabon Analysls of 8EP 
Klshori Kendro (now Adolescent Oellelopmen1 Centre) 
Kishori Supervisor 
Klshori Supervisor - Pre-Pnmary 
Millennium Development Goals 
Management Information System 
MII'IIStry of Primary and Mass Education 
Master Trainer 
Mid Term Review 
Natonal Curric:oklm and Textbook Board 
National Education Policy 
Non-Formal Edvcabon 
Non-Formal Pnmary Educatlon 
Non Govemmental OJgamation 
NabOnal NGO Co-or<flllallon Committee 
Necheriands OrganiSation for lntematJooal Development Co-operabon 
Nabonal Plan of Actlon •Education for AIJ• 
Open Space Technology 
Post-pnmary, Adolescent and Contmuous Education 
Peet Educator 
Pnmary Education Development Programme 
Programme Organrser 
Pre-primary 
Pnmary lnili8tlves In Mainstreaming Education 
P011erty AeductiOil Strategy Paper 
Ouahty Assurance Specllibst 
Reading Centre 
Research and Evaluation Division 
Regional Manager 
Royal Nether1allds Embassy 
Standardised Achievement Test 
School Management Comnuttee 
Secondary School 
Secondary School Certificale 
BRAC Regional Traltling Center 
Terms of Reference 
Team-in-Charge 
Teacher Tr811ling College 
UpazJia Education Officer 
Ul'liOI'I Lilrary 
UpiWia Resource Centre 
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Executive Summary 
Introduction 
This Institutional and Organisation Analysis ~OA) addresses to capaCity and 
organlsalJonal arrangements of BRAC Education Programme (BEP) to achieve its 
mission, strategy and goals. It also addresses the internal and exlemal pre-conditions to 
be met. The scope of this report thus is not only on BEP. but also the organisation of 
BRAC as a whole and the external environment in which it opercnes. 
This lOA-mission was realised ln August/September 2003 and complements the appraisal 
mission of BEP phase IV, which focussed on programmatic aspects of the BEP for 2004-
2009 and that was realised shortly before the lOA mission. Both repolts should be read 
together to enable comprehension of all issues. 
Many eatller appraisal and review missions provided the scope for this lOA-mission. 
Central themes brought forward by these earlier missions are: 
- Continuous quafrty-improvement in the p!ogrammes of BEP: 
- Long-term strategic planning and increased coherence between the cfrfferent 
programme components; 
- Better use and access to information on programmes and improvement of capacity for 
lnterpretatlon for long-term policy and planning; 
- Fmd a better balance between implementation and strategy; 
Need for more co-onflnalion in an increasingly complex organisation; 
Need for more recognibon by other stakeholders of the BEP educational models. 
These themes present the continuous challenges of BEP that will remain relevant for the 
future as well. In this analysis all these themes are presented with the attempt to take the 
lmpflcations further and provide a longer-term future scope 
To enable better learning from the sequence of mtssions and reports a stronger focus on 
these main themes is recommended. 
Analysis 
The BRAC Education Programme operates in a context of persistent and extreme poverty 
in Bangladesh. This poverty has not only a socicHloonomic dimension, but also human, 
security, social-cuH.ural and political aspects. BRAC as a whole addresses all these 
aspects and BEP targets large-scale interventions to well defined target..groups, especially 
women and children to achieve sustainable and long-term impactm pro-poof development 
and capacity building. The outreach of BEP to approximately 1.8 million poor people in 
Bangladesh is extremely big and makes it one of the largest NGO-lnterventlons In the 
world. I 
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2.Awareness building (parents, communities), partlclpaUon Is coosklered to be 
Important for all changes that are Induced in communiti.es. Involvement and 
bull<fmg ownershrp are key words to make initiatives in communities a success. 
Creation of leadel'ship practices, facilitating that community members take their 
responsibilities, is crucial for sustainable developmenl 
3. 1n contrast to the grassroots worl<shop, the ESP·programme was highly valued and 
considered to be a very relevant programme. Reported irregularities in the 
prioritising (voting) about this components illustrate <ftffering views and interests 
that need to be reoonslled. The (positive and c:ritlcaJ) attention Is probably due to 
the fact that at managerial level there Is a higher awareness on the Importance of 
networking, whereas the immediate Interest at grassroots level Is more directed to 
direct local benefit. 
4. Conclusions 
Geoeml conclusions are presented here. For specifrc recommendation one is referred to 
the original Open Space session reports, which contain valuable detalled information and 
suggestions in ed<frtion to the summary of outcomes presented above. 
Expansion or programs 
The success of BEP is evident in the expressed desire to further expand activrties. All 
components were praised and suggested to be further rolled out. Some stood out for 
specific reasons: 
1. The libraries were highly prioritized in both Vol0r1tshops. The special social and 
lnterrnecfrate function they play in the communities is of such great value that therr 
existence is greatly appreciated. While community awareness building is stiR of 
great importance, the libraries have a kev a key-role In community development. 
2. The seconclaty schools wer-e highly prioritized In both worl<shops. Including the need 
to address the smoolh transition from primary to secooda.ry school. The need is 
recognized to invest a lot in improving secooda.ry education, such as school 
management. subject content (espedally English, math and sdence), mal.erials 
and facilities. 
Cooperation with GoB 
BRAC stakeholders wish to see thai the relationship with GoB is Intensified The general 
impression is that both the expansions of current initiatives as well as their sustainabifrty 
are in danger. The need to cooperate with government is fell and realized at grassroots 
level as well as on managerial level. Many, if not most, of the multi-stakeholder 
workgroups mentioned the need and the will to cooperate with GoB. 
This phase seems to be a critical period, wherein the role of the donors is going to be of 
central importance, but wherein BRAC itself will have to reflect on its vision, the scenarios 
it may be faced with and the immediate rmplementation of sustainable development 
strategies for BEP. 
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Managecnmt or BEP 
Although BEP seems to be well managed, a couple of Issues deserve the attention of 
BRAC staff. Arst, there seems to be a need to clarify hlenlrt:hles and responsibilities at 
field level staff. It is felt lhat the current system results In over1ap ol responsibilities and 
therefofe coofusion In the dedsfoo.maklng processes. Also, stronger participation In 
decision-making processes was suggested. Second, some HAM processes need to be 
revisited. Especially the transparency of performance appraisals (which already Improved 
recently) and the Hnk to training and (career) development need reviewing. Salaries are 
generally perceived as low. 
Awareness and capacity building 
As a red line, the binding factor for successfuJ implementation of any component Is the 
raislng of awareness of communities and those indirectly involved In the programme, as 
wen as capacity building for those directly involved In Implementation. As these two 
components are so crucial, BRAC might want to resean::h oo Its approaches and Identify 
its svccess factors, to see structurally build oo Its experience. Open Space might be a 
new tool to be used. 
The continuous strengthening of capacity, both'" subject/content and In managerial skills 
is imperative to sustain the quality of education. 
Open~ 
AI both events participants greatly appreCiated the methodology. Although it is simple and 
easy to adapt, several books have been written and researches been done about Its 
prillClples. For the purpose of the mission, it was used to generate reflections of the 
"BRAC-BEP system•, but it is a useful tool for interective and participative learning, 
exchanging of ideas and visions, and has been used for a muhftude of purposes. H could 
well be applied In communities to open up discussions. generate ownerships, build 
awareness and induce active participation. 
To luUy benefit from Open Space Technology as a participatory reflection and planning 
method, as BRAC oonsiders, it may be 'N'OfthWhile for staff of (particularly) the training 
division to study some of the principles further. We believe, just as an example, that it 
would not be valuable, as was suggested, to restrict voting rules during the prioriUsation to 
'maximum one vote per subject'. This would reduce some tension, but the voting would no 
longer reflect the general perceplion of 'the system'. Subsaquootly the Interpretation ol the 
voting outcome (What does it mean and how should it lmpaci planning?) should be well 
understood. 
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Annex 5: results quatlonnalres on sblft-motfvatfon 
Overall employee motivation and satisfaction 
~ o Head Office 5.00 .. 8 
• Regioi'V Area 
4.50 .. 
4.00 
3.50 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
Female Employees Male Employees 
Staff motivation and satisfaction in BRAC Is very hiQh 
Staff mowation and satisfaction 1n Head Offlce Is lowef than In the regions 
Staff motNatlon and satisfaction of female and male employees In Head Offioe Is almost 
the same 
Staff motNatJon and salisfadion of male employees at the regiooallevel is sbghtJy lower 
than female auployees 
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Most motivaling and satisfying factoo;: 
Relations with superior 
• Teamworl< 
least motivating and satisfying factors: 
• Transfer policies 
• Salary 
Significant cfrffeJ"ences between male and female employees: 
FeJ"nale employees are more satisfied with the values and mission and with salary 
(male employees at the head office are especially Jess motivaled by values and 
mission) 
· Female employees are sllgtrtly less satisfied with training opportunities 
SignifiC8Jll differences between Head Office and Regions: 
- On almost au aspects motivation and satisfaction at the head office is lower 
• Especially on promotion and reward, salary and assessment the employees at the 
head office are less satisfied and have an overall score of less than 50% 
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Donors general appreciation of BAAC is scoring above the aven1ge score of 3. In the 
questioMalre this was indicated with higher than average. Only three aspects W9fe 
chataderised as lower than average. 
The eJements of BAAC that are most appreciated are: 
• Setting clear and relevant targets 
Achieving of targets 
Aellability and c:o-opercltiveness 
The elements lhat are least appreciated are: 
- ~with other actors 
- External orientation towards trends and policres 
- Quality and client -orientaUOn 
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Annex 7: Ust of related recommendations of four earlle.r missions 
The riSt p!'esented in this annex p!'esents soma of the recommendations of earlier 
missions and reviews. The lOA apprcusal team has focussed on those recommendations 
tllat are directly relevant for the scope at the instlt1Jiional and organisaiJonal analysis of the 
SRACJBEP programme. The great many of recommendations related to programmatic 
i$SUeS are no\ in \his overvif!JW, unless \hey are related to important iSsUes related \o \he 
mission and strategy of BRAC. 
1. AMM recommendations 2002 
BRAC should eva/utile its eroorglng MIS system early in 2003 to ensure that h rematns 
strongly linked to management and does not develop into an unwieldy structure. 
BRAC thrnks that MIS system requires imp!'OVaments. A c:onsu11ant has been working With 
BEP MIS to serve this porpose. 
Seize oppcxttJnitias for linkages between BRAC and GoB in continuing education and 
adolescen1 development 
BRAC agrees with the recommendation and may find out some ways to work jointly with 
the GoB 
An organisaJJonal fiMew should be made of thB higher levels (managers and aboVe) of 
PRIME to ensure that admlnistratiorJ, communicaJJon and the exchange of Ideas is not 
impeded by s dis-functional structure. 
PRIME is a pilot intervention lo strengthen l1nlulges with Goa BRAC thinks thal such a 
management structure is required to carry out the intervention intensively with local 
government However, SEP may consider the reconvneodation in M.ure drawing from the 
lessons learnt in Phase Ill. 
BRAC should explore the possibifiJies of achieving wide-ranging partnershfps WTth GoB in 
specific geographicaJ areas to ensure that all children in thai area complete fXImBIY 
education and achieve bBsic competencies. 
BEP has already started working with the GoB through PRIME initiatives. BRAC agrees 
with the p!'OpOSal, but deVeloping wide rangiTlg partnership requires mutual understanding 
and time. Donor agencies can play a role In this regard, 
Anange for Grade V students tD compete for sdlolatships before entry into high 6Chool. 
BRAC thinks It Is a good p!'Oposal. BEP along with donor partners shOuld advocate for thiS f 
with GoB. BEP has submitted a lettef" to the Secretary of MOPME (formerly known as 
PMED) to allow students completing grade V of NFPE schOOls to appear for the 
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scholarship examination. The letter was sent on 6.01 .03 and BRAC (at september 2003) 
has received a positive response. 
R8COfJt!ised quaJlfical1ons for BRAC teachef'S should be addressed In COilSUlta1ion with the 
GoB. 
BRAC partially agrees with thls proposal. Most of the BEP teachers are GoB recognized 
sse level cer1ifica1e holdefs. Those who are not being ~ by BEP to take part In 
public exams. For the Information 72% ol the existing teachers are sse holders. 
Consider the possfbifity of a BRAC representaJive being invi1Bd to join the PEDP St9ering 
Committee and, In tum, a senior GoB officer pai1Jcipatlng in the BEP committee. 
BRAC completely agrees wrth the proposal but the GoB needs to accept the suggestion. 
Expand the PRIME initialive, including the establishment and operation of preprimaJy 
schools in an inaeaS6d rumber of primary school catchrnel'lt arsas.. 
This has been indicated in the Project Proposal 2004 ·2009, p. 49. 
UnderWrite a number of GoB-BRAC action f9SBlUCh ini1iatives aimed sl enabling all 
children in a specific gecgraphlcaJ area satisfactorily to completed primary education. 
This has been Indicated under new 1nitiatJves in PrOJ8d Proposal 2004-2009 
2. MTR2001: 
On BEP and BRAC C001IJlOn mission: 
Organise high level wodcshops on BRAC mission and the degn1e in which this mission is 
translated in overall BRAC strategies. 
A high level workshop has taken place in JanU8ly 2002. BRAC also organised a strategic 
wor1cshop with donors in January 2003. 
Identify components in which BEP is benefiting from support of and oooperalion with other 
programs such as BOP. In how far are approaches standardized and can they be mutJJally 
reinfrxcing. 
BRAC Indicated it does already do this. 1-bwever the last part of this recommendation was 
not followed up. 
Need for PMIS complementing and linked to the present MIS. Ajust approach to 
monitoring related to planning at different levels (twe recommendatJons combtned). 
BRAC indicated this is probably to costly. However, the Idea behind this recommendation 
to ensure more long term monitoring related to original planning in some way disapeared 
from the scene. 
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t.onger term platming is needed 
BAAC agrees wrth this, but doeS confirm it Is happy with the present plannlng systems. 
On strengthe~ty for utffisation and interpretation of MIS and momtoring data: 
St81t capacity bUilding for dais interpre/Btion bY distilling trencJs and provkJing uses 
Interpretations to the tables produces. 
BAAC agreed with this and indicated it would start with piloting interprelatioo capacity 
builamg in 2002. 
On pi1o6ng towatds mainstreaming: 
Prepare designs of pilots including cnteria for mainstTeaming 
This was a9"'00 by BAAC and \nd\a!1ed 1\ wou\d start \ne deSign of crneria for pilots in 
2002 and 20()3.(19-(15 
On focus within Education Ouaf/ty drive: 
The {Sl-\-07) analysis is to come to conclusioos related to artJBS to focus on, where 
external expertis8 should be called upon and 1vllere can be build upon exJsUng capacities 
BRAC indicated that this analysis will identify and suggest areas needing more focus, 
including external expertise, partnerships etx:. 
On need for staff~ sypetvisoty§!rtJcture: 
PTepare a systsmatlc staff development plan tr:x superviscry staff 
BRAV indicated that workshops were held on this issue and that it tries to identify the 
weak areas where capaaty building would be required. 
3. ESP- rev1ew mission (dates unknown) 
IOA.appralsal team doesn't knoW the level of acceptance of the recommendations of this 
misSlon. 
QEparlner_ NGOs: 
ESP's partner NGOs have cflanged. They now have larger and wider capacity & potential. 
71lele is a need to cJarify ESP's /ong·term planning vision 
There is a need to revfse and expand the seledioo criteria for partner NGOs, AI the same 
time the selection {Jiocess could be fonnaJJsed with the develOpment of an assessment 
too/. 
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The policy enwonmen1 in which BEP operates iS complex and characterised by a slowly 
but gradually increasing dialogue with the Government of Bangladesh (GoB), especially 
with the two Ministries of Education and the MinlstJY of Youth and Spol1s. 
The National Education Policy and the sub-sector plans for primaly education provide little 
space for participation of the NGO-seclor 1n dellvenng cost-etfedlve pnmary educabon. 
The NGO's at present account for 8% of this dellveJY, BEP taking the lion share of 6%. 
The sloWly !ocreasing recognition by the GoB of the capacity of NGO's In basic education 
mainly add1esses the complementaly and altemalive (so called 'non-formal1 actions 
dlTecled to pre-primary, post-primary children, adolescents and adult education. The core-
programme of BEP to deliver pnmary educalloo to 1.1 million children until present 
receives remarkably rrttle attention until dale. 
Many other policy de'.lelopments and processes at the national level are equally relevant 
to BEP: the Interim Poverty Reduction S!Jalegy Paper (i-PRSP) of the GoB. the process of 
decen1ralisation; the process of public sector reform. An important threat to the positive 
outcomes of these p1 ocesses Is the persistent and Widespread corruption in the country. 
The dialogue between the GoB and NGO's has reached an Impasse and this has deeply 
divided the NGO community. In spite of recent progress with the fOunding of the 
Federation of NGO's, the NGO-commundy remains <fJVided and dialogue only pcoceeds 
slowly. 
Increasing efforts in advocacy and more linkages beCV<een different policy-aspects are 
needed BRACIBEP seems not very affected by the crisis in NGO-GoB and NGO-NGO 
dialogue, but sliD needs to bring its advocacy efforts at a higher level. Co-operation and 
co-ordination with other NGO's and nelwo!1cs such as CAMPE are crucial to break out of 
the present Impasse. 
The BRAC Education programme has good relations with its main stakeholders, the most 
lmportan1 being the target-groups, mainly children and women. The relations with local 
governments and government officials at the local level have reached a high level of 
understanding, recognition and co-operation. Also the relations wrth the donors, organiSed 
in a Donor-Consortium, are very good. To accelefate the dlalogue with the central 
government, there Is great leverage to be found in local governments and government 
officials at the local level. The donors also play {and need to cootinue to play) a role as 
brokers to facilitate this dialogue. 
BEP occupies an Important place within the overall strategy and structure of BRAC. BEP 
is well integrated and its contribution to the mission of BRAC Is eminent and highly valued 
This recognition tS importan11n the light of the quest for rmancial sustainability of BRAC as 
a whole. On the longer-term this Is reflected In the comm1tment of BRAC to raise {out of 
1ncome-generating activities of BRAC) 50% of the budget of BEP, whiCh tS until now, 
almost completely dependent on external donor-contributions. 
BEP has recently defined a new long-term vision. This vision states that BEP wants to 
become a networ1< of resource centres on education at t.he regional and national level. 
This VISion on the longer-term (20-25 years) wiD sigmficantly change the present 
characteristics of BEP, mainly focussing on implementation of educational programmes. 
This visioo stm needs further elaboration and translation in strategies and has to be 
shared within BEP and BRAC and with external stakeholders, especially the Goa This will 
require significant lime and effort. 
Some programmes of BEP (e.g. GPU, ESP) are already directed towards this new 
direction. The elaboration of strategies in these programmes requires continuous attention 
and need an overell strategy that ensures col1erenoe and complementarity of these 
programmes. 
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Location of ESP schools Is drtven by NGO community niiher than by SlJatBgfc concems of 
BRAC. There is a need to cany out school mapping of BEP & ESP schools. 
Need 8 fcxmal systsm to idenlify the capacity of partner NGOs and 8 fcxmal assessment 
of NGOs at the end of each 3-year cyde has to be made. 
Need to phase oot those NGOs who have acquired 8 degree of finandal sustalnabilify 
Ensure thai ESP staff have a clear undefstanding of svstalnabifity and how it should be 
built into schools. Examine options for withdtawing finandal support (E.g. Raising funds 
through donors. communities, pubiJc funds) 
On level of SUJ!f.J2!f to schools & communlies: 
The replication of BEP model through partner NGOs should continue. 
On management capacity & systems 
Endorsement of the placement of ESP wilh lhe BEP under DED II and the DED shculd 
taka a proactJva role in idenlilying areas for col1aboration between ESP and other units. 
Inclusion on ESP in kay processes of planning, setting poftey, setting policy, systams for 
impl8fTI8fltafion and quaTJty assurance as well as ctitical const11tative for a 
Key po6cy dedsions required to detennlne .mat kind of NGO ESP should support, and 
how the programme seeks to contribute to lhe national EFA obje<:tiva 
Need of long-term planning to optimise benefits of ESP and ettract donor supporl. 
On linkage & comparison of models 
Need to institutionalisa the level of COC!pfN8Iion and colJaboraJion among the various 
dlvtslons and units in the wider 8ducation programme. Taka 8 proactive role in Identifying 
areas for collaboralion requfred by ESP from other unitS and align slrocture and 
process6S in the education programme to enable inclusion of ESP in the kay processes 
Benafida/ to have tnOf9 sharing of expanences and 1assoos 1eamt to assist in expanding 
linkages with GOB and other NGOs Explore the possibflity of assisting GOB in 
developing 8 strategic plan wtlei"e NGOs will play the role of implementers and the GOB 
will play the supporlmg role as suparvisers and monilcxs. 
4. Human Resources Consultancy report, MTE group, April 2002: 
R60tp8fllze the HR functions and Rename the HR Depanment and lhe Training Division 
Considering the credibility of BRAC Training DiviSion both inside and outside BRAC, it is 
necessary to keep the name remain same. However, the division Is implementlng ltle 
recommended functions. The Human Resource Development department Will be renamed 
as HR department. The HR Department is given responsibility to develop participatofy 
performance appraisal system and improve staff selection p!ocess. Special attention Is 
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given to atiJaCt professional staff through advertisement, salary pacia!ge and other 
Incentives. 
Annex7 
Develop and implement a petfrxmancelcompetency based needs KientificaJion system 
BRAC Training Division is piloting the competency based training needs ic:tentificalio 
system. Gradually it wiU be Implemented to other programs of BRAC where the group 
analysis will be done to identify the needs based on required job competency. 
Upgrade BRAC's reauitment process to attract bettlN quaftty candidates and gain 
increased cxganizaJionaJ efficiencies. 
BRAC agrees lo Implement the recommenda\iOns for laciTctaling elacb onic scanning o! 
printed or written data on a Job application form into a IOOnal database.. BRAC Is currently 
using web page for staff recruitmenL 
Develop and implement organJzational, d6pat1mentaJ and indMdval training plan 
Once the performance appraisal form and competency profiles are finalized, the indMdual 
training plan will be prepated. Howelll!f. \he ~ and departmen\al training plan 
Is being done on regular basis 
Improve BRAC's intemal comrnunicalions 
BRAC agrees in principle to haVe Intranet ~lity wtlhln BRAC. As a part of lhls 
communication proc 2 55 , BRAC Installed internet connections, tax among the Regional 
Offices o1 BOI' and TARes. BRAC Local ~es or~ ~sharing 
discussion among different programs of BRAC at the field level ID give a broader picture 
of BRAC. At the head office level program WJS9 focal points is in the process of identify for 
smooth coor<fltlatJon. 
Observation by lOA Apptaisal-team 2003: 
Many of the recommendatioos in tllis report in fad were becng implemented by BRAC or 
at least already inciuded in future planning. 
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Annex 8: FutuTe Scenarios, relevant for the future of BEP 
Access to Primary Education 
At.;cess to and quality of primaty education consUMes one of the mayor debates in 
Bangladesh. Many reports and analyses on tne pnmary and secondasy education system 
show that both in tenns of access to education and of the quality of the education 
available the situallon is far from favourable. 
Table 1: Supply of primary education In Bangladesh 
Present school capacity government and BRAC-
NFPE schools 
350000 
300000 
250000 
200000 
150000 
100000 
50000 
0 
GoY&mment BRAC-NFPE 
primary school$ achooll 
(1 1 types) 
type o f achool 
o Ho. ofschools (1996) 
• No. of schools (2000) 
o No of t.eachers (1 996) 
o No. of t.eechers (2000) 
Source: JBIC Sector Study. Bangladesh EducatJon Sector, 2002 (excluding pnmary 
education supplied by other NGO's (Proshiks and others}, thaJ accourr1 for approximately 
2%). 
It is widely recognised that the Education For All (EF A) goal for 2015 In Bangladesh IS not 
reallstlc. In the national p4an of action (NPA)II of Education foe All (2002-2015) we can 
read that "Banggadesh has made a tremendous progress in achleving the goals set for 
2000 in the NPA The 8lli'Oiment Increased by more than 5 million children and exceeded 
the GER latget of 95%. The completion rate has Increased to 65% in 2000 and dropout 
rate came down from 80% to 30%. The boy-girl rate is now at par in reJalion to their 
number 111 the popuJatlon. HoweVfll', ttHJ 6ttendance rstels yet to go beyond 60% and 
the qiJli!Jty of primary educstlon lin hardly Improved. The poor qUIJJtty hU become 
the weau.t point of the entire primary educlltion syBtem. II being the foundstlon of 
all educMJon the poor qUIJJity llffects adverstJiy the #Mtlre sup«structure of 
educMJon In the courrtry. Adult 1/tflf'IICY has progressed from 35% In 1991 to 65% In 
2001 .• (NPA II, MPMED, 2002). I 
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However, lhe governments strategy does not lake into account the efforts of the NGOs 
and they are excluded from most offiCial statistics. Instead lhe PEOP phase II programme 
sets itself very ambttlous goals to expand the availability of pomary educabon (among 
others by building 60.000 new classrooms CNer lhe next five years) and improving the 
quality of education by capacity building of tBachefs (1 5.000 additional teachers per year), 
improving curriculae etc. and limit the drop-out rate of both pupils and teachers.. However, 
II remains dear that even with this measures lhe number of young people without access 
to education will be high In absolute tenns. II an new classrooms to be build would 
welcome 40 pupils (according to lhe desired maximt.m ratio for pupils-classroom of 1 :40 
In lhe PEDP II), the 60.000 additional classrooms and a similar number of teachers can 
cater lor a maximum of 2.4 milf100 additional pupils in 2009 (and lhen lhe additional effort 
needed to bring clown the teacher-pupil ratio from 1 :60 to 1:40 Isn't even taken Into 
conslderatioo). This means that around 2010 stiU approximately 2 ml!f100 children 
according to the GoB to 4 million according to the Education Watch report, would not have 
access to proper education. StHI two to four times lhe additional outreach of an 
organisation such as BRACIBEP would be needed to reach the goal of Education for All in 
20151 
The vision of the government on the role of NGO's remains (as It has been for many 
years) that NGO's can be complementary to government initiatives In lhe area or pre-
primary educalloo, life-skills education for adolescents and non-formal education for 
adutts and In case of spedal target-groups. The model developed by BEP for cost· 
effective and flexible primary education is still seen with sepsis. 
Poalble scenarios towards Education for All 
The Gob, pasticularty MOPME, needs to lake additional measures to reach its ambitious 
goals in the area ot primary education. POSS<ble scenanos towards a real and complete 
realisallon of lhe EFA goal for 2015 are: 
1. Adcfrtional investments In primary education (aboVe lhealloca!ed budgets in PEOP II) 
and a subsUlnlial raise of the percentage of public expenditure on education (lhe 
decfrning percentage of 2.3 % of public expenditure on education as % of GOP in 
.2000/2001 and 1.1% on primary education (see PEOP II, page 21) Is extremely low, 
compared to other countries in lhe region and at global level). These Investments ara 
directed to further expansion of lhe Government's own capacity for implementation, 
within the present frarnewofk and models of the Government. (This scenario doesn't 
consider the capacity and models developed by BRACIBEP and other NGO's); 
2. Partnerships with NGO's to complement the capacity of implementation of the GoB in 
primary educalloo, using alternative models; 
3. Adoption of the more flexible and cost-efficient models developed by BRAC/BEP and 
other NGO's, malnstreamlng them in the formal educational system. 
Unfortunately an these scenanos seem unlikely at the shcx1 and medium term. The 
present mind-set of the GoB can be characterised as a focus on gradual and limited 
expansion of quantity and limlled improvement of quality In the do-it-)'OUI'!K!ff way. A 
positlve factor Is that at present both Ministries of Education are opening up towards 
BRAC/BEP and CAMPE to discuss the Issue of access to and quality of educalion. II 
remains to be seen how this dialogue between lhe Government and NGOs will evolve In 
the coming years. 
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BEP's Sbategy and scenarios 
The issue of access to education is also crucial to BEP. BEP's long term vision on 
education states that it sees its implementing role as temporcuy and that it strives to 
become a network of resource centres on education with lhe primary goal of improying 
quality of primary and secondary educalion within Bangladesh as a wflole. 
If, In the light of its futUre ambiUon, BEP on the longer -terrn wants to withdraw from 
implementation of primary education it can only do so an case lhe implemenlalioo capacity 
of SEP will be transferred either to: 
1. Ministry of Primary and Mass Education (MOPME): this requires an aoceplance of the 
BEP-model by the government. MaJnstreaming of this model is one of the few ways to 
enable the Government to reach out to slgnificanUy more children considering the 
limited resources available; 
2. Communities. CBO's and local governments in partnefShips, oonsidering 
dec1'!nb afiSafion oi central ~to \h& dlstrid and Upazila ~EM!!&, thus enab\\ng a 
more cost-effective, more needs based and flexible approach; 
3. NGO's, expanding the capacity of local, regional and national NGO's to apply the BEP 
model Independently and wrth longer tenn sustalnabiTay, ensunng a flow of 
government budgets and international donor fun<fmg. 
Ot~. WIThdrawal of BEP from implementation would mean that an additional 1.1. 
children would not have access to proper primary educatiOn, widening the pcesent gap. 
In scenario 1, It is cfe<lf that above the investments in PEDP II, MOPME should allocate 
sigrlificanl additional recourses to reach out to all eligible children. By adopling and 
rnalnslreaming the BEP-model H could make a more cost-effective use of th6S8 additional 
recourses and possibly also recourses available within the PEDP II. 
In scenario 2, it Is shoWn that the GoB could decentrai'ISe additional budget (and/or 
clecentralise budgets withln the PEDP II) to local governments and communities to reach 
001 to more children. 11 is Okely that in this case local capacity wiD only very gradually 
Increase and probably wiD not be enough to bridge the gap. Aclditional interventions by the 
central government or NGOs probably are needed. 
In scenario 3, BEP could transfer it's model to NGOs. Also In this scenario H Is not fikely 
that all the needs wiU be covered and additional Investments by the GoB stJft are needed. 
From the perspectiVe of BEP the transterral of its model to other NGO's or GoB can be 
presented as follows (see next page): 
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Table 3: Bridging the GAP: combining the scenarios 
Bridging the GAP: reaching out to the children 
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Annex 8 
Note: the numbers and phases don't represent real figures. These are approximations to 
illuslmte trends. 
The graph above, hypothetically. shows the possible impact of two transferral strategies 
from the perspective of BEP. Both scenarios show a decline of BEP-run schools until a 
certain minimum number of schools that BEP would need as a resource and innovatlon 
centre to test new methods and models. Transferral to NGO's, e.g. by the ESP 
programme show first a gradual rise in total number of schools and pupils, at a later stage 
gaining more Impact, once NGO's would be recognised by government and (inter)nalional 
dooors as cost-effective deliverers of pnmasy educalion. However, the Impact of 
mainstreaming the model in the government will probably be higher and will show a faster 
Increase on the long term (in the first period time still is needed to establish the confidence 
of and cooperation with the government). 
Both scenarios in the graph can be combined on the short and medium term, until the 
whole eligible populatlon of children Is reached. After that moment, these strategies can 
become conlfldlve because Government and NGOs would be competing in reaching the 
same children. 
Conditions to be considered for effective transferral of the BEP-model 
Conditions for transferral of the BEP-schools are: 
1. acceplance of the BEP-model as a viable one and fomlally recognised as primary 
educalion according to governments' standards (by an stakeholders involved); 
2. commitment of government (and international) donors to fund the lmplementatlon of 
thiS model within lhelr own structures or by others; 
3 . further improvement of the quality of the BEP-model; 
4. Capacity of other arun to implement the BEP-model on a large scale (there are 
obvious minimum scales to the cost-effectiveoess of the BEP-model). There is also 
the minimum ol transactlon-oosts of donor-organisations to be considered. 
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If these condilions are met the scenarios above can become realistlc, the third one being 
the one that might be the closest on the horizon, considering the present WOI1< being done 
already with NGO's in the ESP programme of BEP. However closef on the horizon, this 
scenario wiH not have the hlghesl impact This scenario is viable as long as the 
Govemmeot is not willing to accept to mainstream the BRAC-modet and by own 
investments is not able to cater for all the children without ace es s to educa1ion. 
In the meantime BEP is forced by its own svccess to maintain its large scale 
implemen1atlon of the Primary schools to maintain Its present cost-effectlveness, until all 
conditions for transferral are met and the above scenarios can be realised. A1 the same 
time 8EP needs to invest a lot of time and effort in adYocacy to meet the conditloos 
above. 
These scenarios and conditions will have to be combined and integrated In the long-tern~ 
vision and strategy of BEP to become a network of recourse centres on education In 
Bangladesh. 
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Annex 9: The Integrated Organisation Model 
The Integrated Organisation Model 
1. Introduction 
The Integrated Ofganisation Model (10M) is a model that can be applied to describe, lo 
analyse and to diagnose organisations. As any model, the 10M is a slmpfific:ation of the 
complex reality In which so many different aspects all influence each other. The model 
should help to answer the relevant questions that are posed. Further, the usefulness of a 
model depends in general 1o a large extent on the specific sit\Jallon, the questions posed 
and the use(s know-how and ability. 
The 10M is an Integrated (or integral) model to emphasise the Interrelationships of the 
cflfferent elements of an organisation: although the elements can to a certain extent be 
treated separately, they ate all connected to each other and - ideally - In balance. When 
there Is no or no clear balance (fit) between the different elemerds within an organisation 
or organtsabonal unit, the organisation will not function optimally and the need for 
organisational change WID be or become apparent 
The tOM offers an overall tool to put the various elements of an organisation in their place, 
being it a government department, a non-government organisation, a local government. a 
people's organlsatlon or a private eutecprise wherever In the worid. H you look al 
organisations usmg this model you wouldn't overtook the most Important elements. 
However, it is an overall model, and Instead of seeing it as a tool, one m~ghl rather refer to 
it as an organisatlonal ooncept. To analyse an organisation in depth, you may need more 
specific tools, depending on the exact aim of the analysis. In addition, whether the 'image 
of the organisation' generated by applying the model is correct, depends of course much 
on the qualities and experience of the user. 
2. The 10M: desctrblng the model 
2.1 Introduction 
The Integrated Organisation Model consists of 5 external components: mission. output. 
input. general enviroMlenl and specific environment and 6 internal components. The 
extema1 components, mission, outputs, Inputs factors and actors descnbe the 
environment of the organisation or have strong relations with this environment. The 
Internal components describe the Internal organisational choices. The model is called 
Integrated because there Is a balance between the components. 
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Ag. 1 tntegrated Organisation Model 
Factors: economic, technical, political, socio-cultural influences 
Strategy 
Organisation 
Management 
Style 
Culture 
Actors: suppliers, finanders, competitors. partners, target groups 
2.2 The external components of 10M 
2.2.1 The mission of an organisation 
The mJssion of an organ/Billion Is Its 'taison d'etre', or In other words, the oventJI 
objectiVfl(s) lind main llpprotiCh that explains why the organ/Billion tiXlstS and what 
It Wllnfs to achteve wlttl whlch means. 
ThiS overall goal is translated in the strategy into concrete, opefalionaJ objectives and 
activities. The mission Is important because it gives direction to the organisation. A good 
missiOn indicates the posslbllltles and rU'Tlitations: what the organisation should do and 
what it should not do. Organisations are gradually paying more attention to formulaling 
their mission. Mission statements are prepared and cfiSSeminated among theif personnel 
in order to create a sense of common ideology and directioo. a .shared set of 't'alues. They 
are usually not od.y outside- ex clieot-oriented (the type of productS/SerVices to defiVel'), 
but also comprise aspects of the Internal functioning of the organisalion (e.g. the 
participation and self-realisation of personnel). 
Example mission statement of the International Management Training Institute: 
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The focus on implementauon and addressing the needs of target-groops has shaped the 
ptesent OfQ811isalion of BEP over the years It has increased SIQilifiCSntly In both size and 
complexity, demandtng Increased mechanisms few oo-ordlnation and shared and 
ooobnuous learnmg at an levels Ill the organiS81Jon. Addrtlonal to the vertJcal llllEIS of co-
ordlnatJon. more hottzontat loons of co-ordlnation and declsion-rnakmg can be explored at 
allevels. 
The budget of BEP, corresponclingty, has increased over the years and wllf contJnue to 
II'ICrease dunng the next phase (BEP phase IV) The long-term financ:laJ sustaJnabihty of 
this programme reqwres attention, althoogh the BEP currently has a sound base of 
exlemal funding by steadfast donofs. The oommitmeot of BRAC with the BRAC Education 
Programme. mentioned above, is of great importance few this long-term fillal'ldal 
sustama.btrrty. A strategy fof Mure financial sustainabillty needs to be developed and 
d'SO 'SSed within BRAC and with donor partnenl . 
The present five-year cycle of external donor funding is a threat to the c:ontulUity of the 
BEPs. Especialy at the beginning of each next cycle this limits the capacey of BEP to 
masnta1n rts level of irnplementabon of diff&nll"lt J)lograrnmes, thus creatJng a concentrated 
threat of disoontinurty. There Is a need for explonng new more ftexible models of funding 
that can also perrnrt new donors (also donors from the private sector) to come in at nexible 
Urnes 
The output of BEP has Increased In quanlitabve and quafrtative terms over the past years. 
Goals and targets are cleatty set For the neXl phase (BEP phase IV) the total number of 
target.goups Will be around 1 8 million people The l1liWl prograrnme-compt the 
NFPE-schools Wll rem811'1 stable (WIIh an internal shdt towards more schools Implemented 
by local NGO's in the ESP). lnrtiatlves and pilots of the past phase are upgraded to new 
programmes. It is not always dear how these new programmes relate to the core-
competencies of BEP and what the strategteS for transferral or mainstreamlng are Such 
clanty, however, IS needed to ptevenl an unWieldy exp8llSIOO and complexity of BEP. 
BEP and BRAC have their support and control mechanisms well in place. There are dear 
J)locedures and reguJatlons on financiaJ and administrative control. There are also 
frequent external appraisal and nMew missions The yearly audits do not ptesent mayor 
problems and the reoommendaiJons are beang folowed-up by BEP and BRAC 
Also the Management lnformatlon System (MIS) and internal monrtonng systems are 
lunctJoning reasonably well. The MIS is presently being upgraded, but furthef UlVeStrnetrts 
in ICT, also at the level of the regional offices would greatly expand the capacity of BEP to 
make real use of the weatth of data for policy and strategy analysis and planning 
Staff motivation in BEP IS high and people in BEP wor1< hard to achteve the goals and 
targelS This is one of the most important strengths of the organisabon. The HAM systems 
and potces are clearly Ul place HAM, however, Is not only a system but also a practice. 
Strengthening of coaching and feedlxrk of staff and training of managers in th'5 coaching 
and meeting skills could further improve staff motiva1lon and performance, and the quality 
of declslon-makiog. 
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To contribute to tmproved effectiveness of development organisations through the 
pt'OVISion of tnaJJageiOOf!t training and advice. 
Poulb .. core problems with e mlulon statement: 
A mission lhalls not being supported by staff 
Tasks lhal are coofllding wi!h lhe mission (e.g. an Independent auditor txmg Involved In 
financial servloes. A pUbliC lnsiJiute being Involved In <XII lUI""' dal ildivltles} 
• Unclear miSSion that does not gtve sufficient direction 
2..2.2 The output of en orgenlsatlon 
Annex 9 
The output of sn organlutlon comprlsu all tnllterlal and lmmlter#al products and 
Htvfces delivered by the organl8tltion to Its vsrlOCJ& tsrget groups {clients or 
custonvrs). 
To have a clear understanding of an organisation, it is essential to descnbe its output in 
terms or the products and/or services produced and delivered to its target groups 
(clients/customers). The perlormance of the organisation is measured by the quality and 
quantity of these outputs. Products and seiVices can be for example, cookies produced by 
a bakety; extension services delivered to fa.rnlefs, knowtedge. skils and attitudes induced 
by a training Institute or health services delivered by a local government department. 
Important aspecls in describing and assessing the outputs are the following: 
• The quality of a product or 5eMce determines to what extent the products and 
services match the needsldemands of the target group. To what extent is the target 
group satisfied with the products and services delivered. 
• The quantity refers to the volume of products delivered or the number of clients 
served. 
• The coverege can be described In tenns of geographical coverage or in different 
types of target groups (lllCOille, social position, gender, etc.). 
• Experience refers to how long have the products and seNices already been clefcvered 
by the organisation. Did it develop specific knowledge on these specific products and 
services? 
• Specialisation Implies the extent to which the organisation is specialised 1n certain 
products and seMce5 or whether it has a large range of different outputs. 
Core problems with cMputs; 
lnadequale quantity or quality of the outputs to satisfy demand of target groups 
• No clear definition of lhe outputs 
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2.2.3 lnput8 
The fnputa of the Mfllllllutlon Include ~I the resources •vail•~ for gener.tlng the 
P'fXlCJCU and~· ot the Ot'{lanlutlon. 
The folow1ng categocies of inputs and resources can be distinguished· 
• St.rr 
This includes the available s1aff In terms of quardy, qualificalions, age and 
expecience, geographical coverage, maJ&.female ratio, ethnic grouping, permanent 
versus temporary staff, etc. 
• Buildings and Installations 
Type, quan!ity and quality of the bulldangs and Installations used for the delivery of 
goods and seMces. 
• Equipment, tools and !DIIterlals used 
Desaiptlon of avdable equlpmeft. tools and materials used lor the production of 
goods or the delivery of seMc:es in terms of quantity, quality, concfrtlon, etc. 
• SeMces of third parties 
E.g. electricity, water, Insurance, accountancy, elc. 
• lnfonnatlon 
lnformallon used from research institutes, statistics etc. for the rumtng of the 
orgarll58bon. 
• Rnance 
How is the orgamalion financed? Are there liquidity poblems? What IS the capital 
structure? Is the financing fixed (fixed budgel) or variable? To what extent is the 
management entitled to (re)-allocate funds? 
• Natural environmental resources 
Natlnl resources (those transferred irrto products and those wasted during the 
transformabon process). What is the environmenlal impact of the organ.sation? Which 
nallnl resources are used in the produdion p.«:ess and wtliCh resources (ar, water, 
earth) are affected? 
eor. ptoblema In re1et1on to !he lnputa C8n be: 
• Too few ~ fof the tasks lt!qlared (buldlngs. equipment. staff Me.) 
• lnsufticlent quaflly ol the Inputs (bed tools, limited kuo-.ie c'ge ac.) 
• lnsuffic:lent aocess 10 Inputs (dependency on government. no aoc.sa 10 credil etc.) 
2.2.4 The ,.._.., environment of en otpniNtlon (FACTORS): 
With general envfrolanHMt /s nwant the complex.., cl polmc.J, «:onomk:., 
technal, .ociM and cultural r.ctot. that l rdfuences tills (ryJ» of)~ 
The general eowonmertt influences the perfoonanc:e., creates opportunities and threats, 
influences the demand for products/sefV'ices, the supply of inputs, the llllemal 
organlsabon and the posslbifllies lor colla.borat1011 and oompetltlon. 
I Negtottve m.tnel fKtore that on.n eppur. 
• Palillcal dimale not being conducive 
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• High ~QIIT'a'lCY 
• lrw.:untyl 
• Lmtad rules and regulaUons 
• lnsufftaant control of rules and regulabona 
• I~ lnfrastludure 
Socillk:ulwml reslstanoe (e.g. gender) 
2.2..5 The ~ envlronrMnt (ACTORS): 
71HI.,.ccffc environment comprl•• of the rellttlons with thoN ltCtotS thllt the 
orpan/SIIt/on ,. dlrectly dNJJng with. 
These relabons may include: 
• FormaJ/VertJCalllnkages 
Annex9 
With head offiCeS. branches, regional offiCei'S other departments.. What Sie the tormal 
and ll1formaJ linkages, hon:zootal as well as hierarchical. 
• CUstomer and target groups 
What kinds of relations do exist wrth c:ustomen; and target groups? What Is the 
organisallon's altrtude towards customers and target groups? How do the latter view 
upon the organisation (does the organisation have legiiimacy from the point of VTew of 
customers or target groups)? 
• CompetltoB 
Ale there any compeiJtors Ill the anwonment that deliver the same (type of) products 
and S81'Vices? Whal is the relatJon between the orga1 lion and lis competitors? How 
is the rnartlet divided between them? 
• Suppllera of Inputs 
FIOIIIlCiei"S suppliers of matenallnputs, research institutes, etc. 
Polley makers and regulators 
Local gowmmentaJ organisations, poi111Cians, pressure groups and interest 
organisations (e.g. labour unions). 
r
SonM. common problems wtth ectora Include: 
Bad mage of the CM gao tisat.ion 
No CJOI1'll)eWon 
I.Jinltable ... pp~~ers 
No ace J 10 finanaess 
• lnsuftlaent cnlatvli aliOI' Wllh others 
To much lrAJence of pnljlic:l!nr on oper1lllonelleYei 
• Too ~tile ot mo eel e :11'11! llellwotkng of rnenegement 
2.3 The Internal components of 10M 
2.3.1 Str8tegy 
stnt.gy refer'll to the way the miNion 11 tnnslltted fnto concrete objectlvu •nd 
8pproltC/Ie& 
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The strategy of an Ofg8t1isabon can be defined as the Joog-tenn plan of actiOn of an 
organisation to realise Its ob{eelives wrth the available means (ll'lputs). A strategy alms to 
give direction to the actMtles or management and staff. A conditloo for giving direc::llon to 
the organisation Is that the objectives and actMtles are clear, oooetete. reallstJc and 
acceptable to the various parties involved. In geoeraJ we can distinguiSh long term (5-1 0 
yeaTS), meclum tenn (1-5 years) and short-term (up to 1 year) stral&g~GS 
It is not always true that strategy is the result of a plamed poe e s s Strategies might be 
de'oeloped 11'1 a sponlaneOus way, because managers in the organisation have become 
aware of changes in the environment and as a result change the way in whiCh the 
objectives win be achieved. Regular meetJng on staff level can have the same result: 
changing strategi8S. Strategies should evolve constantly when the environment changes. 
eor. JH'Ob*"- In relation to strm.gy: 
Lack of clear pma (ad-hoc policy. no Yleion) 
• Plans are notreallsbc. too ambibous, not beNd on en adeqo !!Ita alit pia 
• Plans are \.llCte. or no IIIOltepted 
• Plans ant not mandOnld end ,.. ved 
' Plans do not gMI eli i!iCJIUi I 
2.3.2 Structurw 
The structure of •n CXfllHIINflon Cllll ,_ Mffned •• the fOI'JNI •nd Inform./ division 
and coorrllfVtion of IICtJvttJes •nd rwt~ponslbllltla. 
This ~ of the structu-e of the organisation includes the diVision of the 
orgar1ISabon in groups (UflltsJleams. depal1rr.,.ltS. diVIsions. etc.). the division or tasks. 
I espoi *SI:Jdibes and powers among people and groups and the way the c:oordinatJon of 
actMiies between people and ~ is taking place. 
The formal structure refen> to the 1esponsibdrties and powers as they are formafty 
desetibed. The lnfonnal structure IOC'Iudes the responsibilities and powers In praclioe, 
Including the informal relations for communication and coor'dlnatlon. 
In general. relaiMIIy much attention Is pale! to formal organisabonaJ structtxeS (neatly 
described in orpan.gnms) and far less to infoonal COITV1'Ilricabo and adjustment 
between groups and individuals in orgarliS8bons. Though the formal structure may provide 
an i 1 1p1 ession of an oqJal'lisation often the real fuloctiollic.g of an org8lliS8bon cannot be 
understood Without explicitly addressing non-formalised linlcages Within the organisabon. 
llmj)O«UUot lltnlctunil pi"'ble!M can be: • Unclear division of tasks Gild responsblhllee 
Inadequate (de-cenbal) JI(MBS for ex8QJilon of lasks 
Inadequate OC><lrefiNibon bet¥1-• unllllldepertmerr 
• Too much diftiiiiiiiCe bet¥1-• formal end Informal strudure 
2.3.3 Sy.lwn• 
The aspc:d of systems oomprises the internal processes that ~ate the functioning of the 
organ.isatioo. 
A process Is a sequeooe of activities aimed at a certain result. A system Is a set of 
agreements that asms to regulate the actMtles of management and staff with one or more 
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related organisational processes. As such, systems are agreements about and gwe 
direction to the internal pcocesses. 
These Internal processes can be divided into: 
Annex 9 
• Primary J)f'OCUSes· directly focused on transformation of 'inputs' Into 'outputs'. These 
include working methods and techniQues. 
• Control processes: focused on control of other processes. These Include feedback, 
monitoring, communication decision processes, etc. 
• Strategy formulation (poflcy) processes: focused on the formulation and adaptation 
otthe organisations strategies. This includes the planning proo:es ses. 
• Suppol1 processes: almed at S\lpporting the primary and other processes. This 
includes the financ:laHidmln and logistic systems. 
• Improvement processes: aimed at improving the quafrty of other pcocesses. These 
include research and development, quality care and evaluation actMties 
Systems can be described, based on clear agreements. in a procedure. A system does 
not have to be formally descnbed. Informal agreements can also form a system 
sometimes even more Important than the formal ones. Various inlonnal systems may exist 
and even contradict and overrule the fonnaJ written ones. Good systems create clarity 
about what has to be done when by whom. Good systems enhance the efflclency of 
processes and reduce coordination and communication problems. More and more good 
systems are being seen as immaterial assets of the organJSation, which are as Important 
as the material assets. 
Prob'-'- wl1h systems In the organlsaUon: 
• Unclear or not accepted procedures 
• lneffedille procedures, based on blu&-pnnts from Olhef orgamsabons 
• Too much emphasis on procedures and on control ol everything In the organlsabon 
(bureaucracy) 
• lneffideolt procedures. with unnec a ; I"Y and double wcr1( 
• Systems lhaillmit the tlexibilily of staff too much end hinder In finding new and c:realive 
solutions lor unloreseen problems 
• Systems that are diffic:ult to adapt to changing c:iraJmstances (rigidity of systems) 
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2.3..4 $gtf 
11HI component ,., ,.,.,_ to allltCtlvltiN, f'lllfHIIJIJd regul.tion• relllttld to .W 
motlvtttlon •nd utlllutlon IJIJd dtlwlopment of .W e~~peclty. 
The behaviour of people In an OC"ganisation Is of cruciallmportaJ a In some organisations 
you need more etea1iYe persons and In other ones more fonnal 'procedure' people, btA 
usually oomblnabons are most frulful. The behavku of people is a result of a complex 
p ocess In which the personal charactec iSiics are Integrated Of adapted to the organisation 
and ils anwonment Wel-ful tCtloning of people within orgamsatJons is very much 
determined by a good balanoe and IO!egralion of bolh racton: OC"ganlsation/envimrocnrlll1M18111'11nl 
and personality 
Some major elements staff pofiCies are: 
• staff selecllon (htnng and firing) 
• staff appraisal 
• staff motrlalJon systems 
• career oppottunrtMIS 
• staff lralnlng polls ibikties 
SocM common problems: 
• No dear cntena and procedures lor selecbon ol s1aff 
• Rewards ~YStem based on relation In steed of perfofmance 
• Unclear reward systsms 
• Uncieat car .. poeelbllllies 
• T rBining the wrong staff.· bail ling does nol relale m JOb coo tlelrts 
2.3.5 Style of~ 
TlHJ style of,.~ can be dacrlbed .. the chM.ct«itltlc ~of 
belwvfour of the trWIIfgltiJWHJt 
The management function includes strategy formulation, organtsing, steering/ 
controllinglmonitortng and problem solving. The manager brings together the objecbves, 
the strategy, the people and the means Planned aciMties have to be realised and the 
manager's l'n8lll task IS to steer and c:oorolnata. using systems. pocedures and 
regulations. but also infonnal communicallon. 
A management style COIISisis of two mapr COIIIpOI Mrts: 
• Where does a manager put pnoribes? Which aspects does h&Jshe feel are tmponant 
and how does the manager spend hi'S/hef bme: 
- lntemal Of extemal relations 
- people or means 
- relations Of per'fonnance 
- inputs Of outputs 
- quality Of quantity 
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• What is his/her attitude in malting decisions? E.g.· 
- participatory Of directive/authoritarian 
- risk taking Of risk avoiding 
- long or short tenn oriented 
- formal Of informal 
- rafionaf Of Intuitive 
Problema in the mamtgement aty1e can be: 
• Prionties !hat do no1 match wilh those needed by the organisation 
• Allllllde thai does not fit With the culture of the Olpllsation 
• lVI atlitLde which '-is to &tow, unfounded or no18COI!pled decisions 
2.3.6 CUHure 
Annex 9 
The culture of an organisation Is deffned as the shared values and norms of f»>(JJe 
fn the organisation. 
In general the organisational culture is expressed in the way the organisation is 
structured, relations between management and staff, relations among staff and how the 
organisation deals with the external actors (large! groups, suppliers, financiers, etc.) The 
aspect 'culture' refers to the reasons (the norms and values) why 'things are done the way 
they are done'. In this sense culture inftueoces all other aspects of the organisation. 
Organisational culture rellects the norms and values of Individuals, groups or the 
organisation as a whole. There may not be just one organisational culture, bul rather 
different sub-cultures that may be complementary or rather confllctmg and striving for 
supremacy. Problems in the various elements of the organisation wiU appear if there are 
too many people with different views on the organisation and their functioning in the same 
organisation. The same Is true if the organisational culture does not comply with the 
culture of the national, regional or organlsabon·specific environment of the organisation. 
Certain organisations seem to have a rather strong collective culture: either different sub-
cultures are Incorporated in the corporate culture or they are completely absent. 
Attitude towwde Ex.amp ... of 
I external factors son ties Of threats 
Other SlakeholdefS VYho has ptiOI'ily: ~ target group, financiers. 
...... ' ent 
Inputs on ormeens 
r I on nuAI.N Of 
Stra!egy . on tcng or shan tenn 
strudure Rllmal or lnfonnal 
central CoonltOil or d&-centreJ (trust} 
All regujabons or al free 1 
t stYle ALclhoritarian or . 
Personnel ' Relations ()( 
lnl9mal ralalions . Tamg reeponsibility/II\IOicmg responsibility 
PIM'Idualily 
Openness 
Giving and taking feedback 
Tolerance 
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lmpol'tant means to create a strong cultOOt include selection of new personnel and 
deliberate socialisation pcocesses, in which people are taught how they are expected to 
think and to behave within this organisation. 
Some problems In rea.tlon to organlatlonal culture: 
• Priority on ~lfoUilal reialions wfth strong formal slrucluru and systems 
• No attention 1o plans and sbategy of the ornanlsatiorl 
• Cooperation betw-• strong hlerard1lcal organisallcn and partiapatOJY appcoadl of partner 
otganlsation 
• Friction ~ cuhure of the ornanlsation and rulture of target graiJPS 
3. Assessing orga.nlsatJons: criteria for judgement 
3.1 Introduction 
To judge an organisation, a number of criteria can be applied usnlQ the description of the 
organisation under the various parameters. Six criteria are suggested below: suitability. 
legitimacy, effectiveness, efficiency, continuity and flexibility. In prindple, the organisation 
can be judged on JNery individual parameter descn'bed before. In pmctice, a ludgemenl 
will be made on a oombination of parametetS. As an indication, for fNefY criterion the most 
relfNanl parametetS to be included are Q!Ven. 
3.2 Suitability 
SUitability assesses wfH1ttler or not an orgsn/sstlon Is f1t to c.rry out required 
IICtlvlt/e$ to deliver specified prod~ 
Not all organisations are equally suitable to assume responsibtTity for the sustenance of 
the yields of development efforts. The type of adJVities in which the organisation has been 
involVed until now, Its size (one should be vety careful to avoid ovetloadlng successful but 
small organisations with too many resourees and responsibilffies), and with that the 
ab6orption capacity, the narure of the organisation and various other factors play a role. 
In applytng this critenon it is important to look at 
IIIAion Does the fit into lhe of the oroanlsa!lon? 
ln.,W Does the cwganlsaflon have sufficient resources (human, mateflal, etc.) to carry 
out these activdfes7 
• =the organisation have a sufficient basic level of resources to be able to 
Outpub Does lhe organisation have sulf1Ciei1l basic mcperlence and afmity with the 
planned activttles1 
3.3 Legitimacy 
LAgltJmacy deals wfth the acceptsnce and Imbedding of the organ/IJStlon In Its 
environment. 
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All organisation has to fit in it.s environment and requires adequate relations various other 
organisations, institutiOns, public, target groups, etc. 
In judging leg4Jmacy allanllon has to be pald to· 
MiAion Ale the 01181'811 cqecuves ..,. epced by 
Outpula How OO.Ihe latget I70IJP pe1C81 .. 1he ~and~ d the products and 
S«Vioea? 
How long la the Olg'Y'IISa!JOn alt-.dy involved Ill these products and serw:es? 
I ~ Relatlona Whdl .neccs do the oulputs haw on the enwonment? What lathe Image or the cxganiSabOn? 
Which poeitlon does the organisation heve among the other actonl? 
Ale the l1llabons with finandurs, ta? 
FIICton WhdliOCial, cultural and poli'.JCal developnen1s lnlluence the Image? 
Which lrdluenoe the oflhe and .. 8dMles? 
3.4 Bfectlveness 
The strectiveness olen organlslltion ~n be denned as the extent to which the 
product11snd MfVIcn 1/Ctusl/y meet the~ of the target groups 
(customers/clients). 
Effec:tJveness differs from the qual'rty of a product or service. Fot example, an extension 
training can be of high qualrty (well-trained ext8flSIOil offlcar. wei-prepared manuals. 
adjusted to the audience), but very ineffective if the necessary ferUisers 10 use the 
kr 10wledge are not deiMired In time; or if only men attend the training, while the aop 
conc:emed is cullivated by WOffi8rL 
The most mportant aspects to judge effedJveness· 
Output. 
3.5 Emclency 
To wtl8l extan1 do produc;ta and ..vtc:es fu!f•lhe n_. of the target 
? 
Elf1clency rt1fenl to 1M utJIItllltlon of lfUIOUf'Ca (Tnputs) in reJatlon to Its outputs. 
The question here Is to find out whether the Inputs are used in an economic way tn order 
to produce services or producls. The organising component determines this relation 
between the Inputs and outputs. How many VIllages are under the respor ISibihty of one 
extension worker, how much does the extensiOn department cost tn order 10 COII'8r a 
region, what Is the relallon between the non-productrve {Oiierhead) versus the productJve 
parts of the organisallon. etc.? In addiion to norms. which however do not always exist in 
these fields, c:omfJIIIISOOS with other slmllar types of orgcrisations may ~ an IMic:ation 
of the etflcieltcy ach1eved. Costs and benefits are compared in financial, eootiOmiC and 
social terms. It is dlflicolt to fix norms to JUdge an organisation, especially fo( govemment 
instJMes or development organisations. They operate in a specific field that can hardly be ' 
compared to the field of commercial organisations, who have mal1<ets, sales and costs 
that can be measured more 86SIIy. 
Hard norms are rarely applicable, beca11S8 figures like those presented in balance sheet 
or profit and loss accounta hardly exist rn the ~ woc1d. 
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3.6 Continuity 
Continuity (eustaln~~blllty) I• the probllblllty ua.t M organlutlon Is capable to 
continue (austBJn) Its core IICtlvfties for •n extended period of tif1'141. 
Annex9 
Conbnulty is an impoftant overall criterion. especaally since one of the maW! ams of 
cooperatJng With existing ()(gancsaiiOnS Is a sustainable !low of bertefit.s after tf.WT1llll8bon of 
specific attention or outside assistance. One would like to know whether the organisation 
Is likely to persist and therefore, whether It Is worthWhile to Invest in coopera1lon with the 
orgarnsabon and/or tn strengthening the organisation CCHICeiTied. 
OutpW To what .xr.nl Ia the Ofglllolwboil C81 ..... ol deiNw1ng ~ IW1d ..W:.S 
hll -OMded? 
ln9Uta To what~ IS the organiiMdjon e<~pahle ol securing its lnpuls? 
Acton To what extent do other actors IIUp9CW1 the cxganisallon? 
F8C:ton Are !here map lhreals to the cwganisallon? 
sntagy eo. lhe Ofglllaaliuc • haY8 an edeqr Rrte Slr8!egy to address majlof lhr8el:s and 
...... .-? 
3. 7 Flexlblnty 
Rulbll lty Is the Mllllty of the organ/SIItlon to .t.pt llse/1 to • clumglng 
fti'IVfrontMnt. 
Development ltlterventJons often intend to provide new, addiiJonaJ products and serw:es. 
Another characteristic of development ltlterventions is that innovation, holizon1al 
cooperation and coordination between a number of organisations Is required. 
Consequently, Ills necess81Y to establish whether an organisation has the tlexibllfty to 
adapt itself in ordef to play a role in the inl llfV8ntion. 
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Conclusions 
Chapter 4 and 5 present the condusiOns and reoommendabons of this Institutional and 
Organisation Analysis . The overaD picture IS that BEP functions as a well Oiled mac:tune 
and has great capacty to unplementlarge-scale and well targeted intervenbons The 
focus on mplementabon, however, <flStracts the altenbon from the elaboration of a 
coherent overall VISion and strategieS for BEP The recently defined new VISIOI'I proVIdes 
an opportunity to BEP to enter such a process 
I 
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Major aspects to address flexibility Include: 
~ 
~ 
Struc:tur. 
Sysletn8 
MDF T""'*'9 & Conoubncy 
POBCICQI 
8710BKEda 
n.._ ... .,. 
Ttl +31-318 "'6P"' 
""" .s 1-31&614!03 
Emlol mdl@mllln 
~n~erno~-.mdtnl 
To whaliDdertt can buikf~. machines and lns!allabons be adapted to 
changes in the situation? 
To wfla1 extent is the staff ? 
To what extent can the organisation change rts products and services? 
To what extent can the organlsatimal s1ructute be adapled? 
To what extent is 11 pc-ssihle to change the systems? 
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1. Approach and methodology 
The donor-consortium of BEP and in particular the RNE. ~ ttJ.s lnstJMJonal 
and Organisation AnalysiS (lOA) in the framewof1c of the negotiation of donor-support to 
BEP phase IV programme 2004-2009. This analys1s complements the assessment 'of the 
appropnal8118SS of the NFPE IV programme In the CO"'text of national policies and 
dewlopments in the educa1fon sector in Bangladesh and BRAe's ~ vision of Its future 
role 111 «<ucaJiorl especuJ1Iy 111 the pnmary S6Ctor" Thai assessment was reaftsed just poor 
and partially overtappmg With this analysis. ThiS lOA was realised from August 24 to 
September 13. 2003 
Both reports are complementary and should be coostderad l'l conjunction. This lOA does 
not focus on pogrammabc aspects of BEP phase IV but is aimed at "detBmllnlllg whether 
from an institvtionaVorpatlfSBtiona/ point of view, sJI p9COI'Idtlions ate met for BEP It> 
perlonn and achieve Its objectNes m education, puverly alleviation, empowtHmen1 of poor 
women and pro-poor sdvocacy" 
This lnstllubonal and Organ.sation Analysis thus also takes into account the whole 
organisabon of BAAC and the external context. but addresses only those ISSUes that are 
relevant to the capac:sty of BEP to effec:tJvely implement the BEP phase IV proposal. We 
refw to annex 1 for the ToR of this IOA-fTIISSIOO 
1. 1. Approach 
The lOA-team was composed of three members, Frans van Gerwen (team leader), 
Dtederik Prakke and Han Rakels. all ~for MOF Trairung and Consultancy Ede, the 
Natherfancls (MOf). The teem members each assumed responsibility for specrfic areas, 
but care was taken to continuously share and vafldale findings with each other and with 
the ddl8f8f'lt stal<eholdets involved, especially at the managemenl of BRAC. Frans van 
Gerwen (team leader) and MDF (Management for Deve6opment Foundation) assume the 
final pofe s sional and W\Strtubonal responsibility for the final report. 
For this analys!s the 'Integrated Organisation Model' was used.' The ToR of the lOA of 
BEP followed the ma1n components of thts model.2 Th1s model shows the relevant 
elements to consider In organisation analys1s. These elements cover three levels: 
• The external erMronment (contextual factors and relations with external actors), 
• The external orgalliS81lon ("where the InSide meets the outside', elements that link the 
organisation to its external context rrussion, Inputs and OtJtpAs) and 
The ltltemal c:haracteostJCS of the organasabon (stra1egy, structure, systflfriS and 
p1 oces s es. staff motivation, rnanagemE!fll-styte and culture). 
At the same time the model shows that an elements at these three levels are related and 
lnftuence the other; therefore an elements have to be looked at with an overan vts100 and 
' For a descupdou of this model. - annex 9. 1 For reasons of OOIJipiehensi11111en and ,.....rn.hlllly of the lOA desoiptiou and analysis aome 
"*lOr nllhuffW1g of specdic .._ In the ToR was made The SWOT -analysis wu taken a.A this 
pert end IS reftec:led II the conclusions and recommendalJons of thiS report. 
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in their mutual relatJoos. The model provides all the elements that are needed to make an 
overall analysts of the organisational performance. 
The main c:hatacteOstics of the approach of the lOA-team are: 
- Participalioo of all main stakeholders In the oollectioo of data related to the ToR; 
- Continuous dlscussion and sharing of provisional results with BEP to ensure 
ownership of and commitment to the finaJ result; 
- Transparency in all aetivitles, questionnaires and discussions abou1 the final objectives 
of this mission; 
- Sharing of models and methodologieS used dunng this mission to enable mutual 
learning of the lOA-team members and the main functJonaries of BEP 
1..2. Methodology 
This lAO Is characterised by a combination of different metllodologies In oonsultafion and 
data-collection: 
- Correspondence and bneling meeting with BEP and donors to fine-tune the objectives 
of the mission, and optimise the benefits of the mission 
- Reacfang and analysis of reports of ear1ief assessment and appraisal missions (for an 
overview, see annex 7; 
- Reading of relevant docurnents related to BEP (see annex 1 for a list of references); 
- Interviews with internal and external stakeholders of BEP/BRAC (see annex 2 for a fiSt 
of persons consulted); 
- Reallsabon of two •open Space" meellngs a1 the grassroots level and at the 
management level, involving altogether around 120 stakeholders in BEP. These open 
space meetings weJe organised around the theme "How can BRAC bette!' support 
education in the communities". These meetings had a double objective. On the one 
hand they were aimed to collect relevant data for the lOA. On the other hand they 
were aimed to demonstrate and transfef an intEWesting methodology to BEP on how to 
organise large-scale multi-stakeholder meetings (see report on the open space 
meetings in annex 4 ; 
- Reaflsation of a partiCipatory workshop wrth the lop-management of BRAC to vafldate 
and discuss main preliminary findings of this lAO; 
- Questionnaire to BEP-employees at different levels to measure aspects of satisfaction 
and motivation related to their jobs In the organisation (for the results of this 
questionnaire. see annex 5; 
- Questionnaire to Donors to assess different aspects of theu appreciation of BEP (for 
the results of this questionnaire. see annex 6; 
- Ouestlonnalre to BEP-employees at different levels to indicale and assess the 
impor1ance of strengths, constraints, opportunitles and threats In the frarnewori< of the 
programmes of BEP (the results of this questionnaire were only marginally used and 
therefore IS not presented 1n the annexes); 
- VafJdation workshop with BEP to discuss preliminary findings 
- Review meeting with donors of the donor-consortium to discuss preliminary findings 
and the design of the report, 
Follow-up Interviews, especially with manaQe!'S of BEP, to validate preliminary findings 
and the draft-report. 
ll'le results of these different methodologies are combined and integrated in the 
presentation of the findings of this report. ll'lis combination of methodologies valldales the 
findings, cooclusions and reoommeodations. 
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1.3. Jnterpretatlon of mission findings 
llle ToR of this lOA covers a wide range of issues, both internal and external to BRAC, 
whereas BEP alone is already a large and complex organisallon. llle combination of the 
wide scope and the short time available to the lOA mission l.imit the depth of the analysis. 
This report therefore sometimes speaks of impressions and suggestions rather than of 
facts and recommendations. and the report does not pretend to present an exhaustive 
analysiS. llle lOA-team encourages that the findings in this report are taken as a starting 
point for further research and dlscussion, rather than as 'the final woro' on the respective 
Issues. 
AJ. the same lime this lOA Is complementary to the appraiSal miSSIOn of the programmatiC 
aspects of BEP phase IV. In order to ensure a sufficiently comprehensive understanding 
of an aspects and to do justice to the wide range of activities under the different 
programmes, both reports should be read in conjunction. 
BRACIBEP IS continuously changing and improving its organisation. Even though the lOA-
team certifies that this reports provides an accurate ov~ picture of BEP wrth 
recommendations with long-term valkfrty, this snapshot can become outdated when 
impor1ant internal and external developments take place. In fact many of the 
recommendations are precisely focussed on increasing the capacity of BEP to influence 
its external environment. Depending on progress In these endeavours, the priorities and 
directton of BEP should be ad'JUsted. 
Lastly, the reader should realise that most apj)(alsals and reviews, lncluamg this lOA. 
concentrate on issues in which there is scope for further lrnprovernenL A large number of 
recommendations can Q!Ve the Impression thaL according to the mission, BEP is not 
performing well and requires major adjustments in all areas. This is cootrary to the VIew of 
the lOA mission, which presents a wide range of recommendations because BEP has 
shown ability to simultaneously follow-up on a fairly large number of issues. Our over-all 
appreciation is thai BEP Is a very relevant, effective, efficient and accountable programme 
(see also chapler 5), with the capacity and track record of a learning organisation. 
I 
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2. Learning from earlier missions 
BEP is frequently Visited by a vast number of appr8ISal and assessment teams and 
consultants coocenttalmg on specific aspects of the BEP cxganisalion and programmes. 
The conclusions and recorrvnendation are lmpressNe. it is laudable that BEP and its 
donor-consortium endeavor to keep trac1< of these recommendations. Venous lists 
stipulate the level of agreement of BEP with the recommendations and its actions tor 
follow·up. Even so, It Is qUite diffiCUlt to •see the forest betWeen the 1r9es• of 
recommendabons. Moreover reoommenda1Jons on the strategic level are not highlighted 
or priorlbsed. 
The lOA-team therefore attempted to produce an amalgamabon of the most relevant 
recommenda.bons •n relation to the insiJtutional and orgarosation analysis 1n this report. A 
list of the recommendations of low eattier appraisal and review missions IS presented in 
annex no. 7. 
Visiting BAAC and its partners, the IOA·team was Impressed by the time and patience of 
many BRAC employees (espeaally servor managers) to prov!de the lllformation needed 
lor lhiS mission. The present document provides and integral description and VISM>I1 of 
BRACIBEP. The lOA-teem hopes this report wil serve as a refeleroce point lor following 
programme~ and r811iews, so the ToRs of future n IISS:iolas can be more 
foc:IISSed 
2.1. Results of eertfer mlaalons 
In this chapeer the IOA·team highlights the main themes and recommendatiOnS of the 
most recent past missions and boefly diso ISSes their relevance to this mission: 
MTR200t.· 
• Quality investments tn Ouaiity Amnnce Spetiatms (CAS) have to be folowe<kJp 
by continuous competency development of the CAS. 
• BEP has a need-based approach to plannltlg wt11ch hinders long-term planning The 
MTR suggesled a more long-term, demand based planning. To ensure thiS, 
capacity buikhng for data intlll'pfelallon of changing trends Is needed. 
• Monitonng 1s focussed on control and accountability. Feedback is limited. An 
appropriate balance between checking and control and monitoring lor quality 
improvement has to be found. 
• Ht.man factors are the driving fon::e behind the effiCiency of BEP. which functlons 
wei. The only drawbacks COIICem the co-onflllaboo of these activities and the 
captunng of Information. 
• The absence of computers in field offices ham.pers effiCiency. The use of ICTs (as 
PCs and Internet/email) could bnng in dramallc development an communication 
and information. lTC would make valuable Management lnfomlallon widely 
accessible. 
• The MTR indiCated a need to link M IS data to the work-plan. using mlormatJon as 
indic:ators of progress. 
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• The MTR questioned whether REO human capacity suffices to taXa on the 
complexity of developing educalional assessment tools and other activities, in spite 
of its reputation as a strong research centre with many academic linkages. The 
research functiOil is essential for 1nformed management decisioo-makmg. 
• Organise high level workshops on BRAC mission and the degree In which this 
mission is translated in overan BRAC strategies. Identify components in which BEP 
is benefiting from suppoft of and co-operalion with other programmes. 
• Prepare pilot designs including crilena for mamstrearmng 
ESP nwiew mission: 
• ESP's partner-NGO's have changed; they now have a larger and wider capacity & 
potential. There IS a need to clarify ESP's long-term planning vision. 
• It is necessary to revise and expand the selection criteria for partner NGO's. AI the 
same time, the selection process could be formalised with the development of an 
assessment tool. Need for a formal system to Identify the capacity of partner 
NGO's and a formal assessment of NGO's at the end of each 3-year cycle has to 
be made. 
• There Is a need to phase out those NGO's who have aoqulrecf a degree of financial 
sustainability. Therefore the ESP staff needs a clear understanding of 
sustainability issues. 
• Endorsement of the placement of ESP wrth the BEP under OED II. The OED should 
!aXe a proactive role in identifying areas lor collaboralion between ESP and other 
units and ensure the inclusion of ESP in key processes of planning, setting policy, 
systems for Implementation and qualrty assurance. 
AMM 2()()2: 
• There Is a need to institutionalise the level ol co-operatlon and collaboration 
among the vanous c:liviSionS and units in the wider education programme. 
• An organisational review should be made of the higher levels (managen> and above) 
of PRIME to BriSUre thai administration, communication and the exchange of ideas 
is not impeded by a dis-functional structure. 
HRM mfssiorl2()()2: 
• Upgrade BRAC's recruitment process to attract better-quafrfied candidates and gain 
u1ereased organisational effiCiencies. 
• Develop and Implement organisational, departmental and in<fiVidual training plans. 
Appraisal mission af NFPE phase IV: 
• Change the denomination of the 'Non Fomlal Primary Education' to 'Primary 
Educa.lion', because the concept of NFPE is confusing. BEP in reality is delivering 
Primary Education, so it should be called !hal 
2.2. Relevance for the lOA-mission 
Analysing the findings and recommendations has focussed this lOA-team to look at 
specific issues in relation to the ToR of the lOA The lOA-team observed thai BEP is 
providing concrete follow-ups to many of the recommendations made by these missions. 
The missions were very helpful to further improve the capacitles and programmes of BEP. 
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AI the same time some of lhe issues continue In the subsequent missions. These themes 
might need a more long-term pefSpective and continued attention. 
The lOA-team Identified returning persisting matters In relation to this institutional and 
organisation analysis. Thus the team recognised the following themes: 
Continuous quality-improvemen1 1n the programmes of BEP; 
l..ong-lerm strategic planning and more coherence between lhe different programme 
components; 
- Better use and access to information on programmes and abtTrty to use it for long-term 
policy and planrung; 
Finding a better balance between implementation and strategy: 
Need for more co-ordination in an increasingly complex organisation; 
- Need for more recognition by other staltehoklers of the BEP educatlonal models. 
These are themes that we recommend to take up one by one (or 1n combination) aver a 
longer period than 'technlcaf recommendations. Progress on these themes involves 
analysis prior to planning, and may comprise of broad meetings and workshops. Future 
Missions may also contribute to addressing such themes, probably In the first place by 
facilitating seH..assessment and planning, and only In the second place by providing expert 
advises. 
The most important returning view, however, is that all mission teams have recognised the 
value, effectrveness and effidency or BEP. All miSSions ended with positive final 
conclusions. 
In the present report the lOA-team builds upon these main themes and endeavors to 
develop some of these issues further, taking Into account thai effective implemental:lon of 
recommendations related to these themes is not carried out easily. II requires planning 
and patience. 
2.3. lnstitutlonaiJalng learning 
The lOA-team recommends enhancing accumulative learning from earlier missions. To 
this end the lOA team have the following suggestions: 
1. BEP and the donor-consortium could priontise recommeodatlOOS, considering the 
strategic importance or urgency of each recommendation. It is WISe to priorruse only a 
limited set of actions for follow-up '" order to ensure thai follow-up will be given and 
that recommeodalions don't disappear under the table after a certain period of time; 
2. Along with the prioritisalion BEP (and donor partners) oould distinguish between 
'technical' recornmendallon (e.g minor restructuring, improving coaching) and 
strategic themes (e.g. quality education, BEP's niChe in the educallon sector). While 
BEP may implement e.g. ten technical recommendations within a year, it may only 
truly address two or three strategic Issues over a few year timespan. Probably the 
number of missions could be reduced, and missions may more often faCil itate seH-
assessment and planning. rather than providing expert advise on strategic themes; 
3 SpecifiC reporting on follow-up (including the problems, debates or unexpected 
consequences) of the prioritised (technical or strategic) recommendations could be 
done to ensure a process of accumulative teaming; 
4 Reviews already receive a ToR with a focus on a speci""""'Mifiv-IC aspect or theme. This makes 
the missions complementary to each other over the years. If the succession of 
missions is frequent, more references to other documents could be made instead of 
repealing the same analysis, and the scope could be narrowed further: 
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5. Appraisal and review teams should receiVe the earlier recommendations and actions 
for follow-up before they slarllheir mission Following missions could be based on the 
most important outcomes of earlier missions. This will prevent unwieldy growth of 
recommendations over time and possible confusion on the outcome. 
.. 
I 
I 
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3. Institutional and Organisation Description and 
Analysis of BEP 
3.1. External context 
3.1.1. Socio-economic, cultural, and envlronmenbll sltlmtlon 
Bangladesh has made mati<ed progress in the light agalllSt poverty. In spite al this 
progress, Bangladesh ranked 132" on the Human Development Index (HOI) bst al 162 
countries In 2001 . It Is still amongst one of the J)OOfest countries in the world. Almost 50% 
ol the population live below the poverty tine and 34% of the populatlon can be 
charactensed as ultra-poor 55% ar the c:hilclten under five ate malnourished and maternal 
mortality in Bangladesh IS the highest in South Asta These stahslics clearly (see table 
below) demonstrate thai, as far as poverty reduction Is concerned. there IS much f)IOYiess 
yet lo be made. 
Table t. Inter-Country Stst.istiCs on Growth, Human Development and /1'100ff16 Poverty 
S.ng/sdesh lnd/11 Psk/stsn South AII/II LCD'S 
P• capita GNP Growth 
1875-85 
~) 2.~ 2.8% 7~ 5.4,. 6~ 
Ute **i«1WtCY 
Al birth 
1970 44.2 49.1 49.2 49.0 434 
1997 581 62.8 640 62.7 51 .7 
" cllllngt1 per )I8W 1. 1% 1.0'!f. 1.1'Jii 1.0 07% 
Unct. 5 mortality rate (I*' 
1000 I~ blrtha) 
1970 239 206 183 207 149 
1997 109 108 136 108 104 
" c:lwlt!ge per year ·2.~ ·l 'Miio -o.~ ·1 8 ·1.2% 
H II d oount Index of 
lncciiM- poll erty 
EJJtfy80'• 52.3 465 291 454 Nd 
EJJtfy9(h 470 374 28.3 431 Nd 
2000 414 
" chw¢ per year .08% -1 9'lb · 1.4% .0.8% 
Soun:e. t-PRSP, GoB 2002. quollng 1999 HDR 
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Apart from these "hard" figures, poverty has many other dimensions. We refer to the OAC-
OESO (2000) 1110del of interactive dimensions of poverty. 
F/gUI8 1: DAC-OESO model of interactive dimensions of poverty 
s.cu., 
'il\ltl , .. 
a ' 
Poverty 1S not only an economic phenomenon. The HOI also oonsiders (as seen above) 
the human dimension. More recent also the engendered HOI has been developed. 
However, we have not seen data compiled on this Index in Bangladesh. 
As the soope of this lOA-mission is fllTlil.ed to BRAC Education Progranvne we win present 
the elements of this model in relation to this programme, without entering Into delailed 
analysis. 
Econom ic Dimension: 
The poverty of almost 50% of the population seriously hampers access to education. The 
poorest families cannot send their children to school because of the oosts involved In 
materials, food and cloth1ng. The fact that education 1s offered for free 1s not enough to 
enable the poorest families to send their children to school. The government is 
implementing some programmes to overcome this issue by offering food or a smaD 
financial oompensation to farnOies that send their children to school. Also scholarships are 
offered fuf seoondary education. BRACIBEP offers education for free. illQuding the 
materials, to the poorest group of fam~1ies.3 
Another factor that limits children to enrol in both Government and BRACIBEP schools is 
the loss of another earning member In the family. Sending them to school deprives the 
(ultra-)poor from earning the opportunity oost of child labour and gainlng the minimum 
family ... ncome needed. 
BRAC has recently increased the foats on its target-groups In order to be able to reach 
more effectively the ullra-poof. Here the criterion of property Is used. BRAC targets its 
primary education efforts towards families that own less than 0 .5 decimals of land and that 
have to sell at least 100 days of labour per year. There is no such targeting in government 
programmes. 
~A smal fee of 5 Taka per month used to be asked for each pupd 30% of the poorest familes 
were exsmpted of this fee. /loJ present it Is being OJOSidered 10 cancel this fee. 
• f 
c 
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Human Dimension: 
Alimentation, health and education are Important aspects of this dimension. The ovemll 
picture is that poverty in Bangladesh is worsened by lack of access to these seMCes. The 
(lack of) access to education wiU be dealt wrth later In detail In relal!oo to different aspects 
of BEP. The figures presented In table 1 (see above) show that the situation of the poor in 
Bangladesh also In relation to health and alimentation Is not sufficient to enable 
sustainable livelihoods 
Security Dimension: 
Lack of security of the poor in Bangladesh is strongly related to the great environmental 
vulnembility of the coun1ry. The most important problems are the yearly floods that occur 
in vast areas of the country Structurally thiS bmrts access to education in these areas for a 
stgnlficarrt part of the year for the children. Occasionally severe floods ruin the complete 
livelihood (including life its8lf) of many people. They have to start all aver again to rebuild 
thelr rcves. This factor contributes in a great deal to the persistence of severe poverty in 
the country. 
In the past decade a new serious environmental problem has emerged: access to safe 
drinking water has become more diffia.Jit becaiiS8 of increasing arsenic pollubon of 
underground water in Bangladesh. As this is related to natural subterranean conditions, 
this problem is diffiCUlt to tackle. 
The BRAC Development Programme and the AlJvocacy Unit have targeted the arsenic 
water pollution as one of their efforts to Inform the population and authorities on this Issue 
and promoted advocacy for more attention to this problem. BEP is co-ordlnatmg with ot~ 
units and programmes to also tackle this issue in educational activitles 
Social-cultural d imension : 
Gender-Inequality Is one of the most Important sociak:ultural aspects related to poverty. 
The poverty-situallon of women and children, especially girts, 1s more severe than for 
men. Possibilibes for development of women and children are less becai!Se access to 
seMCeS, property and income iS more limrted. 
Although bridging the gender-gap has become an element In many government 
documerrts related to poverty reduction and education, it often Is not clear how gender-
actions are targeted and more important how gender-equality can be integrated in these 
actions. Isolated approaches on women's advancement have become common (th1s 
doesn't automatically mean effective) but changing the relations between men and 
women, children and elderly require a much more Integral approach. 
In this respect BRAC Education Programme provides a good example to others. While 
targeting actions towards women and girts, the adioriS include a lot of atten!Jon to build10g 
self-esteem and dignity of the people. This approach is needed to transform gender-
relations on the long term. 
Pavetty is more severe for ethnic minorities and isolatBd communities. Thus far limited 
attention is given to these population-groups. The government has begun recently to gcve 
more attention to the soecial actions needed for the minonty population. It is especially in 
this area, ~e the GoB recognises the complementary rote of NGO's to deliver services 
to specific target-groups. 
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More recently, also the people with disabilities or special needs came into view. These 
people probably face the most persistent and serious problems of poverty, beca• tse they 
share all the above chatacteristlcs of the poor, but In addition have to cope with physical 
and psychological limitations. Their access to sefVices such as education till date Is 
extremely limited and reqUires special attention. Also in thiS area the government 
recognises a role for the NGQ-sector. 
Different cultural aspects limit the sustainable impact of educational efforts. The copytng 
and chorus culture, within the primary education system inhibit c:hikk:enlred learning. As it 
has been done this way over decades th1s aspect is difficult to change and requires 
tremendous effort.. 
Political Dimension: 
This dimension is related to the (human) rights situation of the poor and their possibilities 
for participation and to influence policies and legal arrangements wtuch have a negai!Ve 
impact on their livelihoods. k.cess to the legal syst.em by the (uttra-)poor is almost 
impossible, because of the costs involved. 
The accountability of the government at an levels towards the citizens IS low and seriously 
threatened by COITUption and polltical struggles betWeen parties. In general there is little 
appredatlon for politicians: •once they come Into power they will only think how to enrich 
themselves". 
The pofrtical armenslon of poverty requires more attention from NGO's and international 
donors. Actions related to the other dlmeoslons of poverty will not have a sustalnable 
impact if this policy-dimension is not addressed. 
BRAC's actions relat.ed to the lntentctlve dimensions of poverty 
BRAC as a whole addresses all dimensiorJS of poverty descn'bed in the DAC-OESO 
model. Its three main programmes are clearly focussed on economic (rural) development, 
health and education. These programmes with an economic and human focus, also take 
~nto account the socio-Q.IItural and security dimensions. Gender and Environment are 
transversally present in most of the intervenboos. M. the same time BRAC's programmes 
are targeted towards the (ultra-)poor. women and children. 
The Education Programme., more recently. also targets the most vulnerable groups such 
as ethnic minorities and disabled people (maintaining the priority-group of women also 
wdhln these target-groups). 
The political dimeriSion of BAAC's interventions is less developed, both at target group 
and atganlsatlonallevel. Only In 2002 an advocacy unit was created to influence the 
public and government opinions. II focltseS on specific issues. mainly related to the BOP 
(the prOQI'8fllllle 'challenging the frontiers of poverty"). BEP Is exercising advocacy 
towards the government on specific issues in the area of education 
In the following paragraphs some of the most important elements and Issues in the policy-
context of BRAC Education Programme will be addressed. 
I 
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3.1.2. Polley context 
Poverty Reduction Strategy of the Government or Bangladesh 
In the 1-PASP (2002) the Government of Bangladesh has recognised the vast and 
persislent poverty of its population. A1 the same time It states that the country has one of 
the most wlnerable economies on earth. Bangladesh is characleosed by an extremely 
high popolabon density, a low resoun:e base and a high Incidence of natural disasters that 
have an adVerse impact on long-term·savmgs, Investment and growth. 
These characlerisiJcs set very challenging tasks lor the GoverMlertl of Bangladesh (GoB) 
that has adhered to reaching the Millennium Development Goals (MOO) for 2015. 1n the i-
PRSP the GoB outlines a strategy to reach these goals in three main tasks: a) 
coosoUdating past economic and social growth figures; b) avoiding pitfalls of development 
experiences and c) accepliog new challenges in de context of globalisation. However, the 
1-PRSP does not clarify how these very general and vague tasks will be opera!lonalised. 
The 1-PRSP states that •reaching the MOOs would not be easy. The goal of reducing the 
income-poverty level by half by 2015, for instance, will reqwe significant additional efforts. 
For this Bangladesh needs to accelerate the pace of poverty reduction from 1.5% per year 
observed in the 1990s to 3.3% for the period 2000-15. The c:ala.llalions snow that if the 
past trends of income inequafrty persist in the next decade. Bangladesh will have to 
sustain a GDP growth rate of abouJ 7% PfH year over the next 15 years for reaching the 
income poverty reduction target (PRSP 2002, page vtii). In relation lo the other MOOs the 
GoB is sftghlly more optimistic. 
The following table presents the projections of the Go8 to reach the MOOs. 
Table 2: Major GoeJ Posts in Poverty & SoaaJ Targets against 1990 Benchmark 
T-vef 1990 2000 Annual 20151MNd 
Benchmark Progreu1~ on,.Ojjilw 
2000 ,.,. 
.,_.. 
POII..ty 59 50 -1.5 'l{, 37 
Aduft 
Ulloacy 35 56 6.0 'l{, 88 
Pllll111i81'1 
en.olmenl 56 75 3.4 'l{, 100 
Sec~Mtllry 
••olment 28 65 13-.2 'l{, 100 
....... Moo billy 
"* 
94 68 -3.0 'l{, 24 
M lr Ml 
Mol1allly A* 480 320 -3.3 'l{, 80 
Ufe &.,... lww:y 
56 61 0.9 'l{, 69 
wtdt A 'zt;l 67 51 -2.4 'l{, 27 
Soun:e: PRSP, GoB. 2002 
The 1-PRSP preseniB a strategy that Is focl•ssed on the following areas: 
A) Pro-poor economic growth 
ensure macro-economic balance; 
- promote good governance; 
- agria.lllure; 
2015 
criteria 
IIDG 
30 
100 
31 
147 
73 
26 
~ 
r 
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- rural development, 
- manufacture growth; 
- infrastructure development; 
technology policy 
- mecro-cred'll: poiJCY 
B) Foster human dewlopment of the poor 
C) Womoo's advancement and removing gender gaps 
D) Strengthen social protection 
E) Support local governments and broaden participallon 
F) Porlcies and 1nst11:ullons for reducing 1nequality 
G) Care for the environment. 
The GoB states In the i-PRSP that the "emerging challenges demand a new outlook and 
indeed a fresh approach towards coalition budding at the level of actors (central 
government, local governments, NGO's, CSOs, CBOs, private sector). 
•.• The state maciJinery will play the pNotat role as the coalition builder. pace setter. 
sbategy fomvlator and drivfK of reform and retleW8J. • (lbicl. page x). 
In order to be able to play this role the GoB mentlons that state capacltfes have to be 
increased and actions in this area demand an important place and allocatloo of budgets in 
the operatlonallsation of the 1-PRSP. 
Although the NGO's are mentioned as coalition partners, the l·PASP has not actively 
involved the NGO-sector in ela.borabon on paper. And although the document states thai 
an active role is attributed to this sector, the NGO's (and the development agencies) are 
merely seen as sectors thai need to be democratised before it becomes a trustworthy 
coalition-partner. 
It Is questionable if the GoB will be able to implement the i-PRSP and reach the MOOs 
without these partnerships with the NGO-sector. Because of the short-term urgerJCY of 
actions to reach these goals, the GoB should open the o~alogue on co-operation With the 
NGO-sector as one of the firsl actions In the frameWOI'k of the 1-PRSP. 
In rr~any of the areas and strategies mentioned in the 1-PRSP, NGO's and BRAC In 
particular have a long term experience in high impact programmes of pro-poor 
development and impact of GoB actions could be greatly expanded when th1s experience 
Is effectively tapped. 
It Is striking that education receives little attention in the 1-PRSP, especially when 
consldered that three of the GoB 2015 goals are related to this area. Only under the 
heading of Human Development of the Poor education is mentioned. lnterestlllg IS thai 
education is exactly one of the few areas where the role of NGO's is explicitly recognised 
"NGO's can be involved In prrMding high-quality educaJion in the country along with the 
government and the private sect~ (ibid. page 47). Here lies an important opportunity and 
tasl< for BRAC/BEP and other NGO's to force their way into the intplementation of the 1-
PRSP. 
The 1-PRSP contains more possibilities for advocacy by BRAC/BEP: strongly related to 
the strategy of BEP to target girls and women within Women's Advancement. Local 
Government and Participation is also relevant, since the Implementation of the NFPE-
schools occur at the local level, lnvoMng Interaction between communities and local 
governments. There are also linkages to other BRAC programmes. The i-PRSP calls for a 
coherent and integral advocacy towards the government, no1 only by BRAC but also by 
the NGO-community as a whole. r 
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Education policy 
The Ministry of Primary and Mass Education (MOPME) In 2002 produced its Second 
Primary Education Development Program (PEDPII). This PEOP II is produced in the 
framework of the more encompassing "EducatJon for All, 2002- 2015• plan of the GoB. 
The PEDP is a sub-sector plan that addresses the area of pnmaty education in 
Bangladesh. The plan was produced by MOPME In consultation wrth many actors, 
including the NG().,sector However, this participation was limited according to BRAC and 
CAMPE, who were involved a! certain stages. International donors. wfth the Asian 
Development Bank as leading partner, played an important role in the elaboration of this 
plan. As a resuh of different VIsionS and positions of donors and a strong position by 
MOPME. the plea of some donors for having more involvement of NGO's not only m the 
elabonltion but also in the implementation of this plan has not been achieved. The PEDP 
Ills almost entirely cfi18Cted to the own strategies and actions of the GoB and MOPME in 
particulat. 
The PEDP II takes the analysis of poverty in the i-PRSP as a starting point and places the 
primaly education strongly in the context of poverty reduction strategies. A second 
important element. mentioned In the PEDP II, is the pcocess of dec:eutraJisation. This 
pcocess provides an important opportunity as the GoB and MOPME '7laV8 endeavoured to 
8fllXXJI'8!}8 devolution of decisioo making to more local levels (Upazr7as, School 
Management Committees (SMCs) ... It seems that fTIJCh of the required organisational 
structure Is ill plare for effective decentraf'IS8fion. but devolution of decision making and 
authority stJ11 needs to be institutionaJisecJ• (PEDP II, page 8-9). 
Primaty education In Bangladesh is provided through a d'IVerse structure of 11 categones 
of schools {government schools, registered non-government schools, madrassas and 
private schools). The primaty education offered by BRAC is considered non-formal and 
thus not officially recognised as primaty education and no mention of BRAC's NFPE 
model Is made In the entire PEOP II 
MOPME recognises some of the rnaJOf problems in primary education and the PEDP II 
speaks openly about high drop-out rates of 33% and net enrolment of only 75% for the 
fonnal sector. Estimates of the number of children that are not reached by the primaty 
education syst.em, Including the NGO-efforts, vary between 5 and 6 million. Even with the 
most posll.lve 5Cef1ario after implementation of the PEDP II, this number will still be 
between 2 and 3 million. • AI the same it states that the low quarrty of primary educat100 is 
one of the gravest educational problems In Bangladesh. The total number of class hours 
In formal primary education {fiVe-year cycle) Is one of the lowest in the world, totalling 
3.840 hours against the International average of 5.367 hours. The effect of primaty 
education on sustainable flteracy Is low. MOPME confirms the outcomes of Independent 
imestigations, such as Education Watch, that •Oiher types of school overall ratios are far 
better". flbtd. page 28). 
The Education watch repot1s by CAMPE are even more aiticaJ and point to a serious 
problem in primary education not only wfth respect to quantity but also to quality. But even 
if the own ligures of MOPME are considered, the urgency for improvement in the primary 
education sector cannot be denied 
The most important oonstraints that the PEDP II has to overcome are: 
• For a further elaboration of tha <XIYI!faQB of primary education and future scenarios related ID 
PEDP II and BEP's efforls in pnmary educal.ion we refer ID annex 5. 
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A) Demand side: fact.ors that prevent children from going to school e.g . poverty, direct 
costs of schooling, opportunity costs, special needs of some children, cultural 
constralnls and prejudices; 
B) Supply side· limited capacity of schools to cater for all children needing education and 
lack of quality. Also at the level of teachers there is a lack of motiVSIJon to perform well 
at schools. 
C) Institutional: insufficient policies and arrangements to keep children at school. 
Inefficiency and managerial problems. 
The strategy of PEDP II addresses these three areas. The proJE!CI purpose of the PEDP II 
is to provide quality primaty education to all ef!Qible children In Bangladesh and to define 
the following indicators: 
Increase of current public expenditure (1 .1" in 2001) on primary education increased 
to at least 2.8% of GNP by 2008; 
- Gross Enrolment Rate improved to 110% 1n 2008 (97 .5% in 2001) 
Student completion rate increased to 80% in 2008 (67% in 2001) 
• Repetition rates reduced by 50% in 2008 
- Dropout rates reduced to less than 15% in 2008 (33% in 2001) 
• Absenteeism from school reduced to 20% In 2008 (40'J(. In 2001) 
International donors are expected to lund 600 million US dollar of the 1,8 biDion PEDP 11$, 
for the period of five years. Thus foreign donors contribute 33% of the budget. e 
1he programme components and main actions foreseen are the following: 
1. Quality improvement throogh organisational development and capacity BuildJng· 
Organlsalional reform of MOPME implemented at the end of 2005 
From 2005 yearty 15.000 newly trained teachers will be appointed 
2. Oualily Improvement in schools and classrooms; 
Students' competency basad learning achievements Increased by 75% In 2008 
Proportion of class V students entering in Primary Scholarship ExaminatiOn 1ncreased 
from present 20% to 50% In 2008 and the level of passing the exam from 5% to 20%. 
At least 40'X. of the schools will meet PSQL standards and procedures in 2008 
3. Quality improvement through infrastructure development 
12.000 new classrooms construcled annually up to a total of 60.000 In 2008 
Water and sanitation in all primary schools in 2008 
All new physical facilities, infra.struc:tl.l and services will conform to PSOL standard 
4 . Improving and supporting equitable access to quafrty schooling 
Net enrolment ratio and educa!iooal attainments on the basis of elhnlcity, location and 
gender show no disparity In 2008 
At least 20% of the pnmary schools adopt explicit stralegies to provide inctusive 
education by 2008 
Children with disabilities are identified in 2006 
5. PEDP II implementation, management and monitoring 
Conce9t for PEDPII OCH>f'dination, management and monitoring system available by 
June 2003. 
System becomes fully ope!'alional by the end of 2004 
As the preparation of the PEDP II has suffered delays, donors will nol provide their inputs 
before January 2004, most of the aclions wiR show a delay of alleast 6 months to a year. 
MOPME recognises that these actiOnS 1n the PEDP II alone are not enough and wlll have 
lo be complemented by other actions. A clear example here Is that in the NEP 2002 il is 
• The original budget of the PEDP II was 2,3 billion USO fiOCiudlng contl'lgeoc:ies). 
6 The PEDP II budget contam a smal15 minloo-dollar reseM11ion lot NGO 'innovations'. 
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foraseen 10 bring back the teacher -pupil ratio from 1 :60 10 intemationally accepted 
standards of 1:40. This simple fact means that the 60.000 addrtJonal classrooms foreseen 
in the PEDP II will have t.o be complemented with at least 68.000 classrooms. and 34,000 
addiflonal teachers. Increasing the five-year cycle of prirnaty education to six years as Is 
foreseen in the NEP and NPA would even require more efforts. 
Conslclering the vastness of these problems and challenges it is agam striking, as in the i-
PASP, to see the lack af references to alternative NGO-models for pnmary education, 
while these are catering for approximately 8% or the total pnmary education efforts. 
The National Plan of AcOOn 2002 "Education for All" is clearty more receptive to NGO 
efforts in education in general and several positive references are made towards the 
NGO's. In the National Education Policy 2000 we can read that there will be "two Slreams 
of mass educallon based on the age or the Ieamer as well as the subject to be taught 
These are adult education and non-formal education .... The nco-formal education system 
Is complementary to the primary education system•. In spite af the reference to the NGO-
efforts as non-formal there is an acceptance that children between 8 and 14 can be 
enrolled In this form of education. Following the national curriculum for formal primary 
education "those boys and girts who complete non-fonnal edJJcaJion wr71 be able to enrol 
themselves sJ the appropriate level in the fonnaJ primaly edvcation system• (NEP 2002, 
page 10). 
Whereas the Directorate of Primary Education under MPME does not count on NGO 
partnership or sutxontracting the provision or primary education, the Directorate at Non-
Formal Education (largetmg to lnctease literacy among adults unlil45 years) does use 
sub-contracting to NGO's as a modality to achieve its targets. Criticlsm to the practlces of 
this Directorate is that wlnmng contrads requires bribes and that payments are frequently 
delayed. 
Thinking positively, the fact that the NGO's have disappeared from the scene in the PEDP 
II, might be a temporary situation. The PEDP II, although almost In its inception stage, 
requires significant efforts at NGO's and international donors to promote more recognition 
of the NGO's as efficient deliverers of quality pnmary education and other forms of non-
formal education for younger or older target-groups such as pre-primary children, 
adolescents and adults. The NEP 2000 and NPA 2002 could be used as leverage In this 
advocacy. 
In discusstonS With Directors and DG of OPE of MOPME and with CAMPE and 
BRACIBEP it has become clear that the recognrtion by MOPME and more recently also by 
MOE of the work done In education by BEP is growing. Thus far this recognltion mainly is 
directed to the non.formal actions of BEP targeted to specific target-groups, 
complementing the interventions of the government. The BEP NFPE-schools have not yet 
been mentioned in this respect, so the mainstreamlng of the NFPE-model still remains a 
chaHenge for the medium and long term. The present growmg joint Implementation of 
specific projects, however, bring both ministries closer to the experiences of BEP and It Is 
likely that the NFPE schools on the long nm will not remain out of sight. Specific and 
targeted lobby for mainstreaming the NFPE-model has to continue and expand. 
The important message is that the situation has changed In favour to impr0119 relations 
between BEP and MOPME en MOE. This opportunity has to be seized. 
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Other Important po.lley-developments 
Wrthln the scope of this IOA-mlssioo, time lacked to analyse other important policy 
developments in detail. Following intemalional trends and debates in development co-
operation, a lot of attention is given to processes of Decentralisation and Public Sector 
Reform and Decentralisation. This is also the case in Bangladesh. The 1-PRSP and PEOP 
11 both refer to the importance of deceotrallsalioo of budgets and authonlies to the local 
level to ensure a more efficient and more need-based approach towards poverty-
reduction. As education is delivered at the local level, the decenlralisation pee< o s s 
provides an importan1 trond to be anaJysed by BEP. As relations with local governments 
and government officials at the local level are already good and the level of co-operation is 
intense and positNe, there IS an Important opportunity for leverage rn advocacy towards 
the central governmenl 
Acquiring funding from the central government by the NGO's is only one way to achieve 
long-term improvement and sustainability of the education efforts of the NGO's. Acquiring 
funding by inllolving in partnerships with local governments in the Mure might pave an 
alternatiVe way, although it is Hkely that these opportunities will only graduaUy emerge 
during the decentralisation process 
The same applies here as under the headings above: the process of decentralisation 
requires continuous attention of BEP (and its donors). Arlvocacy efforts should take into 
account the opportunftles (and threats) this process presents. 
Processes of Public Sector Reform will change the strucllJre of the government at all 
levels. At present, the central goverrunenl apparatus is extremely complex wrth 40 
ministries and two ministries dealing with the education-sector. More efficiency and 
coherency of policies can be reached by reorganisation of this apparatus. This means that 
target-groups and key-persons in the ministries might shift or even disappear On the one 
hand this threat.ens the good relations already bullt with goverrvnent officials at cef1ain 
levels. On the other hand this might provide an opportunity when new officials, with 
technical competencies. hold important positions 1n the government. This requ1res a 
double strategy for aDvoct:tt:y, on the one hand focussing on continuity (directing to the 
•open• officials in the ministries) and on the other hand identifying the rising stars In the 
ministries and maybe even transferring more oompcotent people from the NGO-sector to 
the government. The lOA mission has met one ex-functionary of BEP in MOPME and 
there are probably more. Continuous follow up of the process of Pubi'IC Sector Reform 
might provide more opportunities in the Mure. 
A threat: Wide spread corruption In the state appanrtus 
Of course the general picture is not only posrtlve. Besides the opportunities there are also 
threats. The wide spread corruption within the state-apparatus at all levels - Bangladesh 
has the doubtful status of being one of the most corrupt countries in the wor1d - this is a 
serious problem. 
In the first place corruption fim1ts the flow of resources towards real implementation of 
actions and provision of services to the population as a whole. A di!Cei 1tralisaborrprocess 
without addressing the issue of corruption will even worsen this situation, as there will be 
more possibilities for corruption. The lOA-team has observed this in the decentralisation of 
the NGO(project)-certification by the central NGO-affairs bureau. At d1Sttic11evel the 
practiCe of corruption has already establ1shed itself by asking fees from NGO's lor 
certfficalion of projects. The Federation of NGO's is trying to revert this arrangement of 
0111tificallon and the Institutionalisation of corrupt practices in this area. 
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In the second place corrupt100 <f!Verts the attention from a real policy dialogue. because 
officials sometimes are not in the government to dellelop and implement polictes but 
simply for Individual gain. As long as those officials are wide spread in the government a 
real policy-dialogue will be extremely difficult. 
The issue of corruption desefves major attention in advocacy efforts of NGO's and donors 
towards the GoB. The process of Public Sector Reform probably provides the best 
frameworl< for this advocacy to reach sustainable results in improving mediocre 
government to good governance. Until now the GoB Is only paying llp S8Mce to the 
International plea of good governance. However, in the PEDP lithe development and 
unplemeotabon of an anti-corruption strategy (for MOPME) is foreseen. 
3.1.3. Collaboration between GoB and NGO's 
The relations and contacts between de GoB and NGO's have never been frequent and 
friendly. With the arrival of the new government in 2001 , these relations have further 
detenonded. The maln issue being that the government has accused a group of SiX NGO's 
(among wtnch Proshika. a big NGO, also With activities 1n Education) of partisan pol'rtical 
activities during the electiOn pnx:ess. As this is forbidden under the Societies kt 1860, 
the government decided to freeze the assets of these organisations pending the outcomes 
of an investigation. Until dale, the conclusions of this investigation have not been 
presented. Ills not ellident that this group of six organisatioos commrtted any Ulegal 
acl!ons, however there 1s suspicion. 
After the 8IX'.I tSations, the stretegy of the Association of NGO's (ADAB) was to confront 
the government, mobifiSing support from NGO's and the publk: in general by media 
actlvllies and demonstrations. The government did not did not look on kindly at this 
strategy and the relat100 WJth ADAB. Dialogue betWeen the government and ADAB 
deterioreted and entered into a deadlock in late 2002.. 
The government announced that the legislation on NGO's would be r8Vl500 in order to 
create a more coherent set of regulations and arrangementS for this sector. In fact this 
rEMSIOn was not a new action of the govemmenl but a follow-up on earlier attempts to 
harmonise this leg~slatlon. However, in the light of this open crisis, the intentions of the 
government are seen as dangerous and as attempts to control and limit the activities of 
the NGO.sector as a whole. 
Since no effective dialogue was in place between NGO's and the government because of 
the frozen relations With ADAB, the sector had no W<fY to influence this. In 2002 a group of 
NGO's realised a convention outside the framework of ADAB to disCI ass strategies to re-
open the dialogue with the government, since ADAB by no means was willing to do so. 
This convention resulted in the creation of a temporary committee (National NGO Co-
ordination Committee, NNCC) with the goal to co-<>rdlnate a new dialogue With the 
government. As this strategy was not endorsed by ADAB, thiS convention and the 
founding of NNCC provoked an open confllcl within the NGO-<:ommunity. 
The temporary NNCC realised a second convention in February 2003 and it was decided 
to form a second co-ordinating organisation of NGO's parallel to ADAB with the goal to 
continue the dialogue With GoB. In May 2003 the Federation of NGO's was formally 
astablished and from that time there are two co-ordinating bodies of NGO's with con11lcting 
strategies. As ADAB did not accept letters of resignation from many NGO's while other 
NGO's chose to remain as members of ADAB but at the same time be member of the 
Federation, the present situation of membershrp and representabvely of both 
organisations is confusing. ADAB claims to have many NGO's in Its membership, but 
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several de facto have resigned. The Federallon of NGO's was founded with a membership 
of 393 NGO's and until September 2003 about 450 organisations have requested 
subscription to the Federallon. In Seplembef the board of the Federation will fonnally 
validate these new requests, expanding the membership of the Federation to a fTIOf& 
inclusive level. 
The Federation of NGO's meet occasionally With the NGO-affairs bureau (an offiCe 
resorting dired.ly under the Prime Minister) to discuss matters related to the harmonisation 
of the NGQ-Iegislation. 
The experience thus far is mixed: the Federation has been able to bring in their major 
objections and suggestions for the new legislalton, but the GoB unW now hasn't come up 
With a clear proposal. Accon:fing to the federation this is related to the fact that three 
different Ministries are in some way deafmg with the NGQ-Iegislation and they all have 
lhelr own interests. The assessment of the Federation is that it is not likely that NGQ-
Iegislation wUI be harmonised but that some amendments WIU be made to existing 
legislation. 
The present legislation requires the NGO's to: 
- Registration under the Societies Registration Ad 1860; 
Registration under the Ministry of Social Affairs; 
Ceftification of projects of NGO's by the NGO-Offioe: this certification of projects 
recently has been decentrallsed to the distnct level, causing many problems of 
corruption by government officials charging a fee (of sometimes 10%) to certify the 
projects of NGO's; 
C1earance of intemallonal project-<lonatlons by the NGQ-office. 
At. the same time NGO's are required to present a yearly financial and auart statement . 
In the light of these requirements it doesn't seem a bad idea to harmonise NGO-legislation 
and the Federation isn't agalnst it. However, it remains unlikely that this will occur. 
Amendments to existing laws might even create greater confusion 
The main points in the advocacy of the Federation of NGO's are: 
- Abolish the Certification of Projects of NGO's as this is not complementary to the 
Registration and a-eates too many possibilities for increased COO\Iption. 
Create more clarity on the clause on partisan pofrtical actMties of NGO's· the GoB 
wants to place all NGO's that are accused of these actJvibes under a Governments' 
Caretaker Body. This is unacceptable for the Federation and they propose that NGO's 
(and boards) activities should be saparaled from indiVidual activities. If rightly acmsecl, 
the boards of NGO's should have an opportunity to resolve these matters Internally 
(e.g. by exonerating the accused lndlviduals). Only when the boards cannot resolve 
these issues 111temally the GoB oould place a Caretaker. 
Clarify the definition of partisan politics: human nghls and advocacy actMties that are 
directed to government policies and action cannot be considered as such. 
The Fedefation of NGO's has encountered receptiveness from the GoB to consider these 
tssues. but no final (draft) proposals have been shareci This is foreseen for the near 
future. The expectatiOn of the Federation is that Certificabon wiD be frfted before the end of 
this year. 
II is difficult to predict how the d~logue between the GoB and NGO's will develop. At. the 
same lime it is dear that the confi'ICI between ADAB and the Federation of NGO's is deep 
and will not be easily resolVed. The first s1gns that can shed more light on this issue would 
be thai certlficalion indeed be lifted and what wiU be the final verdict of the GoB on the 1 
alleged accr !SBiions of the group of 6 NGO's, 
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As both BRAC and Proshil<a are Important and very visible NGO's, the conflict also affects 
the relations between these two. It is however likely that BRAC wm not be affected In the 
way Proshika is now. It is notable that wlthtn BRAC there are no great concerns on the 
immediate and long-term consequences of the present crisis. This is sUghtJy optimistic 
when we take Into account that Mure legislation will affed all NGO's in the same degree. 
If legislation becomes more restricted, BRAC will also suffer the consequences. 
The issue therefore needs conttnuous attention from BRAC (which it currenUy gives. as 
both the chairperson and executive director are involved whereas the director of Pubbc 
Relations of BRAC was appointed as the executive director of the Federation of NGO's). 
Directly related to BRAC Education Programme, the activilles of CAMPE are very 
relevant. CAMPE is the Campaign for Popular Education, a nelworil of 450 NGO's WOfklng 
in the 81'98 of basiC educatJon. The network was created in 1991 as an immediate 
response to World Conference on Education for AU, Jomtien, 1990. CAMPE works in the 
field of literacy and facililates development and promotes quality products and Innovative 
literacy models of its partner organisations. It Influences the government and donor· 
organisallons to aeate an enab6ng environment for NGO's to ensure quality education 
and it builds networ11s with organ1sat100S to achieve the goal of Education for All nalionally 
and globally BRAC is a member of CAMPE. 
One of the most visible and important actJvities co-ordinated by CAMPE is the production 
of the yearly Education Watch Report to monitor the state of education In the country. 
These reports are W1dely used by NGO's, international donors but also by the GoB and as 
such are an important instrument In the advocacy efforts of the NGO's to Influence the 
policies of GoB on education. As such, CAMPE is one of the most important allies of BEP 
in the promofiOfl of its alternatiVe education and primary education models. CAMPE 
complements the Issue and activity-Oased advocacy efforts by BEP on the overall level of 
education policies. 
3.2. Main stakeholders of BEP 
The main stakeholders of BRAC EducatJon Programme are of course the approximately 
1 .8 miDion peo~ ol the target groups (primary pupils, teachers, adolescents, adults, pre-
primary children) reached by the programme in the phase 2004-2009. The scope of this 
lOA mission didn't permll to assess the apprecialion of the services of BEP by these target 
groups. Based on Interviews wrth local and regional level employees of BEP and the 
outcomes of the 'open space' meetings, the IOA·team has the 1mpres510n that the 
appreciation of the target-groups of the actMties of BEP is positive. There are many 
requests of target-groups to work together with BEP in primaty education. In addition to 
this the expansion and diversification of other activities directed towards adolescents, 
adults and pr&-primaty children are a direct result of needs expressed by these target 
groups. There is no systematic cfl9nt·satisfactlon monitoring done by BEP on 11s <flfferent 
actrvities to provide other data Rlr more information on this subject the lOA-team refers to 
other programmatic reviews and assessments of BEP, which are more focussed on the 
implementation level. 
Local governments and communities at the Upazila and district level are 1nvolved 1n the 
planmng and runmng of the NFPE-schools and In many cases also other programmes. 
BEP rela!:es to the Upazila Recourse Centres to co-otaltl8!e activities and build capacities. 
The relations are described as good and many letters of local and district government 
offioials express a clear support to BEP's activibes and make requests to extend the areas 
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of co-operation. These letters are often directed to national level government offictals, thus 
tlying to acquire more commitment of this side for co-operation with BEP. 
AI the national government level the main stakeholder Is the Ministry of Pri1Tl81'/ and Mass 
Educatlon~OP~E). Relations wrth this ministry are increasing at the technical level, 
directors and the Director GeneraJ.PME. There is a clear recognition of the capacity and 
relevance of the work of BEP and there is a will to extend co-operation. This Is especially 
so with BEP's pre-primary schools and post-primary education (transferral of a limited 
nurnbel of govemrnent community schools to BEP). The interest extends also to the 
proJects with adolescents, reading centres and community libnmes. However, the NFPE-
schocNs Is aVOided as a subject and isn't part of the areas of co-operation. BEP recently 
has approached the Ministry of Education to investigate possible areas of co-operation In 
secondary education. Also with the Ministry of Youth and Sports, BEP maintains regular 
dialogue and Is reafising joint activities. 
BEP is working with 514 NGO's 1n the ESP-prograrnrne to operate NFPE-schools. These 
NGO's highly value the co-operation with BEP. There Is an interest to extend the co-
operation as well as In number of NFPE-schools as in other programmes. BEP Is seen as 
competent and refJSble, although sometimes strict partner. especially with respect to 
financial aspects the NGO's sometimes claim that the level of support Is not enough. The 
co-operation with BEP provides an 1mportant reference for these NGO's in thetr relations 
With donors and local governments. 
National NGO's: BRAC Is part of most networks and maintains extensive relations with 
NGO's. Lately the relations with some NGO's have suffered setbacks. As BRAC was the 
initiator of the Federallon of NGO's the relation with some ADAB mernber-NGO's, 
especially Proshika has changed into a cold shoulder. CAMPE Is one of the main 
networl<s lha1 co-operales Intensively with BRAC/BEP. 
The International donors of BRACIBEP have formed a donor-consortium On 1991). This 
consortium mainlains a collective dialogue with BRAC/BEP on funding requirements. 
monitoring, evaluations and appraisals of BEP. The Donor Liaison Offioe (DLO), staffed 
with two programme officers and two service staff facilitates the relation of the Consortium 
with BEP. The relallon between DLO and BEP is Intense and reciprocated by trust and co-
operation. 
Also at the level of the Individual donors the relatJons with BEP are characterised as 
Intensive, open and construclive. 
The results of a questionnaire with 6 donors of the consortJum show the following picture. 
Table 3: Donor appreciation of BRAC's perlormance 
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The general appteC:iaiiOn ol BEP by members or lhe Donof-Consortium Is higher than 
average (oo a four point scale of pool', less than average, higher than average and good). 
Most aspects were considered higher than average and only three aspects were 
characterised as lower than average 
The highest appreciation of the donofs was related to· 
The capacity or BEP to set clear and relevant targets; 
• The capacrty ol BEP 10 achi8Y8 these tatgels, 
• The reliabtlity and co-operativeneSS or BEP 
The elements that were least appteejated are: 
• The tnlerest of BEP In co-operation With other adors, 
• The level of external ooentaiiOn towards trends and polices; 
• The level of quality and client-orientation. 
EspeciaUy oo the element or quality and client-ooentaiiOn lhe lOA-team has observed 
d1ft-1CeS ol understanding or these concepts be'-n the donors and BEP. 
3.3. Vision and Mission of BEP (within BRAC) 
The society of BRAC Is registered under the Societies Registration Act 1860 and complies 
With aa regulations and legislation with regard to NGO's. 
BRACs overal vision 15· 
• 
' J 
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• A just, edllcated, healthy and democr8Jic Bangladesh free from hunger, poverty, and 
enviiOIIITI6fltal degTada1ion as Wf1ll as aD fcxms of exploitaJion based on sex. religion and 
elhnic bacl<ground." (BRAC 2001 b, p.12) 
This lris100 is translated in the following llliSSion: 
"BRAC works With people many of whom still live in poverty, lfliteracy, disease and other 
handicaps, especially the ha1dcore poor, women and chiklren. With multtfaceted 
development interventions, BRAC strives to bring aboot changes in the qualify of life of 
these people. BRAC firmly believes and is aclively 1nvolved In promoting human rights 
and tf~gnlty through build1119 poor people's, espeoafly women's, social, economic, political 
and human capacity. BRAC is committed to making lis programmes socially, financially 
and environmentally susfaJnable using new methods and improved technologies. As part 
of its support to programme patticipants and its financial sustainability, BRAC is also 
involved in various i~ng enterprises. 
Although the emphasis of BRAC's work is at the indMduaJ and community levels, the 
sustenance of work of the organisation depends on a pro-poor, pro-women and pro-
cllfldren policy environment and on svppative infrastructure. To achieve that, BRAC wiD 
continue Its efforls to bring about changes at the maao level. 
The fulfjjment of BRAC's m/SSIOfl requires the seMce5 of competent professionaJs 
committed to the goals and values of the organisation. BRAC thus believes"' promotion 
and development of prograrnm8S of excellence that will produce leaders and managen; 
wr1h competence and commitment.. 
Given that development is a complex process requlring a strong dedication to learning, 
shaling of knowfedge and being responstVe to the needs of the poor, c:flj}dnJn, 
adolescents and women, BRAC places a strong emphasis on the overall development of 
its programme patticlpants and their organisations at aD levels. BRAC thus engages itself 
in the process of capacity development of Its staff and programme parliopants. 
In Ol'der to achieve its goals. wherever necessary, BRAC welcomes partnerships wi!ll the 
community, fikfHTlinded organisations, governmental institutions, the private sector and 
c/evelopmellt partnefs both at home and abroad." Qbid. p.12) 
BEP Is the translation or the viSion and mission of BRAC in a concrete strategy 1n the area 
of education and this programme complements the BRAC Development Programme and 
Health Programme. These programmes together contribute to the realisation of the 
mission of BRAC. 
BRAC Education Programme especially contnbutes to the element of building the faculty 
of the poor people in respect to social, economic, pofltical and human capacity, with 
emphasis on women. It also contributes t.o the capacity development of staff and 
programme participants. This situates BEP at a vety central place in BRAC's 011erall 
mission. 
3.4. Place of BEP In the society of BRAC 
The society of BRAC as a whole constiMes one or the biggest NGO's in the world and it is 
certainly the biggest NGO in Bangladesh. Before we Introduce the structure of BEP 
specifically a few words are needed to outline BRAC's overall structure. A basic 
represootation of BRAC's ovetall structure Is the following: 
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3.4.1. Top management structure of BRAC and place of BEP 
The Chalrpefson of the society of BRAC is responsible for overseeing the overall 
operations of BRAC and still exercises executive funclions in relation to the linanclaJ 
management and strategies and he is chairperson/Shareholder of the BRAC University 
and BRAG-related enterprises. The chalrpefson also represents Bflo\C in some external 
bodies. 
The executive director (EO) Is responsible for aU programmes. Research and 
Development (REO), Support Units and directly supe!Vises the Monitoring and Audit Unrt 
The ED exe«:ises some functions of oflicial representation of BRAC in external bodies. 
Three Deputy Executive Directors are responsible for: 
• OED 1: BRAC Tra1mng DIVisiOn and Mvocacy Unit 
• OED 2: BOP, HeaHh and BEP 
• OED 3: Research and Evaluation Division (presenlly on leave) 
An adllisor is appolflted at the top-management level to advise the EO, OED. A second 
adllisor advises Programme Heads and C<>ordinators on issues related to the BRAC 
Education Programme. 
Especially relevant to the functJoning of BEP are the support units at BRAG-level (Training 
Division, Human Resources Department and ADvocacy Umt), REO, the Financial 
Administration, Monitoring & Audit Unit, the new1y established (2002) Advocacy 
Department and the BRAC University Institute of Education and Development (BUIED) 
that Is recently COf'lOOived and to be set up independently under the structure of BRAC 
University. 
The relations with the support and financial departments are mainly at the 
functionaVoperalionallevel and are well established. The link with RED Is relatively weak. 
It is not clear how RED defines its agenda of researches and It Is also nat clear how BEP 
can influence this agenda. As a result only occasionally research is carried out that is 
commissioned by BEP and directly relevant for this programme. A few years ago a liSt of 
priority research items was elaborated by BEP, but only a few of them haVe been carried 
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out. The relations with the Advocacy Unit (which Is resorting unclef Support Units), 
because of the recent creallon of this unit. are important but not yet dearly defined and 
established. Future relations with BUIED wm be very relevant, but are not yet defined. This 
lllSiitute will be functioning within the Untverslty or BRAC, related to BRAC, but functioning 
mdependenlly. The Chairman of BRAC estabUshes the lmk between BRAC and the 
Universlty as its chairperson. At the same time several of the functionaries of BRAC are 
involved in the University as lecturers and members of the Scientific Board. 
At the central level the programmes are dearly divided in different units in the 
organisational structure. At the decentralised- level we can see that the infrastructure or 
regional and district ofl"tces is seNing the different programmes at the same time, thus 
ralionafising financial and infrastructural resoun:es. At the functionaVoperalionallevel, the 
programmes are dearly divided. 
3.4.2. Place of BEP within BRAC-strueture In tenns of number of staff 
In tenns of number of regular, project and se!Vice staff, includmg the teachers that are 
reauited by BEP, University staff and staff of programme related income generating 
related enterprises (exduding the commercial enterprises) we arrive at the following 
picture: 
Table 4: Number of staff BRAC (June 2003) 
Number of Staff BRAC June 2003 
-
--Area 
Source: Human Resource Department BRAC, 2003 
The total number or staff employed by BRAC IS 65.664. BEP's place m the overall 
structure of BRAC Is congruent with its central place in the mission or BRAC. In tenns of 
human resources BEP employs 3 .270 regular and 3.464 project-staff members in May 
2003 on a regular basis. The 3.464 project-staff of BEP Is not included in the statistics of 
the HR Department BEP in the regional offices maintains separate statistics and 
monitonng of this staff. This means that these staff-members are not within the HRO-
system (bu1 they are induded in the salary-system or the Anancial Administration 
Department). It Is recommended that also the project-staff be included in the HRD·system 
in order to ensure that these project-staff members can benefit from the same support 
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from the HRD. Inclusion of the BEP project-staff is also needed to maintain aCQJfate 
statistics on the total number of staff in BRAC 
ln the table above we have added the project-staff to the official number of HRD on 
prOject-staff in other departments.. If the teachers of the NFPE schools are also taken into 
consideration in the statistics of HRD (they are Included in the numbers of HRD) the tolal 
number of staff within BEP is 40.440. In tetms of human resources BEP employs by far 
the largest number of people. 
3.4 .3. Position of BEP In the BRAC-strueture In financial terms 
In terms of finance (expenditure on programmes) the BRAC-struc:ture ean be represented 
as shown as follows· 
Table 5: Place of BEP in BRAC sln/Ch.Jre 111 financta/ tenns 
Total Expenditl.lre BRAC 2002 
Source: Annual reporl BRAC. 200i' 
·Pn:lgr--gM. •Muow 
jill(-~ 
~Unlo Olllm~ 
(T...W pq>orly .. 
Grwt IIRN:: 
---· 
Considering the scope or the BE? -programme in terms of expenditure. this programme 
comes second after the BOP programme (the programme-related enterprises are related 
to all programmes of BRAC). Investments 1n the BOP per benefielary are higher, but this is 
'To aYOtd unbalance In tills picture, in the total expenditure lhe value or the Joan portfolio and the 
new loans paid in different BOP-programmes (loans to VO-membefs (21 10 miUio.n USD), Motor 
Cycle Loans (0.92 million USO) and Other loans (4.34 mil!ioll USD) have not be tal<en 11'110 
aQ;OUIIl Also the Purchase of fixed assets (8.59 mlllloo USD) has not been included. These ligures 
10 tolal account foe 34.94 million USD, which explains the difference between the balaoce-
stalemellls oo eJCpendrtures (126.06 million USD) and the total expenditure of BRAC in 2002 (161 
miillon USD) presented in lhe introduction or lhe annual report of 2002. .. 
.I 
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logical considering the nature of that programme ftnvolving investments in inputs and 
machinery etc.). 
The income generatmg programme related enterpnses are BRAC pnnters. BRAC Cold 
Storage and AAF Aarong Shops). The c:ommeraal enterpnses of BRAC are ltds. They 
fundlon separately as enterprises, with BRAC as a shareholder. The Chairperson of 
BRAC (BRAC as an institution is the shareholder of the commercial enterprises) serves as 
a link between these enterprises and BRAC. The independent commercial enterprises 
are: BRAC Bank. BRAC lndustnes, BRAC BD Matl networ1(, BRAC Renata Arqo 
lndustnes, BRAC Services, BRAC Concord Lands, DeHa BRAC Housmg Ftnance 
Corporation, Bangladesh Netting Factcxy. 
BRAC In this way is generating a significant ancome of its own. Without having exact 
figures on the enterprises and income generating programmes, this income amounts to 
several mtUions of dollars. For example the present 330 milfton USD portfolio of the Macro-
credit programme (2003) Is generating almost a 15% profrt for BRAC, which alone is 
amounting to almost 50 million USD 
Thas ancome 1s for the bigger pan invested in expandtng the Micro-Crecfrt Programme and 
other anc:ome generating programmes and enterprises of BRAC, c:ontnbutlng to the 
gradual improvement of BRAC's financial self-sufficiency. 
The trend in Improving financial sustalnabclity of BRAC as a whole has been as follows. 
Table 6: growth and financial ~stamabHity of BRAC 
Growth and Flnanelsl Sustalnablllty of BRAC 
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Souroe· BRAC Annual Reporl 2002. NOle: this table •ncludes the loan eKpenditure and 
purr:hasa of fixed assets of BRAC. 
The goal of BRAC is to reach 50% self.fmancing of the BEP over the next 20-25 years. In 
otherwotds· BRAC aims to finance 50% of BEP's budget (which Is foreseen to stay 
roughly the same) from profits made by BRAC enterpnses Considerable self-finanang 
within BEP (in other words by payments for education by parents) isn't the goal: 
BRAC's/BEP's vision is that Education cannot (and need not) be sustaaned by payments 
for service~elivery by the target group Whereas BRAC targets to raise its own financing 
or BEP to 50% in 20-25 years, the lion share of the remaining 50% of the budget wm need 
to come from donors or the government. In view BEP's vision of becoming a Resource 
Center, the composition of the budget will also over this period. 
At present BEP Is the BRAC programme that is most dependent on external financing. 
BRAC's c:ontnbutlon to the BEP-programme In the past period was 0 .4 million USD per 
year (approximately 2%) and for the next period wtll expand to 0.8 million USD (per year) 
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At present BRAC is Investing an amount of 1 million USD dollar of own Income in the 
Health Programme, whiCh is also sustained 70% by oontributions from target-groups for 
service delivefy in this programme. 
These ligures demonsttale a clear commitment of BRAC at the overall level to Improve 
the independence of BEP of external funding on the long-tenn, but that the planned 
Increase is still enormous. On financial aspects and sustalnabilily specdically related to 
BEP we wtll return 10 section 3.8 on 1nputs of BEP. 
3.5. Strategy and main objectives of BEP 
BEP did not formUlate a separate visiOn and mission in the past BEP-plans, buill does 
formulate its own specific strategies for its programme components that contribute to the 
general mission of BRAC. 
At present BEP is developing a Specific long-tenn VISIOn on 'Education for All" in 
Bangladesh and its mission towards achieving this, within the scope of BRAC's vision and 
mission. This vision has been discussed Internally and also with the donor-consortium but 
tiD date is only partially in documents, such as the project·proposal for 2004-2009. Some 
of the elements are developed further in a paper "Consideration of the Mure direction of 
the BRAC Non Formal Education Programme•. based on the outcome of a meeting with 
donors on January 16, 2000 
This BEP phase N document describes the long-tenn vision of BEP as follows. 
"Human resource development Is the fTI8JOf need of Bangladesh as the country has flmtted 
other resources.. In cxder to be part of the emerging global system Bangladesh should be 
aimingforaneducationsystemwhere: 
- At least 40% of children wookJ have a good secondary education (the present 
proportion Is less than 15%.) 
10.15% of young people WOCJ/d receive tertiaty edvcaJion (the current ratio IS under 
5%) 
These figures wf/1 not be reached without a majcx improvemenl in quality and 
achievements at primary level. 
GC1IIfNTIITlellt WJU be unable to meet this need from Its own resoon:es; so thera IS sbJI a 
case tor external assistance in the forese sable future. Moreover, the government has not 
demonstrated the capacdy to d6velop and implement craative approaches to serve 
effectively the disadVantaged groups In the population wflo remain deprived. Therefore, if 
all extemal assistance funds were to be channe/led directly through the government these 
win not be utii!S8d to the best adVantage. Although both BRAC and the donors recogntse 
that uftlmately education Is a pubfte sector respons~biftty, lhene Is still a need for a diversity 
of providers, preferably worldng through an increased Institutional capacity a/ Upazila and 
focal level. At the same time, there should be a grsduaJ shift towards funding from 
indigenous sources, with highef pubfte alJocations for educa/ion am greater mobl71sation 
of community and other non-government resourr::es. 
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BRAC has the abl7ity to support the govemment's primary and basic education goals both 
through its primaly schools and other education activifies and its role as a teaming 
ffJSOf.JIC6 centre. Equally fiTiportarrl, it can support the government educatloo programme 
through its 1atge and widespread cxgafllsation at a community level due to tts ext91lSive 
VO networlc. Through the combiflalion of these factors it is envisaged that BRAC could 
eventually become 8 networlc of EDucation Resource Centre for the nation, assisting with 
community-based management of education, teacher flainlng, curricvlum dellelopment. 
and capacity building. 
In this vision the progression seen for BRAC is from its present position as providers of 
basic education to one as 8 nelwork of Educa1ion RegionBJ Centras on a regional/ national 
scale. This path wrlh take BRAC through a growing role in high priority innovative activfties 
ranging from early childhood and pre-primaly schools, to extended primary and post-
pnmary baSIC education, to education for children with spedaJ needs, and to creating 
community learning crmtras.• (BEP phase IV, 2003, page 15-16). 
This vision cleat1y points towards a different dlrection than the one in the past phases of 
BEP's programmes. In discussions with people within BEP and wrth donors the lOA-team 
saw that the VISion is not yet widely shared and discussed at all levels within BEP. It Is still 
a provisional vision and mission-statement of the top-management of B.EP. The VISion IS 
not yet translated coherently in long-tenn programmatic and financial strategies. The 
ptOCeSS is still in its converging stage. 
As the VlSIOil to become a netwoo'X of resource centres on education is profecled at the 
long term, at least not before 2015 is doesn1 have Immediate consequences for the 
strategies and objectiVes of BEP 2004-2009. The results of the process of elaboration of 
this VISion likely will have consequences on the strategies and oontents of BEP 2009-
2014. 
For the Programme of BEP 2004 • 2009 the overall strategy Is dlrected towards obtaining 
more rec:ognition by the GoB for NGO's and BEP's efforts to deliver primary and non-
formal education and to promote CCH>peralion between government and non-government 
providers of education. As explained in earlier paragmphs this recognition is not expected 
at the short term, however activity-based co-operallon and partnerships with the GoB can 
pave the way towards government recognition. As the long-term vision, described above 
has not yet been translated In COOOFete long term strategy, the main stralegy for the period 
2004 • 2009 is to continue the implementation of the NFPE and BEOC sc:hools at the 
present level. The ESP programme, wor1dng with the same model, will expand its co-
operation with NGO's during the following years. BEP foresees to expand a.ciMty-based 
co-openllJon with the government (GPU) to improve the recognition of GoB tor BEP's 
overall activities. The adolescent educallon programme will also expand, with several 
changes in specific components. Continuing Education & Information Technology will 
consol'ldate lessons teamed in the Pfevioos phase and make some adapla1ions to 
previous models. Post-Primary Education wtll evolve from its pi'lot-phase into a 
mamstteamed programme. 
OveraD, this means that the implementation of activities and target-groups wiD gradually 
expand CNer the next phase, maintaining the present level of NFPE-sc:hoots as the crux of 
the whole BEP-programme. 
In addition to these strategies some general principles and cross-themes are defined that 
Will orient the next phase. These are mainly continuation of principles and themes of 
earlier phases: 
A clear gender-perspective in all programmes; 1 
• Affirmative actions in favour of women 1n all of its h1nng practiCes: 
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- Provision of safe working &llVlronments 
- Increasing attention toward specific target-groups: ethnic minorities, children with 
special needs(new 1n phase IV) 
- Inclusion of values education in activities and cumculum. 
- Expand linkages with other OfQSJllsations and lnstilulions-
Analyslng the overall strategy, the lOA-team has observed that it is merely formulated In 
general terms and that It doesn't state how each component of BEP contributes to the 
overall strategy. Altha level of programme components, the elaboration of strategies is 
done at a more detailed level, relating activities and output to strategy and to the miSsion 
of BEP. This approach doesn't facilita1e the process of undetslandlng, between the 
coherence of the programme-components and the ovemJl strategy. 
3.5.1 Definition of strategy, goals and targets 
Strategy formulatioo for the fiVe-year cycle BEP plan is done at the top management level 
of BRAC and BEP. Extensive bilateral and collectiVe consultation takes place with 
members of the Units of BEP and with the regional offices. General goals and targets are 
set by the BEP-management. This setting of goals and targets takes place at the level of 
each programme component (5 1n total). A SIXth non-programmatic component related to 
the management and co-ordination of the programmes is added as a final component. All 
programmes at their respective levels In addition to goals and targets elaborate a specific 
strategy, which is focussed on the implementation of their respective programmes. 
The observation made earllef' that the overall strategy and coherence of components ISO't 
strong is also related to the process of definition of strategies and setting of goals. 
However this process Involves a lot of consultations, there are no clear mechanisms and 
moments of collective discussion and decision-making related to the formulation of 
strategies and setting of goals. There Is no formal management-team that takes Into 
COOS!deration all the different programme-components to ensure coherence and 
complementarrty. The relative 1mpor1ance and relevance of each spectfic component m 
relaUon to the overall strategy, therefore is not always sufficiently explained. The lack of 
collective discussion and decision-making might weaken ownership and commitment of 
the managers and staff of specific programme-components to implement strategies and 
realise the targeted goals. This also limits clear dissemination of strategies. goals and 
targets at the regional level and finally at the local implementabon..fevel. 
The lOA-team observed that at the level of co-ordination and distribution of tasks and 
responsibilities over different units, managers and technical functionaries face problems of 
understanding. In reality the different prograrnme-<XIITlponenls at the implementation level 
are V&rf much related, but the formal system of task and responsibility distrlbut100 along 
vertical lines limits the possibilities to ()()-()t"dlnate the different programmes jointly at the 
Implementation level. AI this level inter-programmatic decision-making on implementation-
aspects isn't a practice, despite all the informal consultation taking place. This repfiC8tes 
the limrtabon earlier identified at the strategiC implemenlalion level. 
This situation hasn't yet threatened the level of understanding and commitment of 
programme and project staff at the regional and local offices. The lOA-team belleve this is 
mainly because the way strategy, goals and targets were set in the past (and also in the 
future BEP 2004-2009). This hasn't changed much over the years and thus the continuity 
ensures better understanding. However, if vision and strategy is changed (and this will be 
the case in the plans of BEP for the upcoming future) the existing mainly informal 
arrangements of discussion and consultation, might not be enough to ensure this 
understanding and commitment of staff at the lower levels. 
I 
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Th«e are two~ (one of them a sub-component) wrttWl BEP where 
the lOA-team did observe some issiA!I that deserve attention. 
ESP: The Education Support Unrt thai wOOls under pcogramme-componeot 1 · Non·foonal 
pnmary schools only recently became part of the BEP-structure at the Head Office. The 
strategy under this pcogramme-component states that expansion and ltTiplementatton of 
NFPE-schools by local and regional Is Important The ESP-programme needs to grow But 
this expansiOn IS not beulg elaborated Of discussed among the wider and collective stage 
beca•IS& of its past physical separabon As a result ESP has no clear long-term strategy 
on expandlllg the capacity of NGO's to implement the NFPE-school model. It Is merely 
focussed on goals. targets and efficiency. This was also identified by an 8811tEW 
assessment mission on the ESP (2003) . To be able to fulfil expectations of exp81lS1011 of 
this programme Wlttwllhe overall progr811'11l'1&ponernl of primaty education, such a 
strategy is needed. 
GPU The Government Partnership Unrt was created under the BEP Ill programme. BEP 
stales that the creation of this Unrt was a result of negotiations wrth the EC related to 
addlbonal funding. The EC expected BEP to Invest m«e time and efforts 1n expandtng the 
co-operation With the GoB. BEP was happy wrth thiS possibility to expand isolated 
experiences 1n co-operation with the GoB and GPU organically became a part of the BEP· 
structure and Ills a very important strategy of the BEP as a whole. 
The GPU Is respOI'lSible fOI' the tmplementatiOn of two pcogrammes in co-op8(8llon With 
the GoB (Pre-primary schools and Community Schools) and the PRIME-projec1. which 
lniiOIIIes actlvrtles related With advocacy and development of models and ageemenls with 
the GoB. In 2003 the PRIME acliYtties had a modest coverage of 28 distncts, but al GPU 
8C1ivibes together run in 58 dlstruc:ls. The postbon of GPU as a separate und wrttwl BEP 
does not fully enable to develop a coherent strategy wrth BEP as a whole. Its structure IS 
ver1ical and It IS mainly focussed on 1mplementabon. 
3.6. Structure of BEP 
3.8.1. Organisational structure 
BEP has a complex structure that has grown and has adapted over time as BEP vent\nd 
into r.w areas of need. 0\.rvlg the pasl phases a (18at number of new and 
complementary activities was added to BEP's portfolo • Consequently, the org&niS8lional 
structure became m«e complex and the number of BEP EWnployees increased 
1 The IOA·Ieam Ill a woOOihap With BRACIBEP management suggested an appcoech for 
dcr>•'opng ,_areas and iniliabves based on the oore-oompetencles of BEP Th-
eotllptt.anaes can be used as criteria to define whelhet or not 10 expb e new ar.s .. Coc• 
oompetenCiea of BEP identified by lhe lOA-teem are. 
Innovation ol educational models 
Targebllg models on specffic larget11f0Upa. especially girls and women 
Up-tee~Jng ol eucoossful models 
COII-elfeollve mplemella1iUi1 of models 
f'lennlng, monttomg and control of latg&-sc:ele cpa &bot IS 
• Management of ocmplex orgarliS8tJons 
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s.gnlficantly over the yean Although the total number of staff is gradually stabthsing, new 
untts keep on being established The table (see next page) shows the process of 
expanston and increas1ng complexrty of BEP 
Tobie 7 ExpaiiSIOil and increSSing com~ of BEP 
1401~-----------------------
1201-------------------
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Source: HRD and 11)/eMews Wllh BEP. 
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The rationale for establishing new units is not always clear and the lOA-team has the 
Impression that new units are established matnly as a result of successful new initiatives 
and pilots. 
The phase IU rrud-term nMeW team (2001) recommended BEP to develop a VISIOI'1 aod 
strategy '" relabon to the long-term possibdtbes f« repiiCabon aod transferral of suc:cessful 
polots Although BRAC IOdated that during 2002 aod 2003 a folow up of thts 
recommendation would be made. the cwrent lOA-team was unable to see If thiS issue 
was fully addressed A first step however has been made, BEP addressed thts 1ssue 1n the 
meeting with donors on future v1sson 1n January 2003 
In diSCUSSionS the lOA-team Identified one area where there is a clear 1nterest of BEP to 
do so A fuD scale BRAC Youth Development Program could be developed as a new 
progranvne The a.nent ADP could develop lflto such a programme (Of become part of d) 
The long-term vis100 aod strategy thus ensures diV8fgetlC8 from the core-<:ompetenaes of 
BEP Without a nsk of dispersiOn of the overaD programme 
The organisabonal structure of BEP lfl sprte of ItS me and coverage of central . regiOnal 
and local levels is reasonably flat This is a strong contributiOn to BEPs succeu, as rt is 
able to ma1nta1n short communrcatron lines between the bottom and the top. The present 
strudure of BEP at the different levels IS present lfl the figure on the next page 
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Figure 3: organisational structure BEP 
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The following figures give an Indication of numbers of employees involved in the 
NFPE/BEOC hierarchy and the frequency of their intetadions: 
• Approximately 34,000 teachers (number ftuctuates accofding to schools In cycle) 
• 2500 Programme Orgarusers (Pos) visrtlng 10-12 schools twice a week, and involved 
In monthly refresher courses to all teachers 
• 500 Team In Charges (TiCs) supervising 4-10 PO's, monthly visiting all schools and 
meeting monthly wfth the Regional Managers (RMs) 
• 45 AM's visiting and meeting monthly wfth the TIC's and randomly visiting schools, 
and meeting monthly at the BEP head office (which is reachable within a day's travel 
from any comer of the country) 
• At the head office the AM's meet wfth different BEP section heads 
Although each manager has a large number of team-members, the system works welt as 
the 'BEP formula' consists of well-defined tasks and is standardised, making it easy to 
scale-up ac:tivilies according to a fixed model. Nevertheless, there is a considerable 
Imbalance between the size of the projects and aclivilies under the main Units of BEP: 
BEP, PACE and ESP. These imbalances In the organisational structure of BEP have 
evolved historically out of involvement of spectfic units and managers with specific new 
initiatives. The organisational struc1l.lre and arrangements build upon the past experiences 
and suit the present needs and capacities of the managers in BEP. However, it is worth 
considering some organisational rearrangements at head quarters. Resulting from earlier 
obselvatlons this is especially the case with ESP and GPU; the strategic importance of 
these unrts can be better reflected in the organisational structure. Another possibility that 
might be considered is to trans1er the ADP to PACE, where it seems to fit content-wise 
equally well. 
During the management level Open Space workshop it was suggested to bring more unity 
1n the command structure by haVIng the TIC's SUpeMSe also the PO's in ADP and PP. 
This suggestion seems well worth considering, but also requires rethinking of some 
arrangements at head office. The organisational structure could be simplified when the 
PO's (MT English, Ubrary supe!Visor, etc). and regional staff that now ind'lvidually report to 
the AM's (OAS. ASS, etc) would have more direct relations with units at the head office. 
ThJS would enable more effectrve use of the overan know1edge and expenence in these 
areas at the level of the programmes as a whole. At the same time more frequent 
horizontal exchange of these staff-members at the regional level could improve the 
understanding of the relations between the different programmes and activities and would 
enable a be~ understanding of the overall strategy of BEP as a whole. 
Another way of looking at the orgarusational structure is to consider the balance of 
functions within the organisation, folloW1ng the concept of Mintzberg. He distinguishes five 
functions: 
• Operational core, lhe pnmary process in an organisation. This should be lhe focal and 
therefore largest part in well-established organisations -say at least 50% (the bottom 
portion In the picture below) 
• Strategic apex, lhe decision making top. Insufficiently strategic organisations run the 
risk of loosing competition in the future, whereas overty visionary companies may 
neglect production. Generally strategic apex should recerve between 2·1 0% 1npu1 
• Middle management. connecting the former two. In bureaucracies this tends to expand 
beyond acceptable (an organisation generally becomes bureaucratic if more than 30% 
of time is spend here) 
• Support, admimstraiiVe, finanaal, secretarial S8fVlC8S to enable others to perform their 
function (together with middle management and strategic apex these overheads 
should normally not exceed 30% In tenns of time) 
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• Techno-slnlctllre, which Is involVed In R&D and improvements. A healthy tachno-
slnlctllre (e.g. certainly 5-10% of the time in innovative Ofganisations. like the foreseen 
Resource Center) Is needed to materiariSe the dreams endorsed by the strategic apex 
F~gure 4: OtrJanisstional structure of BEP in functional terms 
r-------------------------~ 
Balance of functions BEP in 
monetary terms 
Balance of functions BEP in terms of 
working hours 
The above images provide a general impression and are based on the following data: 
Monetary tenns 
• 23'!1. Teachers salary + 38% 
matenals cost = 66% 
expenditure in the operating 
core 
• 30% Middle mauagement 
• 1% S1181egoc apex 
• 10% Training (fixed in the 
budget) 
• 5% Support 
Hours spend 
• 34,000 teachers who work 3-4 hours/day are operatmg 
core 
• All BEP regular staff, f1\lliJS trainers end developers (e.g. 
CDU) are predominantly middle management 
• BEP top is parl·time and BRAC top full-mle (but then for 
al programmes) in strategic apex 
• Training (TARC) and development (e.g. EDU) form the 
led1no-structure 
• HRO and FA are largely serving BEP. whereas wtlhin 
BEP cerlai1 sections and per$005 are fuUy decfocaiDd to 
~· ...... 
These images of BEP llldicate that the emphasis is vastly on the core activities. and the 
middle management body IS not excessively large. To function as the Resource Center 
that BEP intends to become, strategic apex and techno-structure may increase. 
3.6.2. Mechanisms for decision-making and co-ordination 
BEP has Its vertical system well in place and it operates a welk:llled machine. The 
frequent meetings between employees and their superiors and the short hierarchical 
communication lines make BEP's functioning strongly implementation oriented. Managers 
are fully aware of what happeriS in the field. 
BEP has also a powerful informal co-ordination system in place, typical for the open SEP 
culllsre. The amicable informal contacts are st11king. People the lOA-team got acquainted 
with during the short visit would be seen frequently in many different comers or the BRAC 
head offiCe. These bilateral contacts are an essential feallsre and considered by BEP 
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employees to be a great strength of the organisation, streamlining convnunication within 
the respective programmes. 
The horizontal oo-or<frnatlon mechanisms seem to be weaker. Structural cohesion and a 
collective thinking on vision and strategies between programmes seems to be limiled. 
What is misslng in our impression is a forum where programme heads and manageJS 
regular1y exchange ideas and align their plans to a common strategy. Regional managers 
and staff, WOfl<ing from these regional offices also could do this more frequently at the 
regional level. Management teams should not become a bureaucrallc burden or a forum 
fof routine action planning, but a regular place to reflect on how the programmes can 
support each other for maximum impact. TeaiT1WOf1< and decision-making not only yield 
good ideas, but also builds commitment to dectSIOOS that go beyond individual project 
scopes. 
The obseMltioos made under the previous paragraph in relalioo to vision and strategies 
with regard to GPU and ESP also can have consequences fof the organisational 
arrangements wrth regard to these units. The basic idea here is that strategy should be 
reflected In these arrangements. A specific case is that outside GPU there are activities in 
~with the Government, for example In ADP. This reflects that Government 
Partnership is nol so much a Unit but a strategy. 
The lOA observed that BEP in recent years IS implementing a process of decentraiJSation 
of its structure and decisioo-maldng to find a better balance between cllecking and control, 
monitoring fof support, and consultative decision-making processes. This balance is 
difficult to obtain considering the need to oonstanUy control the whole orgarnsatlon on 
accountability issues and to keep an immaculate track record. Although BEP employees 
acknowledge that a lot of formal and informal consultation takes place. it is also feh that 
there is still more room for decentralisation and particrpatory decision-making. Considenng 
the open BEP culture, the Implementation of such mechanisms seems to suit the 
organisation well. It can alford to continue its process of demoaalisation because il has 
already a disciplined monitoring and control mechanism In place. 
3.7. tnputs of BEP 
3.7.1. Human resources 
The mosl important input ol BEP is without doubt the impressive number of staff. 
functionaries and locally recruited teachers. Below some basic figures on staff 
composition of BEP (only regular staff, 2003} are presented: 
Table 8: Staff composition BEP, June 2003 
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3.7. Inputs of BEP 
3.7.1. Human resources 
The most important input of BEP is without doubt the impressive number of staff· 
functionaries and locally recruited teachers. Below some basic figures on staff 
oomposllion of BEP (only regular sta.ff. 2003) are presented: 
Table 8: Staff composition BEP, June 2003 
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Staff Composition BEP June 2003 
l1!giUr slalf project stall' seNe& slalf Total 
Source: MIS data BEP June 2003 
The total number of staff in BEP in June was 7 .040, 59.6 % of them female. At first sight 
this gives an Impression of gender -balance. Taking a closer look, this Is not the case at 
the different levels. 
The regular staff is ror the bigger part composed of male employees (76.9%). The regular 
staff of BEP at the Head Office shows a gender-balanced picture: 48.7% of that staff is 
female. This means that the difference in gender-balance of BEP-staff is almost entirely 
acoounted ror by the regional offices. At this level approximately 75% Is male. The lOA· 
team didn't have access to rellable data on the histone trend of this staff composition.' The 
sef\lice staff at the Head Office Is almost entirely male, thus showing an important gender 
imbalance. At the level op project-staff the picture is reversed: 98.5% of the project staff is 
female. According to historical data of the HRO department that was confirmed by BEP, 
• In paragraph 4 it was already observed that HRO does llOI maJnlan a register of all SEP· 
employees. Therefore the data pnwxled by that department could not be interpreted. ThiS 
underscores lhe importance of harmonisang the staff.,ecords of SEP and HRO. 
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this has not always been like this. The historical trend in staff.(!evelopment at the proJect 
level looks like this. 
Table 9: Historical trend in composition of project staff 
Oec98 
Source: HRD. 2003 
Composition of Project Staff 
(reglonaJ and locaJ offices) 
Dec01 Oec02 May03 
The project-staff of BEP. since 2001, is almost entlrely made up of women. In 1998 thas 
picture was reversed and 65% or the employees were male. In BEP phase II a 
recruftmenl-policy was enforced to change this staff-composition and recruit mainly female 
employees. This policy has been very effective as in 2001 more than 90% of the project· 
staff was female. This has Curthet inaeased to 98.5 at present. At the level of the teachers 
(who ate not presented in these f~gures), the same amage applies; of the total of 33.706 in 
June 2003, only 569 are men. Also this has been the effect of an active recruitment policy. 
The recruitment and HR-policy thus has consciously contributed to signifacant changes in 
staff-composition. At the local level (teachers) and at the level of project staff the target 
was to have a major share of female employees. At the level or the head-office there is a 
gender-imbalance- Taking into account that the positions at the Head-Office ate higher-
level and management functions. this means that women in BEP are reasonably 
represented in the higher positions. 
Data provided by HRD, on the overall satuabon an BRAC (see next page) showed that the 
sftualion at that level is not the same as In BEP. Female staff In general consuMes 
approximately 20% of total staff and they are less represented at the higher fundlons, 
espedally in the Head Off10e (level 9 and above). 
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Table 10: Composition and levels of staff in BRAC 
Composition and levels of staff In BRAC 
l - • • ~ > " s E !:! J( l Si! i > l ~ s It • 
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X: 
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Soun::e HRD, 2003 
BRAC and BEP have an affitmatNe action policy on recru•tment of female employees. 
This policy has been effectMt Ill BEP, Wllh exceptJon to the staff-a:mposl11on of regular 
staff Ill the regiOOal offiCeS. BRAC as a whole IS notable that the affirmabve acbon policy 
didn't have the effect of equal representabon of women 10 the organisation. especially so 
at the hlghe!' positions. 
BEP. at the level of teachers and the lowest functJonallevels. also recrurts people Without 
a formal educ::a:tional degree At these levels Slgrllfant•nvestments are made 10 
development of competenaes ol these employees. The teachers receive an 1011ial tralning 
ol12 days and then rec:eiY8 dumg the 4-year cycle ol school continuous monthly follow-
up ltalnlng 
Wrtlun the BEP management there Is an overaU satiSfaction with the level of education 
and expenence of the functJonanes at the Head orra. At the regional level th•s is not 
Investigated. BEP has a strict recruitment policy In which aH regular and projeCt-staff of the 
programme principally qualifies to a standard criterion of requuements. During the job-
application process candidates are lntetvlewed and checked if they have the knoYAedge 
and experience for the specifiC JOb. 
AI the level ol the Head Office suffioent capaaty emts to analyse soc:io-eoonomic and 
gender data. This is also true for the REO Oepar1menl In spite ol the embng capacity, 
thorough analysis and 10terpretabon of data Is not always done The IOA·team idenbfled 
three factors that may aocount for this: 
• lmplementabon of adMIIes Is the major pnorily and draws the most attention; 
• The Management and Information System does not always pmvicle suffldent and 
bmely Information to enable analysis and Interpretation; and 
• The staff needs specifiC training in 10terprebng and analysing data (see also under 
paragraph 1 0). 
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The programme head In the Advocacy Umt is responsible for monitoring gender-issues 
within the BRAC organisatiOn. Her general impress100 is that the gender-situation with1n 
BRAC has not improved over the last years. In the last semester of 2003 a gender au<frt 
will be realised within BRAC to obtain infoonation about the present situalion, bottlenecks 
and key action-points for the future. It is Interesting to analyse the outcome of this gender· 
audit In BEP In comparison with BRAC as a whole.. 
3. 7 .2. Information 
BEP in general has good acx e•s to infotmation by (MIS, HAD, FA. MA and RED). For 
more infonnalion on MIS we refer to paragraph 1 0. The research output of RED is not 
clear1y related to the needs of BEP and as earlier mentioned a list of desired research 
Items made by BEP was not followed-up clearly. 
The lOA-team looked at a research canied out by RED on socio-economic impact of 
BRAC schools (2002). The results of this study show a very mixed and confusing picture 
of the impact of BEP schools in comparison with other models. II is not clear which 
external factors and influences over bme have been taken Into account The research 
document could have been better structured. More and better quality research on socio-
economic and other Impacts of the BEP schools and other BEP-programmes have to be 
carried out to create a clearer picture. It Is important to state that this is only an 
impression, based only on one report of RED. This migh1 not be the general situation 
The good relations with MOPME, MOE and Ministry of Youth and Sports, enable BEP to 
amass infomlalion from these ministries. CAMPE provides important and independent 
lnfotmation on the situation of educa.tlon in Bangladesh. Especially the yearly Education 
Watch Repofts are a valuable source of infonnalion 
3.7.3. Flnanelallnputs 
Over the past phases the external funding to BEP has gradually 1ncreased to 
approximately 17.5 mllllon Euro (19.2 mlllion USD) a year, in the present phase Ill. During 
the last phase of BEP Ill the level of external funding has been stabilised. For the next 
phase the overall five-year budget is approximately 113 million Euro (125 million USD) or 
22.75 mdlion Euro (25 rrulllon USD) a year. This means that BEP for the next phase 
foresees a signifJCallt increase of donor funding of about 5 million Euro per year. This IS 
pa.rtiaiiy related to increased planned output (see paragraph 8) In the next phase, but also 
to quality Improvements such as a sflght increase In the salaries of teachers. (As they 
make out an import cost-item of the schools activities. this has a significant effect on the 
total cost of this programme-component). 
A1 the start of each phase ('92. '96, '99) it Is notable that the total level of funding 
decreases drastically. This is related to the five-year funding-cycle of donor funcflllQ of the 
BEP plans. A1 the ef1d of each phase, the time required for negotiations and assessments 
required by donors have caused temporary setbaclls In availability of funding. This is 
particular1y ser!Srtive in schools in cycle or commitments of BEP with communities to open 
new schools. In the past at different moments BEP had to decide to postpone the opening 
of new schools. See table below for an overview of the funding of BEP over the last 1 
phases of BEP. 
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Table 11: Donor contribulions to BEP from 1992-2002 
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The present members or the donoc' -(;IOOS()(tium are Interested to continue funding BEP. 
although the trends to the Seclof-Wide Approach make It harder for some to Justify direct 
support to NGO's al the medium or long-term. II helps them if the BEP plans clearly spen 
out how !hear 1nle1Ventions are complementary and not competing with government efforts. 
As the budget of BEP phase IV has inaeased, the present members or the consortium will 
not be able to cover the whole budget It is also not sure if all donors are able to maintain 
their present levels or funding. NORAD has showed interest to join the donof-(;IOOS()(tium 
of BEP. providing additlooal funding to the dooor-consortium contribution. Even so, this 
sbll doesn't mean that the total budget of the next phase will be covered entirely. 
In ordllf to facilitate discu:sslon and negotiation with the dooor-consortium, the 
management of BEP has decided to prepare the next cyde of BEP phase IV with more 
anticipation, to avoid gaps in financing between the present and the ne.xt phase and to 
have more lime for proper assessments and negotiations. 18 months before the start of 
the next phase in June 2004 the fJtSt draft of the BEP 2004-2009 was shared with donors. 
This period provides sufficient time to have preliminary discussloos with the donors and to 
realise the necessary assessment missions. In October 2003 the donor-consortium will 
meet to discuss the outcomes or the appraisal missions and define their future (level of) 
support as well as points of attentiOn and if necessary conditions to the func:fing of the next 
phase. In case the budget of BEP phase IV is not be covered, additlooal diso.Jssions 
might be needed. 11 is a good Initiative or BEP to anticipate this process. 
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The lOA· team Is not aware of initiallves in this area in Bangladesh. Social responsibifrty of 
the private sector both applies to national enterprises and international enterprises 
investing in the country. BEP has already explored fomls of co-operation with the private 
sector' In relation to specific projects. However the tun potential of this concepl has not yet 
been explored. BRAC's culture as a highly efficient and cost-effective organisation makes 
a good fit with the entrepreneurial sector and there probably Is potential for partnershipS 
that go beyond the s1mple mechanism of sponsoring (that rn rtself can also be interesting). 
The lOA-teams believes that if BRAC would take leadership In this theme, social 
responsibility of the private sector could also gain Impulse 
A s1Jategy of BEP towards financial sustainability will have to combine the last four 
elements, as payment for serviCeS IS relevant in strengthenrng ownership, but not in terms 
ot financial sustalnability. 
The lOA-team didn't detect a great c:oncem within BEP about the future financial 
sustainabllity and there are no innovative s1ra1egies defined. The main strategy remains 
directed lo cootinue to acqu1re external donor funding. 
3.8. Output of BEP 
3.8.1. General analysis of output 
The outputs of BEP education actMtles are clearty stated in the objectives of each 
programme component. The ou1puts are defined in quantilallve and qualitative terms and 
are based on previous experiences and trends. Each output is clearly dJTected to weJI. 
defined and specific: target-groups. 
After a period of fast expansion of activities, outputs and coverage in Phase I and II of 
BEP, the number of NFPE·schools was consolidated In phase Ill and this number wiD be 
maintained for the next phase, with an Internal shift towards more ESP·nm NFPE-schools. 
The activities in the other components show a gradual and modest expansion, several 
pilots of the past phase will be upgraded 1n BEP phase IV. For a detailed description of the 
development of the output of BEP during the last phases and the projections for phases to 
oome the lOA-learn refers the BEP phase IV project document 
BEP in phase Ill Increased its attention towards quality of its output by appointing quality 
assistants and increased efforts of the EDU to improve quality of the matenals produced. 
BEP states that continuous attenbon to Improving quality of output is needed. The 
measures taken in the last phase will receive cootlnuous attention In the next phase. 
Thera are no additional or special interventions in BEP phase IV. 
Education quality in BEP schools IS remarkable given 1ts modest cost and rel1ance on local 
teachers Who receiVe only basic training prior to teaching. The knowledge transfet in BEP 
schools is bettE!I' than In government primary schools, with more room foe' improvement. 
The Education Watch report 2002 showed that Government schools need ~ 7 years to 
reach sustained literacy, in BEP schools this ligure Is 4-5. 
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The cycle in most BEP schools Is year-round and contains around 630 contact hours per 
against that of 450 contact hours per year of government pnmary schools. 5 grades are 
covered in four years. While net-ootput In terms of contact-hours may be similar, BEP 
reaches out to the poorer families, with less educated mothers and therefore to pupils with 
a more challenging start and learning environment Moreover literacy and other well 
quantifiable outcomes are probable not the most important life sKills transferred In BEP 
schools. Own obseMltlons of the lOA-team are 1n line with BEP perception that its 
s11Jdents are more conflclent, assertive and aeative than students that are attending 
government primary schools. 
3.8.2. Input-output relation (efficiency) 
The average cost per student per year for NFPE and BEOC schools Is around 19$, close 
to the government efficiency. although the latter might be an inHaled f~gure disregarding 
saveral overheads. BEP schools are attracti11e for parents and pupils as the schools are 
often nearer, cheaper (more supplies and no need for tutoring outside the class), and 
provide comparatively child-friendly and effective education (both intellectually and in life 
skiDs), resulting (most importantly) In almost run retention of students. In terms of 
etrlciency per grade BEP stands out more positive and comparable then othef NGO's, with 
a cost below 14S/grade (as BEP schools cover up to 5 grades in 3 years). In terms of 
cost-effecliveness BEP further distinguishes ilsalf. as the exam results or BRAC students 
outdo those of graduates from government pnmary schools. 
The various BEP school models present variable efficiencies and cost-effectiveness, as 
the fgures below show. In the ESP programme a high emphasis is put on cost-efficiency. 
ESP schools save on materials delivered to the students (e.g. by rotating books, and 
relying on parents to buy penCils), and pay the 1mplemenbng NGO's considerably lower 
salaries than its own project staff (enhancing high tum-over of NGO PO's or NGO's 
topping-up PO salaries). The peroentage of to1a1 overhead costs In ESP is comparable to 
the NFPEIBEOC schools (see table 'Component cost'). 
Table 12: Comparison of cost-efficiency in NFPE, BEOC and ESP schools 
Sautee: BE.P, MIS 2003 
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tn spite of lower numbers of students and more supe!Visors per teacher, ESP schools ate 
more cost-efficient in temlS ot cost per yeat, but more expenswe than NFPE and BEOC 
schools in cost per ~ade (first and second column in 'Cost-effectilleness' table). As the 
ESP schools cover 3 grades rather than 5 grades in 3 years their cost-effectiveness in 
terms of reaching oertain basic education criteria is highef (research by S.R. Nath, RED, 
2002), pastlcularty ~ girls. The last column of the below table shows cosl/cnlena, a rather 
doubtful calculation, which however in<fJCates that it IS hard to gM! final judgement on the 
cost-eflectiveness of the various models. 
The various other components of the BEP phase IV proposal follow roughly the same 
detailed and budgeting principles and procedures, although the libraries d8SelVe special 
attention as they inland to establish financial self-suffiCiency 1n one to two YeaTS· 
Successes In this respect may be used in other education programmes, not so much to 
slgnffican11y reduce the dependence on external funding, but as a mechanism to 
strengthen local ownership. 
3.8.3. Output-outcome relation (effectiveness) 
Outputs of other programme components, such as ADP, PRIME and PACE that are more 
focussed on qualitative aspects are harder to measure. Also the impact of the pnmaty 
education models (as said above) in qualitative terms are more difficult to measure. The 
relation betweeu output and outoomes (let alone long-term Impact) are influenced by 
many factors. This is clearly shown in the Socio-economic Impact study of BRAC Schools 
by RED (2002.). An Instrument that also can be used are questionnaires on clien1 
satisfaction of both pupils and parents. 
Another parameter that is already been used over a long time is the retention-rate of 
children in the schools. Changes over lime show that this rate has increased until almost 
100'lb. This is a clear SIQn that the children and parents value highly the education offered 
by BRAC. Researches, such at SAT-scoring, will have to be improved in order to provide 
more qualitative information on how children are do1ng in relation to basic competencies. 
In these tests, children of BEP schools show better results than in government schools, 
but the overall picture there Is that also in BEP-schools further Improvements can be 
made ~he lOA-team refers to other appraisal and assessment reports for more 
infoona1Jon on this subject). 
Recently BEP has received permission to seod their children to scholarsl'ups exams. BEP 
Is oonfldent that their chlldreo will obtain highef scores than children of govemmern 
schools. It will still take some time before proof of this can be given. ThiS will not only 
provide another Indicate~" of the quality of the pnmary education offered by BEP. but if 
indeed these children re<:eNe higher SCOf'es it will be an extremely Important instrument lor 
BEP to achieve more government recognition of the effectiveness and quality of its model. 
3.9. Control and support processes 
As described within its structure, the supervision and oonlrol within BEP are frequent, 
1ntensive and rigorous. This is one of the reasons why quality of education is oonlinuously 
ImprOVIng. Various BRAC divisions immed'lalely research variations in outoornes. The 
following sectioriS are engaged in ensunng and scrutinising education performance: 
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This control is thorough and abundant. In general can be said that control is more 
focussed on output and effidency than on quafrty and effectlveness. In the last years also 
quality..a,spects receive more attention by BEP. 
The main challenge is to move from control and to use the control processes to ensure 
Ol'g8lllsatlonalleamlng. The MIS-system (see next paragraph 10) Is an lmportanl tool fof 
this. 
With regard to financial and administrative control, BEP Is strict. There are regulations and 
mandates defined fof decision-making on financial investments that stipulate that the 
higher level managers have to control the people that request the investments. The 
mechanisms in place are exemplary for other NGO's. 
In the first chapter of this report on external review and appraisal m•ssions It has already 
been observed that these are Vf!IY frequent These missions CXNer a wide range of 
aspects of BEP and provide good quality information and control of the BEP programmes. 
However, these review and appraisal missions tend to accumulate findings and 
recommendallons. In spite of the sheets on which the donors (by DLO) and BEP recon:l all 
the recommendations, agreemerlt (or not) by BEP and actions for follow-up, the volume Is 
so big thai many recommendation.s are simply forgotten over the years. BEP Is eager 
enough to use and Implement those recommendaiJons thai lit their requirements and 
plans, but it might be thai some important reoommendalions Jess Jlked by BEP will simply 
d'rsappear in the process. 
This procedure has Jwo limitations: a) wmulative learning from reviews and appraisals by 
BEP and the donors does not sufficiently take place because of the lack of linkages 
between many reports; b) the sheer volume and variety of rec:ommeodations makes it 
diffiCUh to prloritlse the mos1 rmportanl or urgent ones. 
3.9.1. Effectiveness of support processes 
The procurement, accounting and finance procedures are well defined, and ef1ident. 
The process of procurement against a budget fine is as follows: To buy any materials 
beyond petty cesh limits, the department head has to me a request whlctlls checked by 
accounts to see whethef there Is sufficient budget provision Staff have the liberty to 
approve up to 10% over-expenditure, provided there is no general over~)(p8ndlture by the I 
programme ooncemed. Once approved procurement obtains the goods, and accounts 
pays the bills, charging them against the balance of the concerned department 
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Salaries are sent to the regions and areas, where Team in Charges and the accountant 
see to the payment to staff. Centrally HRD adm1nistetS data such as recrurtment, 
promotion and transfer of staff. Two years ago their input was automated, and they have a 
dltect link to FA, that automaticaiJy updates payment requirements. The Rnance and 
Aocount Unit reports directly to the BRAC Chairman. 
If the BEP programmes want to procure matenals for more than ??Taka one and ten 
million, they have to collect three quotations or Hoat an open tender respectively, in which 
the BRAC enterprises (such as the printing press) can take part as any other supplier. 
Thus BRAC enterprises do not compete in an unfair way with other companies. 
The TARC's and the BCDM's deliver serviCeS to all BRAC programmes as well as to 
external clients. Roughly 7()'J(. of their services are to BEP. 20% to other programmes, and 
the remaining to paying clients. The setVices to BEP are accounted on actual cost of 
salaries (monthly the T ARCs report how much they worked for which programme), and 
fixed rates for accommodation and food. Wrth the external clients the TARCs and BCDMs 
make profit, but do not pay tax as in Bangladesh trwning (school, universities) is VAT 
exempted. 
FA is also responsible with inventory control up to regional level. whereas the chect<lng of 
stocks and dispatches at area level is decentrallsed to the regions. 
To comply With EC regulations BEP budget overhead costs at 7%, but they actually 
slightly exceeded ~ last year. This includes both so called direct and indirect costs, 
which fully correspond to BEP (e.g. staff and vehicles) or are pooled between 
l)lograrnmes (such as the HRD and FA personnel). 
These procedures, rules and regulations are all materialised in doctJment and thus are 
transparent to staff as well as donors or other external stakeholders. 
Eamst & Young Malaysia annually aud"ltS all BRAC programmes, approving it and giving 
minor recommendations. In May 2003, the observations and recommendations were: 
- Discrepancies exist between MIS reports and composition of students at school visits 
- Incorrect maintenance of fixed assets register 
Accountants' salary in the area not apportioned accurately, but charged against only 
one single programme {whereas they serve all programmes active in the area) 
- lack of effective and systematic stock management practices at Central Store 
Such shortcomings are addressed and checked during the subsequent audit. 
3.10. Systems 
3.1 0.1. Management Information System 
BEP has a small group of dedicated people (5) that develop and operate the BEP 
management informatlon system since 1993. 1t includes comprehensive information on all 1 
BEP components as well as other actMties (BRAC funded or non-BEP-donors funded) . It 
contains lnformatlon on students, teachetS, schools, libtaries and so on. Gender dis-
aggregated Information Is Incorporated in the system. A great amount of data related to 
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poverty is available from village surveys but as hard copies only and are u-efore 
currently of no use for identification of trends or policy analysis. 
The system Is fuUy up to date. The reliability of data seems to be reasonably good. Each 
month reports are submitted by the T.C to the RM and from there to head office, where 
elate are processed. MIS reports are then returned to the RM and T.C for venfica.bon. A 
standard set of informatJve reports IS monthly submitted to BEP managers and the vanous 
sections. Ukewise a set of standard tables is supplied for the quarterly reports. 
The processing of all reports is centrally done and this is a great burden on the shoulders 
of MIS staff. Encoding of data occupies most of their time. Decentralisation of data 
encoding could only be realised by equipping the regional offices with computers. ThiS 
would not only streamline data pocessing, but once the offices are hooked up to the 
Internet. field rnanagei'S could also be given remote access to the MIS. They could then 
view and retrieve any kind of Information they are interested in about BEP (currently they 
only receive the MIS reports on their own region). Information access Is limited clue to ad-
hoc approach in development of the database and software applicatiOns and lack of ICT 
lacitiUes. In fact, there is just one computer where the MIS can function in its full scope 
and all Information is clistnbuted by printing 11 from this single unil This has made this 
highly centralised MIS highly inaccessible, inflexible and increasingly d'Jfficult to expand. 
At the moment the system is undergoing l118jOf mod11icat10ns. AI the lime of VISit the MIS 
was being restructured and redesigned, with assistance from an external consuttant. Also 
procedures and processes for managing and operating the MIS are changed and ills 
expected thai within &a months a total system ovel'haul will have been accomplished. 
Also new data (currently only on paper available) will be Included in the system, including 
geograptucal Information (mapping). 
The MIS carries a wealth of informalion, which Is very useful for general planning and for 
research purposes. Especially since it contains data going back to 1993, il would be 
Interesting to research on how statistical trends are interrelated and how they relate to 
programme interventions, so that these could be statistically supported. Furthermore, the 
MIS allows one to check if programme targets are met. In other words, the system is of 
great value for research for policy analysis, as weU as for planning and monitoling. The 
lOA-team has the Impression thai the MIS is under-utilised. Reasons are inaccessibility of 
the system, as described above, the worilloacl of MIS staff (lo be reduced by 
clecentraf1S8tion) and lack of experience in data interpretation for policy analysis of 
rnanagei'S In general. 
In general BEP seems to be embracing information and communication technology. It has 
a LAN In place, a web-site, email/internet-access and of course the MIS. Employees have 
r8C81V8d some traming on appllcallon software. ICT may have a major inpact on ltle way 
the organisation operates, as nature and scope of corrmurucations and learning Increase, 
and streamlines opemling and processes. While the use of computers is graclually 
expanding and its impact grows, the need for an ICT policy becomes apparent. 
Wrth these measures, BEP 1s giVing follow-up on several recommendation of the Mid 
Term Review mission in 2001 . However, these different actions are not integrated In a 
policy or Master Plan. 
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3.10.2. Monitoring 
Mention has been made already of the various control and moni!ormg systems, both 
internal and extemal Much emphasis is placed on accountability of staff and on the 
standard execution of program activities and quafrty-issues are incteaslngly addressed by 
the Oualily Assistants, appointed during BEP, phase IV. 
The following measures are 1n place: supervision of field staff by regular and random sd.e 
visits (as described under the section on structure); reports from the MIS - mainly 
quantltative information; monitoring by BEP monrtors - mainly performance of teachers; 
BRAC monitoring departmenl and occasionally RED through its research on Impact. 
With such strong emphasis on Implementation the monitoring system functions well. For 
monitonng on programme level it IS questionable if rt serves its purpose fully, as !his 
requires data-analysis as mentioned above and drawing consequences for programme 
implementation and even policy development As all of !his information is only available at 
central level, programme planning wiD be centralised until regional and local managers are 
sutfiaently capacita1ed. 
3.11 . Staff performance 
In April 2002 an external team of consultants on human resource management visited 
BEP. Since then, a number of measures are be1ng Implemented or were already in lhe 
process of being implemented. While this lOA-team would agree with some 
recommendalions, it would oppose some others (lor instance the a-eation of a position of 
a director for HAM and one for HAD). Below some specific findings (additional to the 
ear1ler human resource mission) by the lOA-team relating to BEP are described. BEP 
works wrth three main categones of staff. namely lhe local teachers (!hey are not formally 
considered as staff, but are monitored by HAD and FA), temporary project staff and 
permanent regular staff (employed alter a first year of probation). 
Noteworthy Is thai BEP receives yearly well over 300 guests and among !hem PhD 
students and researchers, whiCh greatly contribute to the organisation and 1ntematlonal 
learning and exchange. 
3.11.1. Career development 
Inflow of staff is normally only at PO level through public advertising, and directed by HAD 
in Dhaka However sometimes KS and PS can occasionally sit for an exam while no open 
advertisement has taken place, to fill a few places. After !hiS the career perspective with 
BEP is to become a master-trainer and then TIC. After TIC one may become OAS, ASS, 
UM, or monitor. In the next step all these functions lead to the position of AM, which is the 
last step towards Dhaka 
Lateral transfers (to e.g. the health programme) are not common at these levels, but may 
occur in managerial positions. Head offioe sometimes recruits outsiders for technical I 
functions in the units and sections, or hires consultants lor this purpose. This creates the 
second possible inflow into BEP. Most higher functions are fflled through promotions, 
although recently incteaslngly more higher staff is also recruited from outside. Thus 
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almost all staff in management positions have extensN9 grass root experience. This is a 
greal strength, but might also enforce the somewhat internal onentation the team 
perceived in BEP. Since BEP Is large and perlorms well, rt Is easy to discard the external 
world, or even the other programmes. We believe that attracting more external staff could 
help BEP to stay fresh and inspired at all levels. 
3.11 .2. Recruitment and selection 
Considenng the above. recruitment takes mostly place al field level functions. Field offices 
Indicate the mintmal reqwrements (gendef, years of schooling and experience and 
technical background), where vacancies are centrally dealt with HAD dOes the recruitment 
and selection based on a test, including an orien1ation under auspices of the nearest 
TAAC. Selected men may be placed anywhere in the country (although their current home 
address is consldilred), but for women BRAC applies a porq to only assign them near 
their horne. 
The staff turnover rate is about 7'% and has been decreasing over the years. Although 
BEP itself would prefer a still lower staff turnover, this IOA·team believes that the preserrt 
rate is healthy and could even be more actively managed. staff could be assisted in 
looking outside BRAC tor further career development perspectives and at the same time it 
could oontlnue to scout for new employees at all levels. 
3.11.3. Appraisal, training a.nd development 
The HAD staff development is to some extent systematised. New PO"s receive after their 
onentaiJon tra1ning 3-5 general tra1ning.courses a year, and a number of programme 
related courses on top of thaL A fixed sequence of training-courses lasts for tour years, 
after whk:h there are again four years of training related to the next management position 
{TIC), and subsequently AM. As an employee and being part of the system, there is not 
yet enough focus on personal needs for developmenL Although the appnlisal system is 
being revised (the new staff appraisal foon introduced last year requires a signature of the 
appraised), thus far staff have been assessed by their superiors but generally didn't 
receive feedback, let alone the specific training they need to Improve their performance or 
address lacking skllls. 
The standardised approacn to development allows BRAC to train large groups and in a 
manageable period of time, but at the same time with the risll.s that certain personal needs 
or lacks of skins are not adequat.ely addressed. 
This lOA-team believes that the key to top performance is in having good feedback 
mechanisms in place, through transparent appraisals, indlvlduaJ coaching, participatory 
meellngs and teamwork. This type of HAM may be strengthened, but would require 
training of BTD personnel, who can further cfiSSeminate refined personal skiDs through the 
organisation. As part of such training It could a1so be decided how to (pilot) improve 
coaching practice within BEP: Through the management fine, or through (half) yearty 
coaching by TARC trainefs. The key issue Is to develop a way so that coaching (helping 
others to define their weaknesses, aspirations and action plans) becomes a ""way of rrte•. 
pan of the BEP culture (merely establishing the abilrty Will be 1nsufflc!ent). Documenting of 
coaching interviews (career desires, agreements) is useful for all parties Involved. 1 
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In terms of meetings the challenge IS to make them more partJcipatory. Another challenge 
is to go beyOnd planning and programme focussed work, which Is obviously not to be 
neglected, but also into oomprehensive (rather than haphazard) problem analysis. 
3.11.4. Cultur e 
Ills most amazing and wonderful to see the BRAC culture of goal commitment and values 
function well (willie it does not depend on religious b1nding, or overt quotation and pictures 
of the Chairman). Our findings are that In general the women are a lit6e bit more satisfied 
with their situation than BEP men. the overall level of satisfaction is high. 
There tS great level of discipline in the organisation at all levels, which shows in many 
sman detaHs (e.g. the queuing in front of the elevator at heacl office in tne moming). Ills 
the missions feeling that people wort< very hard (some being on the verge of maybe of 
working teo hard) and yeJ a Jot o1 infulmaJ inlesoetion takes Place among people. Staff al 
all BEP levels. from managers to teachers Is confident and outspoken and eager to leam. 
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions and recommendations presented in this Chapter are based on the 
clesCiipliort and analysis of the BRAC Education Programme (see chapter 3). In order to 
facllllate the understanding of each conclusion we refer to the respecbve paragraph 1n the 
descnpllon and analysis (however, as some conclusions have no recommendation and 
others have more, the numbering of the recommendations do not correspond to the 
paragraphs). 
One Issue IS very cen!Jal to the overcill aspects not only of BEP but the society of BRAC 
as a whole. This Issue is presented immediately below: 
Long-term strategy of BEP and the future of the NFPE-model 
~: The new long-term vision of BEP to become a networ1< of education resource 
centres on a regional and national scale in the future, points towards a different directlon 
than the past phases and phase IV of BEP, where the positiOn 1s erMSioned as ma~nly 
providers or basic primary education. The present position of BEP. where focus primarily 
Is on large-scale Implementation of primary education models, would change drastlcally In 
the long-term fu1ure. This new vision Is not yet elaborated and translaled 1n clear 
strategies programmatically as well as financially. The main challenge Is how and to whom 
to effectiVely transfer the 1mpiemeotat1011 of these models on the long-term. 
The new vision is not yet shared and discussed at bfoader levels within BEP and BRAC: it 
Is merely a provisional statement from the top-management of BRAC. The process of • 
elabofatlng the new vision is still in its convecging stage. (See annex 8 for a desaiption of 
future scenarios in relation to this new vision) 
As this vision of becoming a netwon< ot resource centres on education is projected at the 
long term, not before 2015 , it does not have immediate consequences for the strategies 
and objectives of BEP 2004-2009. 
Recommendation 1: 
Make time and resources available within BEP to elaborate the new vision on the nichB of 
BEP. the corresponding mission and strategies and discuss and share them at diffetent 
/eveJs m 8EP and BRAC. At the same lime the elabonl1ion of the new vision requires a 
contJIIuous and expanding dialogue With the GoB. The results of svch a process WID have 
consequences for the contents of 8EP phase V, 2CJ09.2014. THE lOA-team recommends 
to integrate a plan in BEP phase IV. for continuous actions in vision and stra18gy-
devefopmenL 
1. External context 
Soelo-.conomlc, cultural and envi ronmental situation and poverty 
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Conclusion· BRAC's mtsslon covers all the dimensions (eoooomic. human. security, 
SOCial-cultural and polltJcal) of poverty and BAAC's lmplemenlation of programmes 
oontnbutes stgnfficantly to quanlliBtlve and qualttaiNe poverty allevlabon in Bangladesh. 
BAAC's main three programmes are c::learty focussed on ecouomic (rural) development. 
heallh and educalion and lake into account the ~ and secunty duneosion. 
Gender and EtMronment are transversally present Ill most of the llltervetUln5. />J the 
same time BAAC's progmmmes are targeted to the (ultra-)poor women and children. 
The polttical drmeoslon of BAAC's tnt9fV811bons can be strengthened The Advocal:;y Unit 
es1abhshed in 2002 was created to influence pu~ic awareness and government poliCies. 
UnW now II merely focuses on specific Issues. BEP/GPU is also exercising advocacy 
towards the government in the area of education. However. the advocacy approach has 
not yet reached an 1nt8!7al and tnstmAionallevel wrttun BAAC. 
Polltlca.l context of BRAC Education Programme 
~: BAAC 'BEP can Improve its advocacy on important pollcy-<levelopments that 
ate Pfesently tal<tng place tn Bangladesh and that ate dtrectly related and Important to 
BRAC's mission in general and the BAAC EducatJon Prog:rarnme specmcaRy. hIS likely 
that the impact of these Mure developments will Increase and will inftuence immenselythe 
overaU nussion and strategies of the different programmes of BAAC. 
BRACIBEP can direct more attenbon to the following pdlcles and government 
prognllumes; Poverty Reduction Strategy (PAS): the National Education Policy (NEP). the 
National Plan of Action •Educabon for AJ• and the sub-sector plan on pnmary educalion 
PEDP II. In addition, the lmportanl developrnerU Ill Decentralisatio and Publec Sector 
Refoon should be taken IntO account. Anally, the persistent and wide spread 
phenomenon of corruptiOn Wlthtn the government needs c:ontJnuoos attenbon 
As these policy developments and l)fOCes s es are related, monitoring and advocacy 
requtres an lntBgraJ approach. The co-ordination between advocacy efforts in specific 
programmes and departments of BRAC must mutually remforce one another. 
Collaboration between GoB and NGO's 
ConclUSion. BRAC must c:ontJnue to co-operate With other NGO's and contnbute to an 
effectJve dialogue between NGO's and GoB to resolve the present dialogue crisis between 
the GoB and NGO's and the 1ntemal crisis Within the NGO-sector The cnSIS In dialogue 
between NGO's and GoB can only be resolved when NGO's elaborate a common strategy 
to approach the government. 
The absence of tflalogue between NGO's and GoB and the crisis within the NGO-sector 
has been addressed With the establishment of the Federation of NGO's. This llliliatJve, 
however. is not endorsed by the wtlole NGO-<:ornrnunlly. More co-operabon and NGO-
NGO dialogue is necessa.ry to resolve this issue. I>J the same time IllS lmperalJVe that the 
Federation of NGO's discuss UpoonllnQ new legislabon on NGO's. New and more 
restncllve NG()..Iegsslatlon wlll also have consequences for BAAC programmes although 
concermng rts own relatiOOS with the GoB, BEP seems not very much concemed about 
this threat. 
Recommendation 2 (related to the three conclusions above): 
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Complement the existing issue- and activity based advocacy efforts of BRAC/BEP with a 
more Integral approach and strategy on impottant pofey developments and processes. 
This calls for 8 central role for the Advocacy unit and 8 necessity to fink the diffetent 
advocacy efforts that are tal<ing place at de-central level. Unkages with and contributions 
to advocacy efforts of the whole NG().community should receive more prominent attention 
byBRAC. 
2. Main stakeholders of BRAC Education programme 
Conc;lusion: BEP maintains good relations with its maln stakeholders of the programme. 
Within the scope of these ToR it is especially relevanl to mention its good relations with 
local governments, government officials at the local and district level and with the 
members of the donor-amsortium of BEP. 
The main instrument of convmcing others of the effectlveness, efficlency and relevance of 
the d1ffereo1 educational actMties is by involving them in the cf1Ted context and 
partnerships. By witnessing the activities and couaete results other partners can become 
convmced of the Importance of the models. By wor1dng together with BEP, partners can 
buJid trust in the reliabirlly of BEP. These results have clearly been achieved in relations 
with local government and local level GoB-offtcials as well as the donors of BEP. 
/4J the level of the central government, especially with MOPME, the relations are 
lmprow~g, but recognition is until now mainly focussed on non-foonal education activities 
for special target-groups. The maln model of BEP, the NFPE·sc:hools, hasn't received 
sufficient attention and recognition from the GoB. BEP states that over the last years, 
more openness is encountered within MOPME, MOE and the Minlsby of Youth and Sport 
and possiblfrties for dialogue are now more apparent. 
Recommend.atlon 3: 
E1qJiore more possibilities to use the leverage of local governments, government officials 
and donors in acceiMlling the dialogue With MOPME. In this dialogues focus on the 
rerognitfon of BEP's NFPE-model as the 1:!" type of officfalfy recognised pn'mary 
Bducabon model. Instruments of multJ-s1akeholder cftalogue could be considered to open 
up further the present, but limited dialogue. The dOflOfS of BEP should play 8 broketing 
role. 
ConclUSIOn: There are differences in understanding between the donors of the consortium 
and BEP on the issue of quality and client-orientation 
While the general understanding of issues is good, unclerstancting in specific cases could 
benefit from more discussion and exchange on conceptual issues before defin1ng action 
potnts. 
Recommendation 4: 
Clalify the undetstanding of the concept of quality and dient-orientation by B£P and its 
donor partners. Then proceed to identify the specific bottleneclcs and constraints m 
relation to quality education. Only then proceed to establish en agenda to address the 
Improvement of quality by defining specific actions. 
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3. Vision and mission 
Conclusion: The BRAC Education Progamme contributes to the mission of BRAC by 
buddng poor people, espeaally women's, social, ecouomic, polibca1 and human 
capaalies. It also contnbutes to the capacity develclprner4 of staff and programme 
pllrtiCipBnts. This positions BEP at a central place within the ovetall BRAC missiOn. 
4. Place of BEP wlth.ln BRAC 
Conclusion: The impoftance given to BEP In BRAC's mission is re11ected 1n the lmpo11ant 
place this progcammes OOC\IpteS In the society of BAAC. 
BRAC shows a COI"'11Tlltmen wrth BEP to dramabcally 10erease rts own ll'lV8Siments 10 the 
p!Clglamme to 50'1(, in the commg 21)..25 years. For BEP phase IV the InVeStment of BRAC 
11 the p!oglamme has doubled. However, fer the following phase BEP remaJnS for the 
latge part dependent on OWide funding. 
RecommenclatJon 5 (see also rec:ommendatlon 14): 
Develop a dear and tmnsparent long-teml strategy towatds finanaal sustsJnab!ltty of BEP. 
Next to own ffJSOI.X08S (from profft generating BRAC enterpnses) and posSibly continued 
donor fundlflg this plan should consider resources from cortiiTiefCial enterpns«s, and the 
pclSSID 'lties of gcN8ITJITI6flt pattnershlp. 
s. Stntegy and main objecttves 
Process of definition of atntegy, goals and target. 
ConcluSIOO: The overan strategy of BEP phase IV Is formulated In geo9fic terms and 
doesn, state clearly how each component of BEP contnbutes to it. Altha level of 
programme components, the elaboration of strateg•es Is done at implementatJon level 
relating adlvrties and output to strategy and to the nliSSion of BEP. This approach doesn1 
facilltate the process of undefstancfmg of the c:oherenoe of the programme-oompo in 
relabon to tne overall strategy. 
The present practlce of diSO •ssion, etaboratioo and decision-making within BEP 1nY01Ves 
many ITIOIIIelllS of consultation With many people at the management and Implementation 
level . However, much of this oonsuflation IS done in vertical lines, related to the 
hierarchi9S of each uOJt or programme component. It can have a negatrve impact on 
ownership and convnitment of managers and staff of specific programme-components a1 
the rmplemetrt.ation level. In the end this might llm•t the capacrty of clear diSsermnaiiOn of 
strategies. goals and targets a1 the regional and local level. 
This eXISUlg practice should be c:omplemenled by other mechanisms that ensure more 
hoi iZOOtal and Integral strategy formulallon and decision makJng 
Recommendation 6: 
lrrtroduce and Implement concepts of team-based strategy formulalion and deasion-
mal<Jng at the top level of BEP, lllVOivJng managers of an programme components. 
Decisions on overal strBJegy and the coherencs of the stJateyles at the programme-level 
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should be assured by all the managers 'involved (DED, Programme Heads and Co-
O«fmators). ThiS oould be done within the concept of a management-team. 
Two programme-related Issues with strategic Implications 
1. Education Support Programme (ESJ»): 
Conclusiort: The strategy of ESP Is directed to lurthec expansion. The expansion of thiS 
programme is to a large extent dependent on the organisational and institutional 
capacities of relatively smaH regional and local NGO's to implement successfully the 
NFPE-model of BEP. lt Is axactJy in this area Where the main bottleneck of this 
programme is srtuated. Processes of budding institutional and organisational capaCities 
require a long-term pef'Spective and the ESP strategy isn, taking !his into account 
sufficiently. 
An eatfier revifrw missiOn of ESP has produce<S important and useful recommendations to 
address this issue and this lOA-team adheres fully to these recommendations. It is. 
however, not clear if and in Which degree BEP has given follow-up to these 
recommeodalions. In BEP phase IV we canoot see sufficient e1e1nents that can account 
for siJCCeSsful upgrading of the ESP. 
RecornrMndation 7: 
Oevefop a stJategy for ESP with a fong-teml perspeciive. This sfJ'BtBgy shoufd ;nctucJe 
more emphasis on organisa1ionaJ capacity builcfrng of the Implementing partner-NGO's. 
This might be achitNed by longer-tmm commitments wftfllhese IJ(IItners. This oould take 
into account the following model: 
ESP establishes fixed perio4 oontrac1S with the implementing partner-NGO's for a period 
of five to ten years, fn which the partner-NGO's commit themselves to incnJBse the scale 
of imp/efl'lle(ltation of NFPE-sdlools in a certain period to reach the fevel required to 
rec8fV8 direct funding of their NFPE-progral71111eS. 8EP COfTif1llts itself to provide. In 
addition to the educational and financial support. a package of S8IVices to strengthen the 
orgarosa1iooa1 capacities of these NGO's to reach the required stage to be able to 
/mplemerTt these programtl'leS and attract donor- or govamment funding. After the fixed 
period BEP oouJd provide a certification of thess NGO's on a yearly base that qualifies 
them to attmd fundJng. Yearly audits by BEP can assure that these NGO's continue to 
comply with qualify standards. Thts strategy WfJUid also be in line with the tong-term 
aspiralion of BEP to become a resource centr& for education. 
2. Government partnerahlp Unit 
ConcluSIOil: The Government Partnership Unit was created With the goal to expand and 
Improve relations and co-operation with the GQB. However, the GPU foaJsses on the 
implementation of activities and on specific issues. This limits the possibility of developing 
an overall vision and strategy of BEP on co-operation and parlnerships with the GoB. 
GPU puts in a lot of effort and obtams renw1cable results (such as the perm1ssion for BEP 
NFPE-graduates to enrol in the scholarship exam and the pre- and post pnmary 
programmes). lmplemenlalion of joint activilie$ with the GoB certainty should continue and I 
can be organised in a separate unit. Howevef, the present position of GPU as a separate 
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Recommendlltlon 10: 
RIM8W the scope of BEP, PACE, ESP and GPU and txxiSider a roorgtJ111SatJon of units for 
the establishment of fT'KX8 balanced progrsmmss and prograrntTI6 head f8SPOOSibWtles. 
Mechanisms for clec:lson-m~~klng and eo-ordination 
Conclusion: BEP has a strong formal (vertical) oommunocation and control system in place 
that provides the reqUITed diSCipline to carry out such a strong implementation· focused 
programme in a d"Jfficult social setting. Horizontal co-ord1nation and exchange can be 
strengthened. 
Structural cohesion between ulllls and programmes can complement present eJCisting 
ll1fomlal interadlon. By establishing hocizoutal P'atfo<IIIS (between the programmes and 
tnts) for Wlteractlon and shared decision-making at the central and de-central level 
(regiOIIS and districts) BEP coold stJeugthen rts leamang capaaly and streamline co-
ordlnallon between unrts and programmes down to the local leVel of mplementaboo. 
In 1ts endeavours to decentraltSe the organlsatloo, BEP has made significant progress. 
Nevertheless. many processes are sliD centralised even though more and more power is 
d4Megated to middle managers. lnfonnally the organlsabon IS even further decentrallsed. 
but c:o~!Cepts of pasticipelory decision-making could be lllStitutionall. 
Recommendation 11 : 
Explore roncepts of fT'KX8 team-based co-ordinaiJon, exchange and cJeoslon.maJang at 
the fi6ld level to ensvm a higher capacity of •seJf-managemenr• of these teams Fa 
pBiticipstcxy strategic d6cisKxHnaking and aciJon planning BEP is sugg«;t8d to 8/so 
COI'ISider large-group consultation methods. 
7. 1nputs of BEP 
H~resowces 
Conclusion: BEP employs su1ficient human r8SOIXC8S to implement rts programmes cost-
effectively 
BEP has an affirmal.IVe action pohcy on recrurtment of female employees. ThiS pofq 
ensures gendel'-balance of the staff in the head-office and c:onscioos policy on recruitment 
of women at the level of project staff and leachefs. Gender imbalance S1JII is found at the 
level of regular and service staff Ill the regional and field oflices; there the presence of 
f81'118M staff still IS very low 
Recommendation 12: 
Analyse the SltuatJon and possible bot1Jenecks in under-representation of female and 
servio9 staff'" the regular stall at regiOilBl and field offlc:8s.. If needed, also 8nforoe and 
stf9n{Jthen implementaJJon of affirmative actJon poliCy 81 these levels and set concrete 
quanl1tat1Ve and quaft1tli!Velalgets. 
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ConckJsjon The project-staff of BEP Is not lnc:ludecf In the statistics of the HR Department. 
BEP in the reg.onal offices malntaJOS separate statistics and monrtooog of this staff. Thcs 
means lha1 these staff-members are not Within the HAD-System. 
Recommenct.tlon 13: 
Include the project-staff of BEP In the HRD-system in order to ensure that these Pf018C1-
staff f7'I6ITib8rs can benefit from the swne suppo1t of HRD. Inclusion of the BEP proJed-
staff cs also needed to maii'IIBin liCQJf8te stabstJcs on the total number of staff Ill BRAC. 
Ananclal sustalnablllty of BEP In the long-term 
Conclusion: BEP has a lauty stable funding base With a variety of donors. The programme 
components and goals and targets are defined in such a way lha1 they can relatively 
easily be adapled to specific hM'IdltlQ levels. 
Apparenlly BEP IS not very OOIIC8l ned Wdh the future funding perspectiVes oonsldemg 
the good relatiOns With donors and the long-term perspective of &nereaSed BRAC financial 
resources for BEP 
However, at present BEP is largely dependent on external funding from lntematlonal 
donors. In the past the fiv&.year cycle of external hM'Idtng of BEP has lead to fluctuallons 
in the progamme 
There is no strategy defined to ensure more contJnuous long-term financial planneng and 
also further diVerslfiCabOn of fundltlQ has received limtled attention 
Recommenct.tlon 14 (see also recommendation 5): 
DfNelop a long-161'111 stralegy (changing the scope of five-year programrnes) on finBnCJBJ 
sust&nabll!ty of BEP. InCluding extemal and BRAC-rescurces. AJ the same tJme also build 
reiBtioos With the (inter)national entreprenecxJal sector and developing the concept of 
social responsbhty of the fXMll.e sector lfl Bangladesh should be considered. BRAC's 
cufrure as an efriaent orpaniS8tJon With many cornmeraal experiences. provides a good 
basis for understanding with this sector 
Alongside the posSibilities of divel StficatJon of resouroes. also new. fTIOI'8 flexible .. 
mechanisms and~ With dol lOIS can be made to avoid abrupt fluctua1Jons m 
funding and 8fl8ble other ftlndtng-pattnets (Uidudng the pr;vate sector} to pn in at 
different IJmes 
8. Output of BEP 
Cooclusion. The output of the BEP programmes is cleat1y set in quanlltatJVe terms. The 
ovetal outreach of the different programmes to target-goups is lmprelsNe. The BRAC 
Education Programme cs the largest scale programme on primaly edvcaton mplemented 
by a NGO 1t1 the wor1cl The output of the programme tn qualilative terms Is much more 
complicated. 
The focus of BEP on qualily of the output has improved aver the last years and receiVeS 
con!Jnuous attentJon. but It is malllly to ensure better qualrty of inpuls (Ouallty Assistants, 
lrnpfoVed cumculum etc.) The output measured In terms of sabsfaction of the target-
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groups has received less attention. Also impact on the socio-economic situation has not 
been sufficiently measured. 
This impact is difficult to measure, since there are many dimensions and indirectly 
Influencing factors to be considered. The Research and Development Department has to 
be ITIO«< Involved in providing refrable data on the soclo-ecooomlc Impact of the BEP 
programmes. These socio-economic impacts can be more closely related to the 
differences in the base level situations of the target-groups of BEP (the ultra-poor) 
compared to this base-level situation of target-groups of other lrnplementers of primary 
education. Also the Impact f1Ver lime can be taken more into conslderatlon (longitudinal 
studies). The appraisal mission of BEP phase IV (2003) also addressed this issue. 
Recommendation 15: 
Reallse questjonnaires or studies to measvre cilent-salisfaction of the services delivered 
by BEP to complement the lnptJt-re/ated investments in quality and to Tn9BSI..lf9 the effects 
of these investments. lncr88S8 the c;o.operatJon With and provide reliable Ml~informabon 
to RED to enable better quaJfty stJJd1es on sockH3conomic impact of the BEP programmes 
(SATs, compat8live and /ongftvtftnal studies). 
9. Control and support processes In relation to BEP 
Conclusion: The control and support processes are of sufficient qualrty for a smooth 
functionang of BEP. The processes within BEP and support departmenls in BAAC are 
clearly in place. Goals and targets are clearly monitored and linancial control is strict. 
There are well-defined rules and regulations in relation to financial control and delegation 
of decision-making. The Human Recourse Department has good records of the 
employees and with respect to salary-administration IS lmked to the financial department. 
10. Systems relevant for the functioning of BEP 
MIS and monitoring 
Conclusion: BEP has a potentially powerful educational management information system, 
which after its current migration to a new ICT platform, is an excellent tool for research, 
programme management and pofK:y analysis. However. capacity to use these applications 
efteclively needs to be built 
The current MIS has great potential but is technically in poor shape and is cenlrally 
operated. As major revisions are going on it is expected that the potential can be realised 
1n the future. A well-functloning ICT lllfrastructure is a basic corxfdion for MIS to deflver its 
lull potential. The most important benefit will be the increased and timely accessibility to 
data and reports. Yet, the availability of such data Is only fully optlmised If they are used 
for detailed analysis, reseateh, planning and policy-making. WhJle the MIS is one 
Important ICT appfiCBtion, the steady expansion of computer facilities within BEP calls for 
an overall vision on ICT, to streamnne the automation processes and refrain from an ad-
hoc approach to development of ICT -tnfrastructure and services. This iSsue was also 
addressed in the MTR-misslon of 2001. The lOA-team wants to add two 
recommendations to that mission. 
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Recommendation 16: 
Fonnu/.a1e (BEP and BRAC) an JCT poiiC)'tmastBr plan as a vjsjon, stTategy and action 
plan lor future ICT expansions. An ltTipOflant element of this plan can be to equtp 811 
reglon8i offices with computers and e-maillintemst laalrtles, for decerdnJhsed prooessng 
of data and on-line acx:ess to MIS. It IS undersUJndable thai investmoots ;n U.S area 
depend in a fTBSI deal in 8VlJJJabifdy of I8SOIJroEJ$. Also me.stments can be shared With 
the programmes outSide 8EP {especrally BOP). The inV&.slments 1n ICT need to be 
addressed in funding-stral(l(/16$.. 
Recommendation 17: 
TraJnlng of a selected group of f118f189BrS and r8Se8/'Chers m MIS datslnterpretBJJon lor 
plannJng and pofJCy analysis. 
11. Std Performance 
ConclusiOn: In general it can be concluded that the BEP style of management of staff 
leads to a tugh level of satiSfaction and comiT\ltment. Issues on petfomlance management 
are currently addressed, but Improvement may be made on implemen!Jng feedback 
mechanisms foe enhanced support and learning. 
BEP develops its staff through systematic training, which provides them With 
compelencM!S for the JOb and allows them to gradually climb up the hieratdlcalladder 
This Internal focus has led to a sbOilQ mplemenlatJon..rooted wortdorce and BRAC-
dedica1ed people. Two c:oocems emerge from this approach.. First. tradibonally 1rtt1e 
attention has been paid to applying leedbad< mechanisms (01 coaching) lor IndiVIdual 
Slaff. Sec:olldly. the development of the BEP WOI1clorce IS based on a verticaJ vision with 
l11ruted outflow to other BRAC programmes 01 even other organisations. 
Recommendation 18: 
lrnplemellt feedback rnecllaJVsms (appraisaJs. c:oachlng, meetings) at allleYels, relate 
them c1earty to HRD polldes. train/he~ and finaRy integrate them in the 
orgarvsational cuJf1Jre of BEP. 
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5. Over-all conclusions and recommendations 
The objective of the ToR of this lnstiMJonal and Organisabon Analysis was to detennme 
whether. from an lnstitvtionaVM.Janisational point of view, all preconcfdions are met for 
BEP to perform and 9Chleve its objectives in education. poverty altevfatJon, empowerment 
of poor women and pro-poor advocacy. 
The conclusion of the lOA-team. alter having analysed extensively the institutional context 
and internal organisation of BEP, is !hal all major precondlllons are met by BEP to perfonn 
and achieve its objectives. The perfoonance of BEP In planning and realising large-scale 
and high Impact programmes that are clearly targeted to the poor, especially women and 
children. is outstanding and provides an example for many NGO's. not ooly In Bangladesh 
but all over the world. The organisational structure, arrangements, procedures and 
regulations within BEP and BRAC ensure a cost-i!ffective and transparent functioning of 
the programmes or BEP. thaf are highly valued by the stakeholders. The staff or BEP Is 
highly motivated to implement the programmes. 
Quality improvement or the programmes receives continuous attention by BEP and 
requires continuous attention in the future. Improvements can be made, especially in 
relation to the long-term outcomes and impact of the programmes oo target-groups and by 
developing and applying better instruments to measure outcome and impact. 
An important external factor and a continuous theme in the life of BEP is the struggle for 
Government recognition of its innovatiVe education models, especially the NFPE-schools. 
This recognition Is ooty very gradually growing and mainly directed to other programmes 
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than the core-programme of BEP the NFPE-schools. Further actions to accelerate the 
dialogue with the Government are necessary and the donors of BEP have to play an 
adlve brokering role. 
A new long-leml VISion of BEP has been foonulated, but needs to be further developed 
and shared at all levels or the orgarwsation. TNs new vision or becoming a netwcf1( of 
recourse cenlreS on educallon in Bangladesh Will change 51gnificanUy the character or 
BEP 10 the futLre and set c:haJiengiOQ targets for dialogue with the Government, 
oonunuous improvement of quality and future flllallCI81 sustainabllity. nus new VIsion does 
not affect 1n a great degree the programmes or BEP for 2004-2009 
Recommendations 
The lOA-team positJveJy recommends the donors to fund the BEP proposal for 2004-2009. 
The lOA-team also recommends that in BEP phase IV. 2004-2009 a plan Will be 
lniegrated that accounts tor continuous acbons 111 the development and shanng of the new 
emergmg VISIOO, fTIISSIOfland strategy {Including fin8JlC181 sustamabiJily) Within BEP, 
BRAC end the Government 
The mission recommends to strengthen the ptaCtice of giving missions (perhaps less 
numetOUs) a IIITiited focus on e c:Jear theme, as this may IIICI&8se the deplh and unpsct of 
the missions. 
The lOA-team finally recommends BEP and the donors to disalss the teCOfnfl')6ndlftions 
of this lOA-mission (end futute tniSSions) and pnontJse a hmited number of actions frx 
follow-up. however wdh a comtnJtment to give extenStve follow-up to enable shared 
Ieeming from the elq18nences. 
-· 
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Annex 1: Ust of consulted publications and documents 
Ahmed, Manzoor (2003). Management of Adult and Nonformal Education. Dhaka: 
Worldbank. 
Ahmed, Manzoor, Lohanl Shiva (2001). NFE in ~h: ~of~ and 
Future Direction. Dhaka, GoB, Primaty and Mass Education, Directorate of Non-Formal 
Education. 
Bailey, Miriam; Reeves, Barry; Ryan, Anne and Smith, Brigid (1998). An Appraisal of the 
Proposal loC' BAAC's Education ~: Phase Ill. Dhaka: Mission RepOO 
Blefv1iet, W., E. Bourgeois, M. Jahan and S . l..uftunnessa (2001 ). BRAC Education 
~ NFPE Phase Ill Mid-Term Review 2001. Dhaka: Edburgh Consultants. 
BRAC (not dated). Memorandum of the~ BRAC. Dhaka: BRAC 
BRAC (not dated). Rules and Regulations of BRAC. Dhaka: BRAC 
BRAC (nol dated). Human Recourse Procedure. Dhaka, BRAC 
BRAC (nol dated). Brie11n Educa&on Development UniL Dhaka, BRAC Education 
Progranvna/Education Development Unit 
BRAC (nol dated). An Outline for a Proposal for the Establishment of BRAC University 
Institute of Education and ~ @\,!lED). Dhaka: BRAC 
BRAC (1998). NFPE Phase_j)J_{Aprii1999-Marct12004) Proposal. Dhaka: BRAC 
Education Programme. 
BRAC (2001). BRAC Strategy: 2002-2007. Dhaka: BRAC. 
BRAC (2001). BRAC Human~ Procedure: Table of Authority. Dhaka: 
BRAC/Human Recourse Department. 
BRAC (2001 , 2002, 2003). Annual Worlcp!ans January - December 2002. Dhaka: BRAC 
Education Programme. 
BRAC (2001 , 2002, 2003). BEPJNFPE Phase Ill Progress Reports Dhaka: BRAC 
Education Programme. 
BRAC (2002, 2003). Annual Reports 2001 and 2002. Dhaka: BRAC. 
BRAC (2003), BRAC Education ~ ~ 2004-2009) Prooosal. Dhaka: BRAC I 
Educallon Programne. 
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BRAC (2003). Government od Bangladesh Partnership Unit ~ 2003}. Dhaka: 
BmciGPU 
BRAC {2003). Consideration of the future direcbon of BRACs Non-Fonnal Education 
Progarrme. Dhaka, BRAC 
Annex 1 
BRAC (2003). Facts and F~ at a glanCe: as of June 2003. Dhaka: BRAC Educabon 
Prograrrme(PACE 
BRAC (2003). BRAC Statement of Donabon Aevewed. Dhaka: BRACIFA 
BRAC (2003). Internal circulars for BEP. Dhaka: BRAC Education Programme 
BRACIDLD (2002). Usts of recommendallons of~ and review missions and 
actJon PQIIlls Dhaka. BRACIDLO 
CAMPE (2003). An Introduction to Campaign kif ~Education (CAM~ 
~h. Dhaka. CAMPE 
CAMPE (2003). Uterac;y in Baogiadesh, Need for a new IIISIOil; Education Watch report 
2002.. Dhaka: CAMPE. 
Douse, Mike; Weber, Magg1e and Bourgeois, Edwin (2002). BRAC NFPE Ill Annual 
Monitoring Review Dhaka: Mission Report. 
Go8 {2002). A National Strat~lof Economie_Growth, ~~eduction and Soaal 
~- Dhaka· Economic Relations Division, MltllStry of Fsnance 
Go8 (2002). Second PrirfWLEducation Oeveqmem f>rogl"amme PEOP II, 2003-2008 
(flll8! ~}. Dhaka: Government of Bangladesh and PEDP II Project PreparatiOil Team. 
Hossain, AJtaf; Nath Samir; Choudhury AMA (2002). SocioeconomiC lm~ of BRAC 
Schools. Dhaka: BRAC. Research and EvaluatJon Division 
JBIC {2002). JBCI Sectto ~ ~ Educat1011 Sector C>llerview Dhaka: Japan 
Bank for lntematJonal Coopefation. 
Kassam, Yusuf; Raynor Janet; Ryan, Anne, Wlfak. Anders (2003). App8IS8i of BEP IV; 
Deepening Pattnerstup wrth the Government of~- Dhaka. M•ssion Report. 
Ministry ot Education (2000). National Education Polley 2000 (Engllsh ver8100). Dhaka: 
Ministry of Education. 
MOPME (2002). Ed1JC8t101l few All; Na1ional Plan of Actiooj_2002·2015) Dhaka MOPME 
(Primaly and Mass Education Division. 
Nath, San* (2000). BasiC~ oftheGracluat~of BRAC's Non-Formal 
Schools: Levels and Trends trom 1995 to 1999 Dhaka: BRAC Reseerc:h and Evaluabon 
OMslon. 
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PEDP II Project PreperatJon Team & the Gowrnment of Bangladesh (2002). Second 
~Education ~ Program ~OP II): 2003-2008 Draft Maac>Pian. 
Dhalul. 
PMED (2002). Education for AI National Plall of Action t2002-2015) (draft version). 
Dhaka: Pnmaty and Mass Educabon Division 
Ryan, -.. and a Smith (2000) BRN:: E<h::at!OC\ f>rogramrna NFPE Phase m Re~neW 
1999-2000. Dhaka.. ,.. .• , . 0(1 Report. 
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Annex 2: Ust of persons consultants and activities of lOA-team 
Saturday · 23-8 Education Watch Report launching meeling 
Appraisal Mission team BEP N 
Sunday 24-8 Mr. Graham White, DLO 
Mr. Cornelius Haddng, First Secretaty Education, RNE 
I 
' Monday 25-8 Analysis of Ooctlmenls I 
Thursday 26-8 Analysis of Documents I 
>-=-Tuesday 26-8 Mrs" Erum Mariam, Programme Head NFPE, BEP, BRAC Mr. Safiqul 
Islam, Programme Head PACE, BEP, BRAC 
Briefing with most Units Heads under NFPE and PACE, BEP, BRAC 
BRAC/donor briefing meeting 
Mrs. Matjolijn Vemoog, Desk Office( Bangladesh, Novib (realised by a 
t~member In the Nethelands) 
I I Wednesday 27-8 BRAC NFPE, BEOC, pre-primary and government primary and schools secondary 
I • • BRAC teachers area regional and TARC staff Mr. Arifullslam, Progamme manager FJeld Operations, BEP, BRAC 
Thursday 23-8 Open space worttshop Mymenslngh 
Mrs. Mahmuda Aldeen, Assftant DLO, DLO 
Friday 29-a Mr. Yusuf Kassam, Mission teadei', BEP N appn!isal mission 
Analysis of Oocumenls 
Saturday 30-8 Mrs. Erum Marian, Programme Head NFPE and Mr. Mf\11 Islam, 
Programme manager FJeld Operations, BEP, BRAC 
Mr. Kamrul Aman, SenJor Faculty Membef, BTD 
Dr. Manzoor Atmed, Institute Educalion Development, 1s-' floor 
SUnday 31-8 Mr. Amanul Alan, Deputy Executive Director (BEP, BOP), BRAC 
Mr. Abdui-Muyeed Chowdhury, Executille Director, BRAC 
Mr. Ariful lsJam, Programme manager FJeld Operations, BEP, BRAC 
Monday 1-9 Open space workshop Rajendrapur 
NGO leaders Involved in ESP 
Tuesday 2-9 t$' A.M. ............ , , ..... ".--,.-.,,"' 
Primary Education, Ministry of Primary and Mass Education, GoB, Mr. 
I I 
Abdul Muktalfu, Director Planning and development and prof. Md. 
Sul1an Mia, Director T ralnlng. 
-
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Annex 3: ToR Institutional and OrganisatiOn Analysis of BEP 
(25 June 2003) 
Tenns of Reference 
INSTTTUTIONAL & ORGANISATION ANALYSIS 
of the 
BRAC EDUCATION PROGRAMME (BEP) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Annex3 
BRAC's Non-Foonal Primary Edvcation progamme (NFPE) has been operating since 
1985. It is one of BRAC's three core programmes (rural development, education and 
health) almed at poverty reduction and social empowerment in rural communities, with 
special target emphasis on poor girts who have either never been to school or who have 
dropped out of the formal education system. Originally the NFPE programme focused on 
children aged 8 to 10 years and followed a three-year cycle covering Grades I to Ill. In 
1988 this was extended to include children aged 11 to 14 years; thiS part of the 
programme became known as Basic Education for Older Children (BEOC). A further 
development took place in 1991 when the Education Support Programme (ESP) was 
started, seeldng to extend the covetage or the NFPE model to areas in Bangladesh where 
BRAC was less well represented by operating through smaU partner NGOs supported 
technically and, in most cases, financially by BRAC. 
From the start the NFPE programme was part of BRAC's main rural development 
programme but it acquired the status of a sepamte core programme in 1996. Untll1993 it 
was supponed by a varying group of donors but since then it has received a majof boost 
following the formation of the present donor consortium consisting of AKF/ClDA. DAD, 
the EC, the Royal Netheliands Embassy (RNE), NOVIB, and UNICEF. Funding from this 
oonsortium over the last ten years has been in three phases during which the programme 
has Increasingly widened In size and scope as follows: 
PhueJ.(1993-199§): During this phase BRAC scaled up its activities, more than doubling 
the number of schools from 15,000 to 31,000. It also consolidated Its management 
infrastructure and further developed its support systems for teachefs.. New Initiatives in 
this period included the creation of Resource Teachers, opening Reading Centres/Union 
Libraries/Adult Literacy Centres, plus schools for ex-garment workets In conjunction with 
UNICEF, ILO and BGMEA. f 
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~sen {!99ti-1999): After the rapid growth of the programme in Phase I, this phase 
represented a $taQe of stabilisation and consolida1ion, with the emphasis on ql.lalitatilfe 
\I'TTpfOVel'llefs across all areas ol opermlon. 
Key areas were materials and curriculum development, staff lralning, pedagogical support 
lor teachets and management effectiVeness. New inltia1ives included the piloting of 
Grades IV & V rn NFPE schools, development of iMOVative programmes such as CUP, 
IRI and CLE, and the piloting of pre-primary programmes. 
Ph8se UJ (1999-2004}: This phase continued the emphasis on quality both at HOunder a 
newly formed Educational Development Unit and at field level through an extended 
management and administrative structufe comprising Resource Teachers, Batch Trainers, 
Master Trainees, and Quality Assurance SpecialistS. Greater impetus was also given to 
PhaSe II initiatNes namely, the introduction of Gra(les N & V In NFPE schools, to pre-
primary schooling, the adolescent development programme, and the SUStainablflly of 
Union Ubraries, piloting of IT and mobile libraries under the continuing education 
programme. A major effort was initiated to obtain cloSer collaboration with GoB in primary 
and post-primary education. Effort was also made to provide equitable access to ethnic 
minority communities tiTough non-formal primary and post-primary InterventionS. 
L MISSION OBJECTIVES 
The objective of the M'ISSion Is to determine whether, from an 
lnatftutional/organlsaUonal point of vi-, aJJ pre-conditions are met for BEP to 
perform and achieve Its objectives In education, poverty atfevlatfon, empowerment 
of poor women and pro-poor advocacy. 
The appraisal will be based upon an analysis of the institutional and ~ 
actMUes ot those parts ot SAAC that have an impact on BRAG's education programme. 1\ 
will follow the methodology of the Integrated Organlsatlon Model that was outlined at the 
BRACIDonor Consortium bHinnual meeting in November 2002; this model win be the 
guiding principle for the analysis by the Mission. 
4. ISSUES FOR APPRAISAl. 
Based on the Integrated Organisation Model, the factors that Influence BRAC/BEP as an 
organisation and need to be consldered by the review learn are: 
4.1 External Factors 
• How does the social, cultural, political and ecologicaJ environment influence the 
outcomes or the organisation? 
· How are poverty, gender, empowerment and pro-poor adVocacy Included in the 
nalional policy? 
• What is the state of GO-NGO and NGO..NGO collaboration? What further 
d811eiopments can be toreseeoln the near Mute? 
• Which stakeholderl; does the organisation work with (e.g. oationaiJiocal 
govemment, NGOs that are active in and outside the sector, Minlslry of 
Primacy and Mass Education and/or other Government Ministries, the lal'get 
group and the donor community)? What is their appreciation of BRAG? 
4.2 Internal Facto~ 
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Nmlre of the organlatlon 
• What Is the legal basis of the organlsalion? 
• What is the legal fmmework (laws, by-laws, regulations that may have an effect 
on the functioning of the organisation)? 
SU.tegy/object/VfUI of the organ/$1111011 
• Give a description of the organisation, including its strengths and weaknesses, its 
opportunities and threats (SWOT). 
• What are the long- and short-term objectives? How are the objectives 
lnteo1 alised? 
• What is the output of the organisation in relation to the objectives (the quality. 
quanbty, experience, specialisation, coverage of the target group)? 
• How are goals and targets defined? Are the set goals and targets disseminated 
/infOrmedfowned by the staff of different tlers? 
Structure of the org.ttniBIIt/011 
· What Is the structure of the organisation (including organisational chart)? How is 
it appreciated by the staff? How Is it appreciated by the Mlsslon? 
• Describe the sections/units within the organisation and their roles and 
responsibilities. 
• Is there a mechanism In place to secure coordinatlon between sections/units? 
• How Is the decision-making process (at what level. dependency. formal and 
Informal)? 
· Give a description or the level of decenlrallsallon of decision-making. How are 
women involved In decisioo-making? Do criteria for poverty, gender and/or 
environment play a role In decision-making? Is attention paid to voice poverty 
and gender advocacy, and if not, how could it be improved? 
Inputs 
• How is the distribution of staff within the organisation (quantity, quality, male-
female ratlo, permanentJiemporary)? 
• Does the organisation have enough qualified personnel to have access to socio-
economic and gender sensitive data and to be able to ldenlify and research 
this? 
• How Is the access of the organisation to relevant information (research, 
government)? 
· What Is the financial situation (lncome and expenditure as well as the balance 
sheet) in recent years and wtlal are resouces of finance 
(GoB/Donorslmembers)? Indicate if the financial Input from eacf1 source is 
Increasing or deceasing. 
• How are the financial SUS1alnability issues being addressed? How to further 
improve the financial sualalnability in a feasible way? 
Outputs 
• Give a short description of the achievements of the organisation until today. 
• How are the outpuls appreciated by its clients, In quality and quantity? 
• Give an appreciation of the outputs In relation to the inputs. 
Control and suppon processes 
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· What are the control processes (focused on control of other ptocesses?) and how 
effective are they? Pay specific attention to administrative organisation, internal 
and external momtoring C8VIews, reporting and Internal control, approval of the 
audlts. 
• What are the support processes and how effective are they? Pay specific 
attention to financial administration, account management. budget control, 
rquicfrty management, obligations and procurement 
· How transparent are these processes? 
• How are the competencies for financial commitments and payments 
(authorisation and execution)? 
S)'st1H11S 
• Does a management infomlalion system exist and, If yes, how does it functloo? 
• Does a monitoring & evaluation system exist and, if yes, how does it function? 
• Is poverty and gender-<lisaggregated information available in these systems? 
• Do financial reporting systems exist and, if yes, how do they function? 
• Do accounting systems exist and, if yes, how do they function? 
• Do proctJrement systems e>Cist and, if yes, how do they function? 
Humt~n retJOUrct~ tnan~~gement 
• Make an assessment of the accountabifrty of staff members. 
• Does the organisation have an HRD unit? If yes, how does il function and What 
needs to be done for further improvement? 
·What is the personnel policy {recluitmeot, tennioatlon, motivation)? Does 
affirmative action for women exist and, if yes, how does it function? 
• How are women represented et the senior levels of management? 
· Are !here vacancies and is this perceived as a problem? Is there a surplus of 
staff? 
• How iS the staff turnover? 
• What are the transfer policies? 
· What are the training fadlities? Is training adequate to improve/maintain the 
quality of the service? Are poverty, gender and/or environment issues included 
In the training? 
· What kinds of incentives are used? 
In consultabon with the Mission Team I eader, the consultants will have the freedom to 
Include and analyse any other linked issues that they deCide would be relevant. 
A stakeholder workshop of ~ day(s) is expected as part of the lOA (following an 
10M model). 
4. COMPOSmON OF THE MISSION 
The Mission will comprise a team consisting of two consultants both of whom will be 
specialists in institutional and organisation analysis. One of them will be appointed as 
Team I eader who will have overall responsibility for the findings and recommendallons of 
the Mission and for the submission of the Fanal Report at the specified time. 
The team wiU be assisted by a consultant appointed by NORAD. HisJher specific task will 
be to help in1egate the findings of a paraRel appraisal study of the NFPE IV sectoral 
programme with those of the institubonal and organiSation analysis. 
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All team members should have· 
• An advanced degree in their appropriate field of specaallsallon 
• M. least ten years of relevant experience doing similar work 
• Experience in South Asia, prefen!bly In Bangladesh 
• Experience in planning, monitoring, evaluating professional development programmes 
• Ability to write clearly and analytically, and to be able to work to deadlines 
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, plus the ability to work with seniol" 
management as wen as being a team-playef. 
S. TIMING OF THE ~SSION 
It Is expected that the Mission will s1art on 24 August 2003 and finish on ........ September 
2003. The T earn Leader wiB ensure that aB comments on the draft report made by BRAC 
and members of the donor consortium are addressed and that the report is finalised and 
defiVeAid before he/she leaves the country. 
6. REPORTlNG 
The team wiD be given a formal briefing by BRAC and members of the donor consortium 
at the s1art of the Mission. They wil also be provided with aB documentation relevant to 
the analysis, including the HAD study completed in May 2002, and the Annual Financial 
Reviews and Business Strategy Review done for BRAC by Shorebank Advisory SeMces. 
The consullants wm make a formal presentation of their findings and recommendations to 
BRAC and the Donor Consortium on .•• September 2003. A draft report lflCOfi)Ofllting 
comments made al the presentation will be submitted to the BRAC DLO on .... September 
2003. 
The final report will be submitted in 25 copies before the team leader leaves Bangladesh. 
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Annex 4: Report on the "open spaces• of 28-S and 1-9 
OPEN SPACE WORKSHOPS 
Summary report 
"How can BRAC better support education in 
communities" 
- an open reflection by a wide selection of stakeholdef'S -
· August 28., and September 1• 2003 • 
Annex4 
.. 
I 
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Open Space Workshops 
Within the scope of the BRAC-BEP lnstitutiooal and organizational analysis 
(August/September 2003) two open space workshops were held, one on grassrootS level, 
and one on managerial level. The purpose of these large IJ'OUP 1ntervenlions was to 
quicldy retneve (and share) lnformatlon from BRAC stakeholders on issues as perceived 
important by them, In an open and Inviting setting. BRAC managers, donors and 
consultants, determined the central theme for both WOI'kshops: 
"How can BRAC bettM support education In communities" 
Conlents 
1. General Principles of Open Space Technology 
2.. Grassroots-level Open Space workshop 
2.. 1 . Summary of outcomes and recommendalions 
2.2. Remarks and crosscutting themes 
3. Managerial4evel Open Space workshop 
3.1 Summary of outcomes and recommendations 
3.2.Remarl<s and crosscuttmg themes 
4. Concluslons 
1. General principles of Open Space Technology 
Open Space Technology is one way to enable all kinds of people, in any kind of 
organization, to create Inspired meetings and events. Over the last 15 years, 11 has also 
become clear that opening space, as an intenbonal leadership practice, can create 
inspired Of'ganizations., where Ofdinary people work together to Cf88te extrao«<inary 
results with regularity. H Is a way to stlmulate and collect creative ideas and oommitment, 
to generate a vlslon, to plan for the Mure or to develop a new product. It Is a process of 
cflfferentiatloo and integration (dependent on emphasis and focus). 
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In Open Space meetings, events and 0fQ811izations, participants create and manage their 
own agenda of parallel WOf1<Jng sessions around a central theme of strategic Importance, 
such as: What is the stratsgy, group, organization or community that an stakeholders can 
support and worl< together to cceate? 
Wllh groups of 5 to 1000- working in one-day WOI'fcshops, three-day conferences, or the 
regular weekly staff meeting - the common result is a powerlul, effective connecting and 
strengthening of what's already happening in the organization: plaoo1ng and action, 
learning and doing, passion and responsibllfty, partlcJpatlon and perlormance. 
We never know exactly what will happen when we open the space for people to do their 
wont. but the following results can be guaranteed when arry group gets into Open Space: 
1. All of the ISSUes that are most Important to the participants, and that they feel 
comfortable enough to raise, wiR be put on the agenda 
2. All of the Issues raised will be addressed by those participants most qualflied and 
capable of getting something done on eact1 of them. 
3. In a time as short as ooe or two days, an of the most Important ideas, discussion, data, 
recommendations, coocluslons, questions for further study, and suggestJons for 
immediate action will be documented. 
4. When appropriate, and when time is allowed for it, the total contents of this report 
document can be focused and prioritised in 8 matter of a few llot.n, even with very large 
groups. 
General oondlllons wherein Open Space wor1<shop Is worthwtlile considering are when 
the theme or Issue Is complex in nature, the group or people Involved are highly cfiV8fS9, 
there is an urgent question that need to be answered soon, there is potential conflict, no 
ooe has the right answer or solution to the problem. 
2. Grassroots-level Open Space 
Date: 28" August 2003 
Venue: BAAC TAAC Mymensingh 
Patticipanls: 65 persons, ao. BAAC (graduat.e) students, parents, teachers (pre-
primary, primary KK school and secondaly), directors (adolescence 
prog1a111) and board of trustee members, and school-management-
committee representa!Jves, librarians. 
2.1. Summary of outcomes and recommendations 
Discussions focused mainly on programme related matters and a Wide variety of 1ssues 
were discussed and suggestions proposed. Issues indicated by ("") and (") were 
considered to be of special importance by the group and are 8 reflection (rough 
Indications) of where the group felt that priorities should be put. II shouk:l be noted, 
however. thai time cfiCI not allow for extensive elaboration or analysis of aU issues. 
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The following is a recapitulation of the outcomes of discussions as repo~ted by working 
~- This iS slightly structured presentation of QrOUQ reoorts onty, I.e. withoUt 
int9fll(etation or analysis, giVing an honest reflectl()(l of participants' opinions. The original 
repo!1S (In Bangia) are available througl1 BRAC head office. 
Increase SCOPIJ of programs 
• Pre-primary and primary schoolS 
It was indicated that In the villages the demand tor education is much higher than the 
capacity of schools and the need IS felt to Increase the number of pre-primary and primary 
schools. Communities nat only recognize the need for education but also highly 
appreciate the employment opportunities that are Pf'(Wided. 
A/thOUgh the aim of pre-primary schools Is to prepare young children to enter class I of the 
formal system, it was proposed make provisions to enroll drop-outs of formal pnmary 
schools in BRAC NFP schools and sustain their continuous education. 
• f'rirna!y education (towaros ~education) 
To bridge the gap between BRAC primary schools and seoondary schools and facililate 
admission of BRAC studentS to secondary schools, it Is deemed necessary to offer a 
programme thai covers grade I to V. Also the cfrfference In BRAC and government books 
and other materials would need oonsidera!ion and it was even suggested to provide 
government books to the students (and train teacflers in using these books). Also, 
graduating students are suggested to take part in the government scholarship exam. To 
further facilitate the access of BRAC graduates to high schools, BRAC Is requested to 
arrange for scholarships ()( provide otherwise for Sponsorships to students for their 
continued education . 
• Secondary education (*") 
A great need is fell to expand BRAC'$ pilot programme on capadty development of 
teachers in non-government secondary schools (98'1f. of secondaty schools are run by the 
community). More awareness building, training and monitoring Is recommended for 
parents, teachers, head masters and school management corrmittees. Also the supply of 
education materials, the establishment of libraries and the need to introduce (ITlM!) 
computer 1acilitles were mentioned. It was implied that the weak secondary school system 
might be improved by establishing a BRAC-asslsted quafrty Improvement and 
supeiVisionlmonitorlng system. 
• Adult edlJcation 
The idea of offering an adull education programme was proposed. This would promote 
social values. could lead to adults better appreciate educalion and motivale lhem to send 
their children to school It was also pointed out that SLJpervision of children shoUld be part 
of the amict.tlum. 
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Improve Infrastructure, facnltle.s and materlals 
• School (constructions) M 
Recommeodations were made to establish permanent ~ and primary schools 
(construc:tJons) tn cooperation with local community and govemmen1 authorities, and 
design a financing and management structure for these schools. 
• Ubraries ("") 
Ubraries were given significant attention. Indications were given that a library futfiUs an 
lmportafll role in the communily as a place where not only teaming may take place, but 
they can also serve as a venue for social interaction and ernertainment, as a link between 
children and adults, as a link to formal schools and even as a link to the wider cMI society 
(through books and eventually through Internet facilities) . 
• Materials and supplies M 
It was suggested to provide the following materials to pre-primary schools: number chart, 
alphabet chart, nameplates and school bags for students. For primary and secondary 
schools rt was suggested to distribute materials (books, khata, pens, etc.) free of charge, 
supply mecfteal fact1ities and provide (other) facilities in BRAG schools simllar to those in 
govemment schools. 
Improve delivery of education 
• English 
Pasticipan1s felt that the teachers' capacity to teach English language In primary school is 
Inadequate. More Intensive training (and follow-up) is required. Also, remarl<s were made 
about lhe lack of Interest In the EngJlsh language among oommunily members and 
students, requiring conducting community workshops to change this situation 
• Exams 
Recommendations relate to the stanclarcfrzation of exams (to be prepared by the team 
office) and training on preparation ol examinations. Furthermofe, some suggestions were 
made to motivate students by introducing more competition among students {and even 
provide prizes and stipends according to their performance) through annual exams. 
C.pactty building 
• KK superviSOrs M 
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A special session was devoted to the traimng needs for KK supeMSOrS and members, to 
improve KK centres. The following ideas for skill development were put forward: sewing, 
computer literacy, photography, teVfax operation, healthcare, fisheries, nUfSEIIY, poultry 
fanning, vegetable farming, legal care, and beauty parlour. 
• Guarcl1811s and parents 
The Issues related to the payment of 5 taka for pr&-primaty education was discussed. It 
was suggested that some guard'1811s don, send their children to school because of this 
expense. The fact that for some students the payment Is waived, and thai a stipend is 
gtven to primary school students further blur the issue. To resollle the matter it Is 
proposed to make education free for al. 
A number of measures were further proposed to increase awareness of parents and 
guardians, through semi-annual WOI1tshops, adivities in the libfary, education of illiterates 
and financial support. 
2.2. Remarks and cross--cutting issues 
Observations regarding the Open Space group reports 
1. Many ideas on program level were raised and a limited number of suggestions on 
organizallonallin level. The fact that particlpants had their attention 
mainly on program matters is an indication that in general the organizational 
performance of BRAC Is pe~celved as good! I (In other words, If the organisational 
support to theprogrammes were poor, participants would undoubtedly have raised 
more issues relating to the organization). In general the peteeption is that people 
have great confidence in BAAC's capability to deliver. 
2.Aithough BAAC pays much attention to awareness building in communities (and 
among guardians and parents), comments from participants make it clear that 
there Is a continuous need to support these types of activities. Although 
acceptance of BRAC programs in the communities is most often achieved, the 
situation remains fragile as long as the new social values are not fully integrated In 
local and national culture. 
3 Training of teachers is understandably a strong point of attention, as the scope and 
duration of teachers' training programs is very limited. Many ll!fl'larl(s were made 
about the need for further training for all involved in teaching programs. 
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4.1nterestingty, many participants were well aware of the lmportanoe to coopemte with 
and/or involve government to sustain the operations of the schools. Rlf the 
establishment of permanent schools. for dlstributioll of ma1erials. for student 
scholarships and for alignment of schoolbooks and other teaching matenals and 
for examinations suggestJoos were made to look at BRAC to more intensely work 
with government (and vice versa). 
General obselvations regarding the Open Space workshop process 
5. pattJcjpants were very disciplined In following the indicated programme and time 
schedule. Just before 9:00 am (start of the Jl(ogramrne) all participants had taken 
their seats. After breaks and lunch the programme could resm1e as scheduled 
Not a single participant had left after lunch and all actiVely participated until the 
end of the day. Ths behavior is remarkable and rarely encountered by the Dutch 
facilitators (rncluding The Netherlands). 
6. Participants showed a great level of involvement. Although the process was sfiQhlly 
hampered by the language barrier (the translator did a wonderful job), the 
participants conceiVed the principles of Open Space well. This is among others 
reflected in the great number of Issues that was raised, and indication for active 
thinking and ownership. The young teachefs dlsplayed a high lwei of self-esteem 
and self-confidence and spoke out enthusiastlcally In front of the entire group. 
3. Managerlal..fevel Open Space 
Dam: 1"' September 2003 
Venue: BCOM Rajendrapur 
Participants: 65 persons, ao. BRAC regional and area managers, NGO partners, BRAC 
head office staff and donors 
3.1. Summary of ftndlngs and recoolmendatlons 
The participants In the workshop in Rajendrapur participated with enthusiasm. and 
expressed their appreciation of the methodology and outcome. Participants explored the 
problems underlying their pen:eptions and recommendations. Again many issues were 
Jl(ogramme related, although more organization-related matters were brought forward. 
The onglnaJ session reports are available with BRAC (and are of great interest for Jl(ojecl 
decisions) . We summariZe here only the main findings, etther from progcamme or 
organlsalional perspective. Issues lndlcated by ("") and (") were considered to be of 
speclal Importance by the group and are a reflection (rough Indications) of where the 
group felt that prlorilles should be put. It should be noted, however, that time did not allow 
for extensive elaboration or analysiS of all Issues. 
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Improve lnBtJtutlOIJIJI coopendion GoB - BRAC and NGO • BRAC 
• NGOs netwotk ("") 
Participants coosldered of greal importance to strengthen its partnerships with NGOs In 
remote areas to improve its educational programs in remote areas through its NGO 
netwotk. Aside from cost-effectiveness through such a decentralized offering of programs. 
ethnic minorities can be ret\Ctled, whiCh would otherwise be refrained from education. 
Small NGOs expeG1 a welk:ommunlcated ratlooalized selection of NGOs and schools. 
BRAC funding Is expected to achieve their targets. 
• Cooperation with GoB ("") 
A number of pracllcaJ suggestions wen! made to aftgn SRAC programs with GoB 
programs. Among them was a prime coocem of the deiNesy of primary 9dutatioo to all 
children In Bangladesh and set-up a primary edvca1ion expansion progmm with GoB. Also 
the strengthening of secondary education and the expansion of pre-primary educ:alion and 
AOP by improved f~nkage with GoB were suggested. 
The GoB's lack of lralnlng capacity was pointed out Even lor staff lralning it was 
suggested to share training opportunitJes with GoB, including teachers, librarians and 
school managers. 
~ mana~nt of SRAC-BEP 
• Cost -effectiveness 
The con\iouity o1 BEP was~. cooside!ing its high rlepeodency on donor-support 
and it was recommended as another urgent rEI8500 to intensify the dialogue with 
government. It was suggested to enter into a dialOgue with a large groop of officials as 
plan accordingly with importatrt stakeholders. 
Also suggestions were made to experiment with tnJsl fund and other models for the selt-
sustainabllity of BEP, not aiming to achieve commercial education, but to strengthen 
community Involvement. Experiences wfth ESP, libtaries and PRIME secondary scOOols 
are valoable in this regard. 
• Decision-making and responsibililles 
It was pointed out that there is no clear (or at least a complicated) delineation of tasks and 
responsibilities In the BRAC hierarchy, especially in the field. Tflis results in overlapping o1 
tasKS/responsibilities. It Is reoommended to dar\fy this i$$\16 by decootralizing ~
and clear leaderstlip responsibilities on decentraliZBd level. Also, it was suggested to 
create forums for ln1eraction and open up for higher participalion in policy and decision 
making p~cxesses. 
Also suggestions were made to involve ESP staff more intensely In materials development 
and distribution, and the design at training modules. 
• Computerization of regional offices 
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Equippog the ROs with computer fadliti8S would enable RMs 10 pnx:ess Information more 
efficlent, maltltaln small MIS, exchange and share information wtth colleagues and head 
office and link 10 the Internet to collect ,_ Ideas and Information. 
• Staff recruttmeot, evaluation and training (") 
Participants perceiVe the recruilment and promotion process as not fully transparent and 
faJr .. Levels should further be based on the person's intelregence and performance 
The a'c1ence of a clear, individual stan development plans was d!SQ'Ssed. Therees no link 
betv>een IOdMduaJ Slatr competencees, job reqtWements (as job descriptions mainly 
descnbe skills and activities, rather than competencies) and performance evaluations 
(which follows standard criteria fof all levels and pos!lJonS of employ e n). Unti rec:er(ly 
staff performance assessments were not fed back to the staff ass o s sed which was 
pee ceived as problematJc . 
• Staff Interaction 
The need was expressed to intensify staff Interaction by organizing forums whereby staff 
from vanoos levels and regions van meet and learn. It was proposed to do this oncel\wk:e 
per year by Open Space Technology. 
· Staff salaries M 
An U11pOrtant issue fof the participants is the salary that staff and teachers receive It IS 
found too low and suggesbons were made to change the salary SlruClUre, wl'leleby 
aspects such as kv:aflon and competitlveneas shoold be considered. 
Increase scope of PI!Xl8n'IS 
• Pr&-prmary schools (") 
In collaboration with GoB, it was recommended to expand the pr&-primary school 
programme and 1nclude the remote areas of the country. Important Is to COilSider where 
government schools are operating. The schools serve as a bridge beiWeerl 
homelcommunity-life and educatlon. II was also seeo that pr&-primaly education 
strengthens the relationship GoB-NGOs as GoB prVnaly schools would benefrl 
• Secolldary sctiOOis M 
It was poposed that vanous efforts be made 10 strengthen the capacity of secondary 
schools and improVIng the poor quality and managerial skDls of these schools: rmprove 
subject knowledge (math, English. acience). managemenl capacity of head masters, 
SMCs, and inctease awareness trough community invoMmenl, PTA parbCipetJon, gender 
awareness. 
• Ethnic mlnonties 
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It was suggested to (furthet) design special programs for ethnic minority groups. preceded 
by an extensive survey, a needs ass o s sment and advocacy campaign • 
• Adolescents davelopment progam (*) 
ADP Is perceived as a successful component that should be extended geographically, ao. 
into ethnic minority areas. It was also suggested that community pal1icipation should be 
enhanced. 
Improve ln1TastructUTe, facllltles and materials 
• llbraties (*) 
It was pomted out that there IS need to eslabfiSh more community llbra.ries. They facilltate 
sodak:ultural life of the people and serve as centers for socialization. They guarantee a 
continuing of newly acquired literacy for ~. 
• Computer aids 
The need to provide computers as learning aids to GPs and secondary schools was 
suggested. 
• Awareness programs 
In many groups the lmpoi1ance of awareness programs for parents, community members 
and children themselves were stressed, to guarantee a success of educational programs. 
• SMC (*) 
The need was idenlified for better school management Training and guidance of SMC 
members was therefore recommended, as well as interaction of SMC members of various 
upa:zilla's to share expetiences and ideas. This would assist in planning and monitoring. 
Cooperation with GoB was suggested to initiate such interventions and improve 
management and operation of schools. 
3.2. Remarits and cross-cutting Issues 
1. ln many {JOUPS recommendations were made to Intensify the lies with GoB as a 
vehicle to expand programs and lmpad.. improve quality. but also as mean to 
achieve sustainablfrty for BEP. There is apparently an Increasing PJesstn and 
understanding that the Mure of education in Bangladesh depends on the 
relationship with GoB. 
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